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COURSE TITLE: WORLD HISTORY

Objectives:

1. Explain in writing specific aspects of the role of women

in various ancient.societies (life at home, occupations,

the family,ect.) and compare them with each other.

2. Compare in writing the Ale of women in ancient times with

their role in our society today.

3. Describe the fashion p6pular among women in ancient times.



EARLY COMMUNICATION: LANGUAGES AIM WRITING

01-jectives:

1 Explain (orally and inlor4ten) the importance of writing
'and language in communication both in ancient and in pre-
sent societies.

2. Compare in writing picture writing with symbolic writing
and tell which ancient cultures 'used each type of communi-
cation.

3. Explain (orally and in writing) the origin of our own al-
, phabetical and numerical systems.

4. Explain orally and in writing how man communicated before the
development of language.



j LAW AND ORDER IN ANCIENT TIMES

Ohjectives:

1 Describe 41- writing laws of ancient societies.
t

2. Compare in! writing and orally the lawS of at least 2 ancient
societies. 1

3. Describe t e concept of crime in ancient societies and com-
pare it with that of today.

4. Describe it writing aspects of the lives (occupations, class
structure, etc.) of people of ancient societies which can 1-
determined from their laws.



WORLD HISTORY

OBJECTIVES

EARLY TRANSPORTATION

1. You will be able to compare the method of transportation
before and after the invention of the wheel in writing or
orally.

2. will be able to explain in writing and orally wily
different types of transportation were useful and important
to at least 2 ancient cultures.

3. You will be able to explain in writing and orally the similarities
and differences between transportatioh iii ancient cultures
and your own.

4. Yoa will be able to explain in writing what occupations
existed as a result of early transportation methods.



COURSE TITLE: WOMEN IN WORLD HISTORY

Objectives:

r

1. Describe in writing therole of women in the Middle Ages

and Renaissance.

2. Explain in writing any changes in the role of women which

occurred during the Renaissance.

3. Compare in writing the role of women in the Middle Ages

and Renaissance with that of today.

4. Describe in writing any occupations held by women during

the Middle Ages and Renaissance.



ART AND LITERATURE; IN ANCIENT TIMES

Objectives:

'. Explain in writing which ancient civilizations :made impor-
tant contributions in art, architecture, drama and litera-
ture (including philosophy).

2. Describe in writing what the major contributions were in
each major ancient civilization.

3. Identify examples of paintings, sculpture, and architecture
developed in ancient civilizations.

4. Identify and match with their major contributions the prin-
cipal figures in philosophy,,drama and literature.

J. Explain in writing how the contributions in the arts in
ancient civilizations influenced each other and how they
influence us today.



COURSE TITLE: WOMAN'S PART IN WORLD HISTORY

Objectives:

1. List in writing the goals of the woman's liberation move-

f ment?

2. .Rxplain in writing what Areas of life have been affected and

how. (occupa

3. Compare i

tions, advertising, fashions, ect.)

11 writing the role of woman in the U.S. today with

the role of woman in other parts of the world.

4., Express your stand on theCiole of woman in modern society.



HISTORY OF MUSIC, ART AND LITERATURE.

OBJECTIVES

1950-Present

1. .1.race in writng the development of American music from 1950
present.

2. Explain in writing how social conditions have affected the
development of art, music, and literature from 1950-present.

3. Explain in writing how influences front other parts of the
world have affected American art, music, and literature and
vice ve:rsa.

4. List in writing examples of important works of literature from
1950-present.

J. List areas into which art has expanded besides painting,
sculpture and architecture.



OBJECTIVES

1. Explain in writing.the importance of the military and wars from the Middle Ages
to 180Q.

2. List' the major wars from 700 -1.800 and identify in writing the causes end results
of each.

3. DescMbe in writing the methods and weapons of warfare from the Middle Ages
through the 1700's, explaining any changes which occurred.

4. For the period covered in this study guide, identify the major military heroes
and explain in writing their importance.

5' Explain in writing what place the soldier held in society from 1000-1800 and
ccupare your conclusions with the place soldiers hold '.4.n today's society.

6. Identify in.writing major revolutionary figures from 1000-1750

7. Identify in writing the conditions -and events which inspired the major
revolutionary figures from 1000-1750.

8. Explain in writing the changes these revolutionary figures proposed and what
they were able to accomplish.

9. Compare in writing the ideas and motives of revolutionaries during the period
1000-1750 with those of today.

10. Describe in writing the personalities and backgrounds (including occvpations)
of major revolutionary figures of the period.1000-1750.

11. Describe in writing that conditions Rifler World War I led to the rise of
dictatorships in many European countries.

12. List in writing where dictatorships have develOped since about 1930.

13. Explain in writing the idoblogies presented by s:ictatorships have imiren
since 1930.

14. Explain in`' writing what effect the dictatorships have had on the countries in:
which they have arisen.

15. Explain in writing what conditons made men fight each other in prehistoric
and ancient times.

15. Explain in writing what types of weapons and equipment were used by armies

1'n ancient- Am**.



17, Compare in writing and orally armies of ancient times and those of today.
Include aspects of training, strategies, equipment, unifroms, recruitment,
and experience.

18. Explain in writing major wars in ancient times 1.ncluding such aspects as
1 why they were fought, decisive battles, major heroes, and any unusual
strategies used.

19. Describe the importance wars and the military held in ancient societies and
compare their importance then with their importance now, as you see it.

20. Explain it writing What imperialism is-and what effect it had on the world during the
late 1800's and early 1900's.

21. Explain in writing the effects of,the major conflicts on the participants,
especially the consequences of the Versailles Peace Treaty.

22. Explain in writing what the-cause of World War I were.

23. Explain in writing the effect of World War I on occupations.

24. Explain in writing what imperialism is and what effect it had on ihe world during the
late 1800's and early 1900's.

25. Identify in writing the major wars and conflicts between/nations and match the
causes of the conflicts and their participants With the wars.

1 2'

26. Explain in writing about new methods and equipmnt, developed for war which
were used during this period,

27. Explain in writing the effects of the major conflicts on the participants,
especially the consequences of the Versaill's Peace Treaty.

//
28. Explain in 'writing what.the causes of World War I were.

29. Explain in writing the effect of World War I on occupations.

30. Explain in writing the causes of World War II.

31. Exp)ain in writing the background and outcome of the Spanish Civil War.

32. Identify in writing major battles, campaigns and participants or World War II.

33. Explain in writing.new advances in weapons and methods of waging war developed
during World War II.

34. Explain in writing how Hitler's racial policies affected his conduct of the war.



OBJECTIVES

\ HISTORY OF MILITARY AND WARS

1

e
WAR SINCE 1945 i.

1. Identify in writing the major .wars since 1945 and their causes.

2. Explain in writing the methods of warfare used since .1945.

3, xplain in writing the development of the-arms race and its
affect on world peace.

4. Explain in writing what role the U.N. has played in keeping
would peace..

Identify n writing the major'occupations associated with
the armed services which are available today.



.

SCIENCE atd MEVICINE1 1650-1900

Objectives:

1. Identify in writing major scientific and medical achievements
made from 1600-1900. 7

2. Match in writing the people responsible for these achievements
with the achievements.

3. Explain in writing the important of these scientific and medi-
cal achievements to mankind. ;

4. Explain in writing what new occupations appeared in the scienti-
. fic and medical fields from 1600-1900.

J

Ws,



WORLD HISTORY

OBJECTIVES

THE CHURCH IN'THE MIDDLE AGES AND THE REFORMATION

1. Explain in writing the importance of the Catholic Church in
the Midd14 Ages.

2. Identify in writing the causes and eifects of the Protestant,
Reformation.

3. Explain in writing the extent of influence of the oDweir of_the
Catholic Church and of the Protestant Reformation of the
People of Europe.

4. Express am:appreciation for the ability of peop'e to demand
and obtain changes in practices of sources of pOwer, either
church of state, which they view as unjust.

p



.OMEN IN WORLD HISTORY

OBJECTIVES

WOMEN'S RIGHTS

1. Identify in writing major changes in the role of women in recent
history.

2. Explain in writing why rapid changes occured in the lives of
women.

3. Compare in writing the Woman's Liberation Movement in'the
present with the Suffragette Movements in the past.



MUSIC, ARTfald LITERATURE 1750-1900

Objectives:

1. Identify in writinggreat artists in the fields of painting,
sculpture, music, and literature between 1750 and 1900.

2. Recognize a selection from the work of artists ,specified in
the activities below.

3. Explain in writing the effect that the events of the world
(politics, religion, etc.) had on the works of these artists
and visa, versa.

4. Explain in writing whether or not these artists were able to
flupport themselves through their work alone. (Was,their art
their only occupation?)

'



The Enlightenment - 1690-1700

Oh'ectives:

1. Explain in writing what events occurred in England in the 1600's
which helped crystallize ideas ahout gpvernment and each man's
relationship to his country's ruler.

2. Explain in writing what the Enlightenment was.

3. Identify in writing the major political and scientific figures
during the 1600's and 1700's and explain':their importance.

4. Explain in writing how the ideas of the Enlightenment affected
the world.

5. Identify in writingnajor inventors and their inventions from
1700-1900.

G. Explain in writing the backgrounds (including occupationS) of
these inventors.

7. Explain in writing the effects these inventors have had on man-
kind.



COURSE TITLE: MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSANCE

Objects: es
. 1/(

i

1. Desribe in writing the concepts of fuedalism includinf
i

thelrelationships between various levels of noblemen and

thetmethod of "politics" used to increase the power of
(

individuals.
i

2. 'Explain in writing the emergence of nations with strong
i

central government and give example! of methods used to

liinc ease national prestige.

3. Explain in writing the importance of the theory of the

diviine right to rule.

4. Desciihe in writing the important wars used as political

maneuvers and their effect on the countries involved.

5. Listioccupational opportunities available in governMent

from 1000 -1750 and explain'howthese opportunities changed

and-developed.



'SCIENCE 7.:1.D`EDICINE r,:icirr7 Tirirs

Ohjectives:

1. Pescrihe in writir,( the 2 major scir'ntific and/or medical ad-
vances each for at least 3 ancient civilizations: Egypt,
Greece and any otLer of your choice.

2. Explain in writing the sig-ft'lcance of the findings of ancient
scientists for us today.

AO.

3. List 3 specific examples of findings or theories from ancient
times which are in use in some form today.

4. Identify in writing thermjor medical practices and cures of
the Middle Ages andIbnaissance.

5. Describe in writing the major diseases of the Middle Ages and
Renaissance.

6. Describe in writing the preservation of medical knowledge
during the Middle Ages and discoveries in science which occurred
during the Renaissance.

7. Identify in writing i.hich occupations during the Middle Ages
and Renaissance were related to science and medicine.

8. Express an appreciation for the efforts of science to save
lives and make medical advancements during the Middle Ages

_ .and Renaissance.



1

WORLD HISTORY

OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY--1750-1900

1. Explain in writing the areas in which industry and business
developed from 1750-1900.

2. Explain in writing the effects both good and had which the
developments in industry and business have had on man (including
economy, standard of living, working conditions, etc.)

3. Explain In writing the forms of business which developed as
a result of the industrial growth and what part government
played in their regulation.

4. Explain in writing the reform movements of the 1800's in
__relation to working conditions.

5. List in writing which countries led in industrial growth in
the 1800's.



POLITICAL REVOLUTIONARIES

OBJECTIVES

1750-1905

1. Edentify in writing major revolutionary figures of the 18th
and 19th centuries.

2. Identify in writing the conditions which drove these major
revolutionary figures during the 18th and 19th centuries to
action.

3. Explain in writing the changes these revolutionary figures
wanted to make and what they were able to accomplish.

4. Explain in writing how the ideas and motives of revolutionaries
changed ofer the 3 centuries in question (17th, 18th and 19th)
and how these ideas and motives are similar to or different
from those of revolutionaries today.

5. Describe in writing the personalities and backgrounds
(including occupations) of major revolutionaries figures of
the 18th and 19th centuries and compare them with the
personalities and backgrounds of revolutionary figures today.

1900-1930

1. Explain in writing the conditions in Russia which encourages
revolutionaries to act.

2. Explain in writing ghat the causes and effects of the Russian
Revolution of 1905 were.

3. Explain in writing who N. _ienin was and why he was important.

4. Explain in writing how Lenin altered the ideas of Marx and why.
A

5. Explain in writing the successes of the Russian Revolution
and the effect it has had on Russia and the world.

6. Explain in writing the causes and effects of the revolution
in China.

7. Explain in writing the causes and effects of the revolution
in IiieXiCO.



WORLD- HISTOR.,"

OBJECTIVES

1750-1850
A

1. Identify in writing major revolutionary figures of the 18th
and 19th centuries.

2. Identify in writing the conditions which drove these major
revolutionary figures during the 18th and 19th centuries to
action.

3. Explain in writing the changes these revolutionary figures
mwanted to make and what they were able to accomplish.

4. Explain in writing how the ideas and motiyes of revolutionaries
changed over the 2 centuries in question (18th and 19th) and
how these ideas and motives ado similar to. or different from
those of revolutionareies today.

,Jescribe in waiting the personalities and backgrounds
(including occupations) of major°revolutionaries of the 18th
and 19th centuries and compare them with the personalities and
backgrounds of revolutionary figures today.

6. Explain in writing how the Industrial Revolution affected
life acid social changes during this **me.

7. Explain in writing why Napoleon was important to France.



A HISTORY OF WITCHCRAFT

Objectives:

1. Explain in writing the place witchcraft has held in the history
of man with and emphasis in the period from 1000-1700.

2. Explain in writing rnactions against witchcraft throughtout his-_
tory.



1900-PRESENT-

OBJECTIVES

SCIENCE AND mulch&

1. Identify in writing major scientists from 1900 to the present
and match them with their discoveries:

2. Explain ih writing-the importance of m4jor scientif:c discoveries
since 1900.

3. Express an appreciation for the wealth of scientific knowledge which
has been developed since 1900.



EARLY AGRICULTURE

OBJECTIVES:

1. You will be able to explain in writing and orally, the theory
of the origin of agriculture.,

2. You will be able to list in writing three methods of primitive
agriculture.

3, You will be able to explain in writing and orally the importft
ande of agricultureb at least two ancient cultures.

4. fou will be able to explain in writing and orally why farming
declined in Italy during the Roman Empire.

You will be able to compare agriculture as you know it with
agriculture in ancient times, including information about
methods and the importance of agriculture.

A



WAR SINCE 1945

Objectives:

1. Identify in writing the major wars since 1q45 and- their causes.

2. Explain in writing thenethods of N.Tarfare used since 1945.

3. Explain in writing the development of the arms race and its
affect on world peace.

4. Explain-..in writing the role the U.N. has played in keeping
world peace.

5. Identify in. writing the major occupations associated with the
armed services which are available today.



POLITICAL REVOLUTIONS: 1900-1930

Objectives:

1. Explain in writing the conditions in Pussia which encouraged
revolutionaries to act.

2. Explain in writingalat the causes and effects of the Russian
Revolution of 1905 were.

3. Explain in writing who N. Lenin was and why he was important.

4. .Explain in writing how Lenin altered the ideas of Marx and why.

5. .Explain in writing the successes of the Russian Revolution and
the effect it has had on Russia and the w0F1d.

6. Explain in writing the causes and effects of the revolution
in China.

7 Explain in writing the causes and effects of the revolution
in Mexico.
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WOMEN IN ANCIENT TIMES.

PROBLEM, The 'feminine Y%stique',had to start somewhere,
sometime! Have women always held'the position-of "sex object"
that we hear them comPlain,about today? In some societies the
basis for wealth and power has been women,- -All land and titles
hdve been handed down on the female 'side of families. Women
held positions of great power in civilizations of ancient times.
Remember Cleopatra?

What were women like in ancient times? Did they wear make-,
up? What fashions were popular? How did woMenls role compare
in different societies? Were they expected to take an active
part in society, or,stay at home and cook?

II. Specific Objectives. When you complete this unit,'you will
be able to

1. Explain in writing specific aspects of the role of women-in -

various ancient societies (life at home, occupations, the family,
etc,) and compare them with each other.

2. Compare in writing the role of women in ancient times with
their role in our society today.

3. Describe the fashion popular among women in ancient times.

III, Required reading material.

1. Read The Uuman Adventure, Vol. I, pp. 16-18, 200
0

2. Read The Human Side of World Histou, ppc; 1, 3, 5, 21, 31-32.

3. Read the assignment in the.Study Guide,

O. Read 2 of,the following assignments,

Everyday Life in Ancient Greece, C.E Pobinson, pp. 81-87. ;

amEraxELLtAraELIIL2Elti F,R, Cowell,,pp. 63-66, 71-73.

Everyday Life in Ancient Egypt, J.M. White, pp. 90-99.

aaaja2212uttnEe Davis, pp. 35-42, 46-47.

Ancient China, Time-Lifep pp. 89 -99.

Ancient Egypt, J.E. White, pp. 120-122, 117-118.
The First 3000 Years, C.B. Falls. pp. 97-890 Count as one



IV- Extra Reading Material. For a wider understanding of the
role of women in ancient societies read any references to them
found in the indexes of the books in the room or in the libra-
ry which pertain to ancient,times-

V- Required Activities, Complete each of the following act,-
ivities

1- Answer each of the following questions in your own words
in writing using the reading material in the Study Guide.

1.. What occupations were open to women in ancient Egypt?
2, What rights did women have in ancient Egypt? What

happened when a woman was accused of infidelity?
3 What did women wear in ancient Egypt? What cosmetics'

were used?

2, In a short (1-2 page) essay, compare the role of a woman in
one ancient society with the role of women today, Use specific
examples from the reading and from magazine articles or books in
.the library on the woman's role today to support your ideas.
(Use the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature to find any
magazine art=-Tou need,)

3 ,Choose 2 of the following activities,

1, Prepare an attractive brochure presenting the fashion
trends in clothing cosmetics, etc., in one ancient soci-.
ety, Yo6 may cut out pictures from magazines at home or
make your own sketches and drawings.

,

2 -. Present a fashion show to the class (limit of-3 people)
in which you demonstrate fashion trends in one or more
ancient societies, This should bp a well-organized', in-
teresting presentation,

3 Write an editorial on woman's rights in one ancient
society for a newspaper- Use your imagination and make
your article as realistic as possible.

4. Read Antsly221!ClftmatEs by Wm, Shakespeare, Report
to the class on the powe:of this important woman.

5- Read a biography on Cleopatra, Fill out a critique
form-

.VI, Extra activities, If you would like to do an extra activity
on this unit, please see the teacher,

"Cleopatra"; M, Grant, Mankind Magazine; Vl. 3c ,,number 6 pp 50.
"The Astarte Phenomenon77. Cavander, taiEsajnuaIj.nes Spring,

1971, p- 15,

2



"The Fashionable Body", B. RudocIsky, HorizOn, Winter 1972, p,

3



The following material has been deleted: Lady Of The House (The Egyptian. Woman)



The following material has been deleted: Sophia Of Russia The Crack in the Window



The following material has been deleted: The Rise Of Women
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POLITICS AND LAW 1900-19 30

I. PROBLEM

The period between 1900-1930 was one in which political
activity and legal activity or illegal activity) were often
at odds with each other. It would be alm)st impossible tb
separate the two what with,all the scandals that Involved
the illegal.activities,of prominent political figures: This
period included the worldwide depresSion and the era of prohi-
bition in the United States.

With the development of new political ideas such as pro-
gressivism, communism and fascisAl,. those out to "make the world
safe for iemocracy" otten got - carried away with their own special
brand of values and found it impossible to tolerate the ideas
and actir)ns of those who believed differently from them. Thus
the Red Scare of 1919, Prohibition, the growth of the Ku Klux
Klan and the execution of two anarchists for a murder for which
they may_have never been guilty, were all events which tied
politics and law together in the United States.

In the rest of the world Mahatma Ghandi used (Lvil disobe-
dience to protest British rule, Mussolini began his rule with
an iron hand over his people, and Communism became firmly en-
trenched in Russia.

How did political ideas affect what people considered legal
or illegal? Did people change laws to fit their own morals?
Did everyone agree with the changes or were the ideas and morals
of many ignored and set aside? Did the changes really benefit
society or were those ideas which were attacked in reality harm-
less to the welfare of society?. What should be legislated
against? How do we decide what should be the law? Are mistakes
ever made? Can you make a comparison between Prohibition and
the present in respect to the ban of a widely used substance?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

When you finish this unit you will be able to:

1. Identify in writing major political figures from 190u-
193.0,

2 Identify In writing the practices, legal and illegal,
of those major political figures.. (Including major
scandals.)

3. Describe in writing examples of how political ideas
affected law and the legality. of various activities
which occurred during this period.

4. Describe in, writing injustices which occurred during
this period as a result of political ideas,

5. Compare in writing laws in effect during this period



with ones in effect now.

6. Explain in writing the major-political p'-iloophies
which existed during thiS period: 1.e, Cmmunism,
fascism and.democracy-

.

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Read each of the fol./owIng assignments.

1. The mimeographed material in the Study Guide.

2 Men and ' ations pp. 644-647, 669-670, 672, 673-676, 684-
'6864 67i, 688 - 690,_693; 694 -698.

3. Zile iiuman Side GI American pp. 222, 227 -228,
. 232-234, 241-242.

4. 'The Human Side of Wcrld Hi5tory. pp. 154..

5.. The Human Adventure Vol 2, pp, 160-164, 157-159, 134-
150.'

1-

V. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES

Using the reading material, complete each of the following
activities:

1. Questions: AnSwer each of the following questions.

,

1.' Explain in writing the difference between/
fascism' and communism.

2. What was the Ku Kllix Klan? What were its
goals and activities?

3. List three major political figures in the U.S.
during_ this, period and identify them according
to the reading material,__

0

2. Choose 2 of the folloWing activities:

1. Write an editorial about the Red Scare which
began in 1919." Possible sources include: Out
of the Past, D. Gal-ronski, p. 240, Or The
Twenties:,. Fords., Flappers and Fanatics, G.
Mouerz, pp. 121-126.

Prepare a political cartoon on one of "the eftow-
ing topics:

Warren G. Harding

'2



The. Teapot Dome Scandal
Progressivism
Calvin Coolidge
The activities of Mahatma Ghandi
_Lenin

3. With two other people put out a newspaper for the
class on subjects covered by this unit. Include -

pOlitical cartoons, editorials and news articles
at leadt two contributions by each person involved.)

Hand in rough draitts of the articles before you'..,
publish your paper. Possible subpects.include:

Any political election 19100-1930.
Any po/imian 1900-_1940q
Any scandal 1900-1930 dapot D m , Warren G. Harding,

etc
Any radical Ilicem2nt 1900-1930 Red Scare, Ku Klux-

Klan, the Saceo-Vanzetti Trial, etc.)
Any court case 1900-4930 (The Scppes MOndey Trial,

the Sacco-Vanzettx Trial, etc,1
Any political movement 1900-1930 (Iacism communism,

Mahatma Ghandi, the rise of Hitler, etc,)

.POssible sources Include: Time Capsule books, maga-
zine articles listed below in the Study Guide, records
listed below in the Study Guide,

4. Listen to the following selections on the' record War,
,Boom an& Bust 1917-1932 and write an essay of your
impressions of the mood of the times.

1,'selections 6,7,8,10,11,12, 14,18, and 19.

5.. Write a short' speech fer Mussolini, stressing his
- promises for the Italian people,

6: Write a dhort'dialogue between a supporter of the
Weimar Republic and a member Of the, Nazi party.

7. Draw a cartoon Satirizing Hitler's racial teachlngs,_

3. Choose 1 of the folldAtir.g activitiet:

1 Read one or more ot the following.magazine
articles. Turn in an abstract with 'the. appro
priate bibliographical information.

'How Harding. Saved. the Versailles-.1fteaty",,,
American Heritage', December, 1968, p. 66.

"Theodore Roosevelt, Conservationist", American
History Illustrated, December, 1967, p, 36.

3



"The Longism'of Huez", Mankind, Vol. 2, No. 12,
p

"The Four, Mysteries.*of Warren Harding", Ametcan
Heritage, Aprii, 1963, p. 4.

"The Long, Long Tra.:I" American Heritage, August,
1966. p 40.

u

"Tammanz Picked an Honest Man" American Heritage,
February, 1967, p 34,

"Dig 13111 Taft" American Heritage, October 1966,
F.L 32

"Me for Ma - and'I ain't got a darn thing against Pa",
:American Heritage, October, 1966,-p. 46.

"Ghandi: Father of India's Freedom", Mankind, Vol. 2,
No- 3, p- 12

"Coolidge and the Teapot Dome Mess", American History
Illustrated, janualy, 1968, p. 14.

"The Case of the Vanishing Politician", American
History'lliustrated, July, 1966, p. 51,

"Hiram Johnson of California", American History Illus-
trated, November, 1966, p. 20.

2. Write a wellwritten, well-organized research paper
(2-4-pages long) on one of the following topics.
Include footnotes and a bibliography. (30 points),.

The'Red c,cate in the U.S- .

Mahatma Chandi
Prohibition in the .U.S.
The racism involved in fascism.
The-Ku Klux Klan:
The Stalin
The, Scopes Monkey ,Trial
The Weimar Republic

. 3. Write an essay in which you compare the tra of Prohi-
.bition and the Taws involved with the present contro-
versy over mari-uana. Include -a bibliography.

4, Write an essay in which you discuss the. relationship
between political ideas and civil rights between 1919.
and 1930,

5. Read a historleai-novel for this period and fill'out
a.critique form: One example. would be All the King's
,Men, by R.P. Warren-based on:*tW14fe of Huey Long,

4



VI. EXTRA ACTIVITIES

For suggestidns fot extra activities, please see the

teacher.

.U.S.A. J. Dos Passes,

The Great Gatsby, F.S. Fitzgerald.

Tender is the Night, F.S. Fitzgerald.

The Sun Also Rises. E. Hemingway'.

I



POLITICS AND LAW _1900-1930

IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL

For a deeper understanding of the material in this
unit, read any of the folloWing references.

o'
Huey Long, H. Graham, ed-

.

the Twenties:. Fords, flappers, and Fanatics, G. Mouerz,
pp. 89-153J

Crime in America, R. Clark

The Perils of Prosperity, W. Leuchtenburg,'pp. 66-103, 120-
139, 204-224:

The ZO's, F.J. Hoffman. 'pp. 377-415.

Time Capsule / 1925, Time-Life, pp, 28-56, 66-69, 8'0-81,
85-90, 93- 105.'114 -115, 122-128, .205-218.

They Also Ran, I. Stone, pp..22-42,.68-136, 324-361, 365-385.

The Progressive Movement, R. Hofstadter, pp. 49-78., 128-140.

Mahatma Ghandi, E. Lengzel

Ghandi, L. Fischer,-

Time Capsule / 1923, Time-Life, pp: 9-23, 27-31,.35-41,
53-55, 59-67, 75-83, 86-95, 102-1071 109-117, 120-
.124,-125-126, 183-187.

..

FBI Man, A Personal History, L..Cochuau.

The Secret Rulers, F.J. Zook, pp. 1-165,

America and the Jazz A;e, F. Boardman,' ar., pp. 67-74, 43-47,
13-20, 102-122.

The Department of Justice, L.A..Huston.

Calvin Coolidge, McCoy

Theodore Roosevelt American Heritage

Roosevelt D. Grantham

Time Capsule / 1927, Time - Life

The Life of Mahatma Ghandi,. Louis Fischer.

6



POLITICS AND LAW 1900-1930

gEQUIRED READIG MATERIAL

Exploring World History pp. 500-501, 509, 513 -15, 51'i-521,
524-527, 530-533. AV

The Human Side cif I1. sty` p..tge 154

The Human5ide Nistory p. 222, 227-222, 232-234,
241-2427--

The Human Mventure vol. 2 pp. 160-164, 157-159, 134-150.



The following material has been deleted: Long,Hot Summer in Indiana

By William E. Wilson



The following material has been deleted: Sacco Guilty, Vanzetti Innocent?

By Francis Russel
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TRADE AND CRAFTS IN ANCII= TI71ES

I. PROBLE1

Ancient civiiizations often had elaborate economic ,

systemd in order to support the trade and crafts irk. their
societies For!is of money were even devised to simplify
trade. Egypt; Phoenicia and Sumer traded with their
neighbors as did the later civilizations of Greece and
Rome. What conditions were necessary to support trade
and manufacturing in ancient civilizations? Are these
same conditions necessary today? What types of crafts
were manufactured in ancient times? What raw materials
were used? Was agriculture an important source of trade
items? How was trade carried on? With whom did the
ancient civilizations trade? What effects did trade
have on each civilization? .'that occupations relating
to trade and manufacturing were developed?

II. -SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

When you finish this unit you will be able to:

1. Explain in writing which ancient civilizations (up to
the fall of the Roman Empire) developed manufacturing
and trading with other societies and give examples
of societies with whom they traded.

2. Describe in writing what types of goods were manufac-
tured and traded by each major ancient civilization.

3.- Explain in writing the.effects of trade on the ancient
civilizations.

4. Describe in writing the various occupations whiel
developed in connection with trade and manufacturing
in ancient societies.

III. REQUIRED READING '1ATERIAL

Read each of the following references:

1. Men and Nations pp, 29-31, 40, 41, 42, 50-52, 53, 62,
66, 70, 73, 33-84, 109-110, 119, 3.213, 131-133,
141, 159, 171, 1.20-182.

2. The Human Side of World History pp. 3-4

3. The material in the study guide.



IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL

For a deeper understanding of the material in this unit,
real -ny of the following references.

Everyday Life in PrehiStoric Tires. CHB and JM. Quennell.
pp. 108, 172-177, 215-213..

The Morning of Mankind. R. Silvi.:rherq. pp. 161-162, 164-167,
177-130, 134-155, 139.

Land of the Pharoahs, L, Cottrell. pp. 93, 97-98, 107.

Life Under the Pharoahs. L. Cotrell. pp. 200-208.

Everday Life in Ancient Egypt, JM White. pp. 17, 79, 110

Land of the Two Rivers_ L. Cottrell. pp. 27, 60-61, 67,
77-73-, 112.

They Wrote on Clay E. Chiera. pp. 67-79

Everday Life in Ancient Rome F.R. Cowell. pp. 111-141.

A Day in Old Rome W.S. Davis, pp. 239-242

A-Day in Old Athens W.S. Davis, pp. 91-100, 16-25, 122-123

Everday_
7
Life in Ancientncient Greece, C E. Robinson, 44, 47.

ST

Ancient America, Time-Life pp. 102, 107. 66-67, 91-99. 123-125,
---M-77 -T707-82-84. 78

Ancient China Time-Life, pp. 165-169. 16-17, 36-37. 21-31,
r71.7.-m

Ancient EgyEt Time-Life pp. 12-13, 32 34, 55-56, 58, 160-161,
42-43 161, 72, 1.00-101 126-128.

Ancient Eupt M .White pp. 86-118

Classical Greece, Time-Lite pp 35. 49, 51-52, 54-55, 66-67
777.7u7=77 121,124. 86-89. 164-165, 64, 74-75, 11-14, 20

When E pt Ruled the East G Steindorff, pp, 18-23, 97-98,

Imperial Rome.. Time-Life pp 11, 17, 27, 29-30, 149, 66-67,
rs771.55, 38-39 79, 83, 13, 150-151. 130 -131.

Ti Cradle of ,vilization. Time-Life, pr) 16, 163, 56, 60, 53,
44-45, 1677TT-71F77-1-38-146_
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REQUIRED ACTIV1T1D6

Complete each of ti* following activities using tie
reading material.

1, Questions, Answer each of the following questions in your
own words in writing

I- Describe the trade carried on. by each of the
following civilliations Egypt. Sumer. Phoenicia
Greece and Rome' Include items traded and trade
contacts

2 Explain with examples what is meant by the
"civilizing influence of commerce "

3. What were the principal. occupations of Shang
China? What were the chief products?

4 Why did the Greeks have to be traders to live?

5 By 133 Il C Rome ruled a large territory What
changes followed in (a) manufacturing :and (b)
commerce?

2,. Choose at least 2 of the following activities:

1- Draw a map of the ancient near East.. showing in
color the Egyptian Empire at its greatest extent
and the routes of Egyptian trade both by land and
h sea

2 Draw a map showing Phoenician trade routes

3 Prepare an attractive travel brochure advertising
the business and trade opportunities in any one
of the major ancient cJ.vilizations

4 Prepare a series of at least 10 classified adver-
tisements relating to business (buying and soiling).
or occupations which might have appeared in an
ancient newspaper tit they had had them) lake
your ads as authentic sounding and looking as
possible

3 Choose at ,east one of the following activities.

1 Form a group of nu more than 3 people Discuss
the foilowin-:i questions Have one person take
notes to be handed in

I Explain the reasons for the importance
of a scribe in ancient Egyptian society

3
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2. PhoeniCian.traders were responsible'for the
cultureulture in theTtediterranean world.

Does international trade in the contemporary
world aid the spread of culture? Explain .

3, What part did economic decline havein the
fall of the Roman Empire?

4, Compare occupations available in ancient
civilizations with ones available today.
How are some alike? Different? Give specific

eexamples,

20 Prepare an attractive bulletin board display on
trade and crafts in ancient times. Show examples
and effects of trade.

30 Prepare and give an oral report on.the:business
activity-in any one ancient civilization. (trade,
occupations, crafts, etc,)'

4. Make up a crossword puzzle with a-theme of Trade
--and Crafts in Ancient Civilizations. A complete

key should be prepared also,: Transfer the puzzle'
and key to a ditto master.

Take the Post TeSt,

EXTRA ACTIVITIES

.For suggestions for extra activities, please see the
teacher,;,-

lb



TRADE AND CRAFTS IN ANCIECT TIMES - ANCIENT TIMES

REQUIRED READING MATFPIAL

Explorinn World History pp 5 10, 24-25, 30-31 51

58-59, 33 98, 101

The Human Side of World History pp 3-4

The material In the study guide
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The following material has been deleted: Trade, Manufactures, ani Banking.
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EARLY COMMUNICATION: LANGUAGES AND WRITING

I. PROBLEM- Turn to your neighbor and without talking or
writing, try to ask him what he is doing after school---1 Diffi-
cult, isn't it One of our most useful fools is the ability to
communicate through language and writing How well you make
use of your language and how well you can express yourself in
writing.influence.the opinion others have about you Everyday
we are called upon to talk about ideas. and whether they con-
cern a movie we have seen or a political opinions it would be
practically impossible to make someone else understand how we
feel without language or writing

There was, however, a tines?, wen there was no language and
there was no writing. As a matter of fact a written language
did not develop until spoken language had been around.for a
long, long time, Picture writing was around long before writing
with symbols Many civilizations never developed a form of sym-
bolic writing- The American Indian is such an example

Just how did men communicate before Language? What does
sign language mean? How did different languages develop? What
is picture writing and why did it develop? Why did symbolic writ-
ing develop and what different kinds exist? And, finally, of what
importance to ancient civilizations were language and writing?

II Specific Objectives After finishing this unit you will be
able to:

I- Explain (orally and in writing) the importance of
writing and language in communication both in ancient
and in present societies-

2_ Compare in writing picture writing with symbolic
writing and tell which ancient cultures used each type
of communication,

3, Explain (orally and in writing) the origin of our
own alphabetical and numerical systems

4. Explain orally and in writing how man communicated
before the development of language

III- Required Reading Material

2



IV. Reguired.activities, Complete each of the following act-
ivities.

1. Answer the following questions in your own words in
wilting complete, sentences and hand them in to be
checked by the teacher

1. .Giving examples from the reading material ex-
plain the importance of writing to ancient cultures,
Why would symbolic writing by more advanced then ,

picture writing?
2. What was the writing of the Egyptians called?
The Sumerians? What did they write on?
3. What ancient culture originated the alphabet?

2. Pretend you are a prehistoric caveman "Write",
using picture writing, a letter to a friend telling
him what your daily activities are. Use your imag-
ination, but be as realistic as possible

3. Whatch any 2 of the following filmstrips Take
notes only on the part that has to do with Communi-
cation and hand your notes in to be checked by the teacher,

FS Ancient Egypt
FS 330 The Coming of Civilization
F8 263 Egypt's Eras of Splendor
FS 98 The Great Age of Warrior Homeric Greece
FS 34 The Greek City-State
FS 21 Rome's Beginnings
FS 27 An End and A Beginning
FS 372 Life in Ancient Egypt
FS 255 the Incas
FS 308 Heritage of the Maya

4. Choose 2 of the following activities:

1, Present the play on page 103 of Indian Si n
Language to the class with 2 other people working
1:71-7Tai7unit.

2. .Using Egyptian Hieroglyphs for Everyone, pretend
you are a teenager in ancient Egypt and write an
metry to a diary in hieroglyphics, Below your en-
try write the entry in English, Your entry should
be 1/2 page long at least (in English),

3. Read in library sources about the first trans-
lation of the Rosetta Stone of Egyptian hieroglyphs
(one good source is gpailicsayesaTLIAATA), Pre-
sent an oral report fiarth4EIliliABUTiihEkou have
learned.

3



4. Using examples from the reading write an essay
on the importance of writing and communication.
both in ancient and in present societies

5, Post Test

V. Extra Activities, if you would like to do an extra activity
on this unit please see the teacher

Andromeda Strain
RUZ-ZirWran-Ths works on the media,
"Zulu Made Simple" C Berlitz, Horizon
Summer, 1970c p 120

1, Read the following references in Men and Nations: pp
15, 21, 31, 32, 39, 51-52, 82-64, 74, 86-87, 119. 145, 282,

2. Read at least 20 pages which you select from he follow-
ing references, Take notes on what you read including the
source and the page numbers and hand them in to be checked
by the teacher

Communication from Stone A e to S ace Age. E Neal, pp 9-15,
0- - -45, 49-56

The Tree of Larguage, H. & C Laird. pp 17-26, 27-35. 47-60

All About Language, M. Pei, pp, 3-15. 18-19, 22-29

They Wrote on Clay, E. Chiera

Egyptian Hieroglyphics for Everyone, J & L Scott, PP,

The Twenty-Six Letters, 0, Ogg, pp 6-145

Egyptian Language, E,A0 Budge,

The Wonderful World of Communication, L Hogben, pp 6-20

Indian Sign Languale, W. Tomkins,

Everyday Life in Ancient Greece, C E Robinson, pp, 72, 138, 140,

Everyday Life in Ancient Rome, F R Cowell, pp 163-166

A Day in Old Athens, Davis, pp, 70, 187

The Romans, A. Duggan, pp 111-113, 72-74

Classical Greece, Time-Life, pp, 1T-15, 140 163, 36-38,

Ancient China, Time-Life, pp, 141-143
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Ancient America, Time-Life, pp 10-11, 80; 86. 125 -126, 62, 65,
118-119, 69-77.

Ancient Egypt, Time-Life, pp, 12, 141-142, 149-157, 143

Imperial Rome, Time-Life, pp, 103-105, 159

Rome, Horizon, pp. 129-130, 383, 145

Red Land, Black Land, B. Mertz, pp- 134-139

Life Under the Pharaohs, Lc Cottrell, pp. 133-138, 144, 193,

Land of the Two Rivers, L. Cottrell, pp 11-12. 78, 87-88, 29-39.
68-69,

Ever da Life in Romari and An lo Saxon Times, M-. & C,H B Quen-
ne , pp,

Temples, Tombs and Hieroglyphs. B -. Mertz, pp- 263-273, 241-242,

Ever da Life in Prehistoric Times, M- & C.H B. Quennell, pp_
- 0

Greece, Horizon, pp, 83, 145

Land of the Pharaohs, L, Cottrell, pp. 10-11, 25-28, 119-120.

When Egypt Ruled the East, G, Steindorff, pp 3-4, 116-122,

Everyday Life in Ancient E2ypt, J,M White, pp, 151, 173-174, 134,
153, 161.

The First 3000 Years, C,43,, Falls, pp, 78-79, 42-43, 52, 80_

Ancient Egypt, J.E.M. White pp, 86-95, 104,

The Cradle of Civilization, Time-Life, pp. 120-124, 129-136

.1*
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READING LIST -- COMMUNICATION; EARLY WRITING AND LANGUAGE

1, Read the following references in Exploring World History
pp. 3-4, 12, 18, 25, 43, 21, 36-37-,- 51, 58, rn, 116,
123 -124, 129,

2, Read at least 20 pages which you select from the follow-
ing references. Take notes on what you read including the
source and the,page numbers and hand them in to be checked
by the teacher ,\

Communication from Stone Age to Space Age, HE Neal, pp
9-15, 20-21, 24-38, 89-95, 49-56,

The Tree of Language, H. & C Laird, pp 17-26, 27-35, 46-60,

The Twenty-Six Letters, 0. Ogg, pp,. 6=145
-1111.

The Wonderful World of Communication, L Ohgben, pp 6-20

The Romansp A. Duggan, pp, 111-113, 72-74-

Ancient America, Time-Life, pp, 10-11, 80, 86, 125-126, 62,
65, 48-49, 118-119, 69-77,

Ancient Egypt, Time-Life, pp, 12, 141-142, 149-157, 143,

Life Under the Pharaohs, L. Cottrell, pp 133-138, 144, 193

Land of the Two Rivers, L, Cottrell, pp- 11 -12, 78, 87-88,
29-39, 68-690

Land of the Pharaohs, L, Cottrell, pp, 10-11, 25-28, 119-120,

Clausical Greece, TiMe-Life, pp, 13-15, 34, 163, 36-38

The First 3000 Years, C Bo Falls, pp- 78-79, 42-43, 52, 80,

Ancient Egypt, J,EM, White, pp, 86-95, 104,

The Pyramids and Sphinx, Newsweek, pp, 106-107

The Cradle of CivilizationL Time-Life, pp 129-136

1
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LAW AND ORDER IN ANCIENT TIMES

PROBLEM. Why do we have laws? For protection and order,
many people would answer. When did this desire for order begin?
We know that formal record of laws in a society was made as early
as Babylonia and Assyria, . Much can be learned about the develop-
ment of societies by man through the study of their laws. Even
such facts as class structure and the way people made their living
can be discovered.

How do laws of ancient societies compare with those of our
own? Are they more harsh or more lenient? We hear much today
about the abolition of capital punishment Did the death penalty
exist in ancient times? What penalties were prescribed for various
crimes? What actions were considered crimes? Is our conception
of crime the same today as it was then?

II. Specific-Objectives. When you complete this unit, you will
be able to

1. Describe in writing laws of ancient societies,

2. Compare in writing and orally the laws of at least 2 ancient
societies.

3. Describe the concept of crime in ancient societies and compare
it with that of today,

4. Describe in writing aspects of the lives (occupations, class
structure, etc.) of people of ancient societies which can be
determined from their laws..

III. Roguired Reading Material

1. 32 ProblemsinWorld_History, pp- 22-26, 40-45
OJEM History,: The Clash of ideas- pp 8=13

2. The Human Side of World History. pp 1-2,

3. The Human Adventure, vol. I pp- 24-26, 42-45, 58-61,

4. Men and Nations. pp.. 41, 54-55

5, Read 2 selections listed below, each about a different society.

a. Everyday Life in Ancient Greece, C E Robinson.

A Day, in Old Athens. Davis pp 138=146

1



Land of the Two Rivers L Cottreli pp 74 75 77

t2veryday. Life.inAnc:ent Egypt J M White pp 123 125
Temples Te-mbs and HlerOglyphs B Mort?. p 206
Ancient Eaypt J E M White pp 47-51 122 123

c, Everyday Life In Ancient Rome F R Cowell pp 128-120
134 34 98=99 146

The Cradle
M. 102:103-

Time Lire pp 52.53 81 82.

IV. Required Activities Complete ea..7h of the followina activities

1, Answer the following questIons In writina in your own words
using the reading you have done

1. How is it what the Babylonians could li,ye accordina to
the relatively short code of Hammurabi while nations today
have much more complicated leaal systems?

2, Explain the laws which you think were severe in ancient
times and compare them with Laws for the same offenses today

3 What do the ancient laws show about occupations in ancient
societies? What kinds of occupations existed in ancient
societies?

E 2, Write a well-organized paper comparina the Babylonian and
Hebrew laws Use specific examples from the reading and discuss
the major emphasis of the laws of each society (1,1 1,i2 pp)

3 Choose 2 of the following activities

1. With no more than 3 other people enact a scene which .

might have taken place in an ancient courtroom. Write up
your dialogue to be turned in and duplicated so each person
has a copy. Your scene should he as realistic as possible
as well as imaainative It should include enouah educational
facts to be of "redeeming social value" Costumes and props
will be welcomed

2, Read one of the following and write a paper discussing
the Greek attitude toward law using examples tram what you
read.

Electra,. Euripedes

the Oresteian Trilbalr Aeschylus

Medea. J Anouilh

Antiaone J Anouilh

2



Hecuba Euripedes

The Tojan Women Euripedes

Orestes', Buripedes

Oedipus the King Sopho-les

Oedipus at Colonus Sophocles

The Antlaone Sophoncles

3, Prepare a speech on the rights or Roman citizens as it
you were a member of the Roman Senate Give, your speech to
the class!

4, Read the case at the Speluncean Explorers Compare the
attitudes toward, moral law presented in this case with those
in ancient societies

V, Test

VI, Extra Activities It you wish to do` extra activities for
this unit please see the teacher

1, Books-

Ben Hur L Wallace

QBVp, L Uris

The Robe. Lloyd C Doualas

The Silver Chalice Thomas B Costain

2, Visit a courtroom trial in Tucson Write a paper com-
paring the legal system you observed with the ancient ones
you read about ,(1-2 paces,, Be as specific as you can about
laws, procedure. etc There are trials held on Saturday

. in some of the local courts

3



Reading List - Law and Order in Ancient Times

1. Read the following panes in ExpiorinaWorld_Historx-
pp 19. 26 64 65- 90 103

2 . The Human Side f World Histor,, . pp 1 - 2

3, The Human Adventure voi. I pp 24 26 42-25 58-61.

4, 32 Problems in World History. pp 22-26 4045
..._.____..

5, Everxdax,r.ife in Ancient Greece C E. Robinson, pp 56-60-

Lirid of ifi.re"-tW6 -Ritie;ri:-t- -Cottrell pp 74,75 77
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1;RUB.LEM. '.'Hey, can .yougetsOme wheel's gaturday n
iuestion amcrig.teenagers.not. T4nsport4tion:has ,

always, been of: .interest to:-PeOple,.but haVepOoPIVaiwayha0
"wheels- or eVen.a Whee.:1?-:Can you say Or; ce-tain whentite
wheel was invented? What" dI0J)eople qp to' move then elves
-,ana Lacir belongings-fromonelace,to .another.be'fOrethe.wheel?
JUst now much aces the-ease`:or aCesSibiltty ofj.rap4o#ation'.
atteci:our 'lives? HOw did'.01dsc!,factors.affecf ang.kent
tures? .lust how 'easy was it to move 'If 1417!rP:
yOu .1ived? How easy... was it .co other cultres.orde
with them? -rranspOrtationapc-ted.these aS'welias cTher,

. , ,

ancient-aspects of lives ,in ancient..cu;:tures..

II. .Specific Objedtives. After coMPle ing-this unit:

1: You wiii..1)e.albe.to. compare the' method of:Lraur,- - .
t4,1...ion before and 'after-the-Jnvention,of-,the wheel in
f" y; Ori.1.70

You will be able fo exp,lath in writing and orally Wh
different types of transportation were usefUl and iMportant t6'2.
at least .2 anclent Cultures.:

j. YOu will be:able.to egPlain in:' writing and
the:similarities'and aifferences between .transportation_ in

.

,Cient cultUres:ana'your,dwm:

4. You will be able to explain in writinq what 'occupations
existed-as a result of eakly'. transportation methods .

4.

Ill 'ReCluired reading material.

Read the fellal.ring pages in Men and Nations.

P;:ehi_sLoric times .pp.. 9-11-0,13
Lgypt -- pp. 20, 29
.Reso4dotamia. p. 40, '43, "50-52
India -- pp. 63, 65, 174
china-- PP. 70. 176.
.Greece --IPp 85, 110, 113
Rome -- 1,59-
'America pp. 282-'286'

2. Read at leAst 20 pages which you select"rom the following .*

references on transportation...Take notes and hand them -in to--
be checked by the teaoher.

Wheels, Wings and Water..



Wheels. O. uwen. Life pp. 12-14, 18-26.

Wheels. E. Tunis. pp. 9-23.

Roman Roads. :1.7. von Hagen.

Everyday Life in. Prehistoric Tims. M. & C.H.B. Quennell.
pp. 214-14, 66, 92,'13, 115-16, 160-64, 172-77,)207-03.

The Morning, of Mankind. A. Silv_rberg. pp. 161-62, -C-4.-(8,
1/8-80, 184-85, 188-89.

Land ot the Pharaohs.. L. Cot-rr pp. 29, 51.

Red Lana, Bladk Land. B. 128 -29, 223 -4.

Lite Under the Pharaohs. L. Cottrell, pp. 312,
/A

Everyday Life in Ancient Egypt- J.M. White... pp. 108-11, 147.

Ancient Britons. M. Howard. pp: 52-53,

nay in olcAthens. Davis, pp. r0.4,494-5, 9-104 12-13.

Everyday Life in RomanJand Anglo - Saxon. Times. M. & C.H.B. Quennell-.
-pp, lui-11,174'-78.

Everyday Life in Ancient Greece, C-,L..cRobinson, pp. 95-98.

1.

Ancient America. J.N. Leonard. pp.q"8.8-89, 119-200 121-22, 130-31.

Ancient Crete. F. Wilkinspp. 40,'100-02.

The-Romans. A- Duggan. pp. 94, 99, 44-45, ,39-40.
When Egypt Ruled the East. G. Steindorff.ipp.'21-22, 50, 91,',98-99,

'Everyday Lite in Ancient 'ROW. F.R. Cowell. Pp. 114 -17, 141.

Classical-Greece. Time -Life. pp.-88-89.

I Imperial Rome. Tithe-Life. pp.-154-5, 17, 66 -67 (thap), 163-

Ancient Egypt. Time-Life. pp. .32-34,42.-43 -88-897

Ancient.: China. Time-Life. ,pp. 166 -7.

The First 3000 Years. Falls pp. 39, 64, 66-67, 71, 76, 114
144,'150 -51:

Young People's Story of the_ Ancient, World. V,4 Hillyer. pp.-55,

7
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IV. Required:activities. Complete each of the:rollowing activities.

1. Participate in class discussions..

p.

1,M1.1-6,

1

2. Angwerithe following questions and hand .them in tes the-
teacher,to be checked.

1. Before the invention of the wheel, what alter-
native S to walking did man 'have?
2. .HoW was the domestication of animals important
in the development of.transportation?
3. That was the fastest method of transportation to --
what yap then considered -- distant places?
4. Whait jobs were 'created as new methods of trans- -

portation were developed?

.
3. Choose wo of the following activities.

..

. 1.. Aake.a neat, easily read hart on, constructic ,
. .

paper showing 4 different an i,ent cuItus and i_ .2 ,
,

Mk: hods of transportion used by them, -Include a
,

keo...umn indiCa.ing,the impoitanee og,:tr:. ortation.
in th'e,'culturec-6.

\ .
,, .

, -

, 1-,Z;.: .Look'atrat'least 2 of the'folfOwing flic:,5trips:/... ,

and-tak.e'noten. t'ope handed .in and :checked by Ci,e" .,

.teachee The notes should only le, .ph theparts of
the filmstrip'-Which have to 4o :-1t;:: tranSportatiOn,,.'45,,..).6 OldestVaticin'Egypt-.
FS :JO Ai,lienS: .

, ....

FE 'JO *.i.:11e i.;..cc:::.-Ie of,'W'rrior-Homy
,

. . ,

-

FS J4, The Creek .,4:1ty,-Stat'4:
....,

....
.

VS 28 The-AuusHA,..je
IS 3-72 Life. in An.t
FS 255 'ille,Incag :

. I

IWrite a newspapel: articl.e
4.1,ix)ut tae fnventlob of the

article OlOilld.disol.)%a'.1.:hpe.
t ion andl,expTtainhowThle inventibii=3:,11 chanT:
evetydayllifq-ih SurneF Use-yoPr

4 'Write a proposal as' it.

er,aboUt the :impOrta:nre of a vast. neof Tr ads
to the. unity of the Amembee pirae .

'ail roads lead to4omo" Used to
s:

4,:-Chooge oile.:Of the felloWillg4,dtivifie.

1. Write a shbrt paper (1 1/2-2 pp) ii which you
discuss one ancient nethod of tranSporta'tion .end'

-. its importance, to societies in which it' was used,
Include a list of sources (bibliography) _ bo not
use 'encyclopedias except as background reading., .

3
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2, Write a short paper (1 1/2 2' pp) about the
various types of occupations invr,lved in early method's
of transportation. Include .a list ofTources
(bibliography),

3. Pick any one ancient civilization, Explain what
methods were used, whicn ones were most important
and why. Include a list of sources (bibliography).
Do not use encyclopedias except as background reading-

.

4. Read two magazine articles cJIaling with transpoi
tation. Pick one about and ancient method of trans-
portation and one about a modern method of transpdt-
tation. Write a short paper (1 1/2-2 pi,) comparing
the ancient method with the modern one. Include points
aboqt convenience, importance to the society in which
theyare used and occupations created as a result of
the use of that particular method of transportaton-
Use the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature to
find your articles. Articles about primitive trans-
portation may especially be. found in National
Geographic. Turn in a bibliography.

V. extra activities, If you would 11Y,2 to do extra activities to
increase your understanding about the hist.q91 of transportation in
ancient cultures please see the teacher for suggestions-

Any novel in which transportation is used.

Atlas Shrugged. A. Rand.

The Octopus. F. Norris.

Fares Please. Miller,

Lei Western Express and Stalecopsy, Wiather,

4



READING LIST -- EARLY TRASPORTATION

Read the following references from ExElorii-: History.

1. Prehistoric -- p,5
2, Egypt -- pp. 9-10
3, :lesopotamia -- pp- 18, 24-25
4, Africa -- p. 44
5. America -- pp. 50-51
6. Greece -- pp, 58, 65
7. Rome -- pp- 97-93

Read at least 10 pages from the following references on trans-
portation. Take brief notes and hand them in to be checked-

Land of the Pharaohs, L. Cottrell- pp. 29, 51.

The First Men in the World, A-T, White- pp, 139, 154, 169,

Everyday Life in Ancient Egypt.: J,:1, White. pp. 100-11.

Ancient Britons M.Howard, pp. 52,-3.

A Day in Old Athens. Davis- pp, 9-10, 12-14, 94-5, 104.

Everyday Life in Roman and An lo-Saxon Times. 11, & C-H-B, Quennell-
pp. 103-11, 174-78,

Everyday Life in Ancient Greece. Robinson. pp. 95-98.

Ancient America. J.N. Leonard.- pp, 88-89, 119-20, 121-22, 130-31-

Ancient Crete, F. Wilkins. pp- 40, 101-102,

The Romans. A. Duggan. pp- 94, 99, 44-45,

Classical Greece.. Time-Life, pp. 88-89,

Imperial Rome. Time-Life- pp- 154-55, 17, 66-67 (map), 163-64.

Ancient Egypt.. Time-Life: pp, 32-34, 42-43:

Ancient China, Time-Life- pp, 166-67 -

The First 3000 Years, C.B, Fall pp. 39, 64, 66-67, 71, 76, 114.
------1177===--

Young People's Story of the Ancient World, V,11, Hillyer, p. 55.
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EXPL07P7S

I. FT2OHLT:'I

From the time larcQ Polo traveled to China, l'uropeans
henan to desire the riches and luxuries offered by the Far
East. Tt was expensive to obtain these goods, however, for
voyari east over land and sea were long. Only the very
rich cr;uld purchase the spices and silks available from the
Indies. In the 15th century when the'Moslems captured
Constantinople all trade with the Far East ceased.

Men began to look for other routes to the luxuries they
desired. A new era began in which brave men began exploring
routes unfamiliar to them. Some men had known sinch classical
times that the world was not flat. However, they believed
that there were only a few scattered islands between Europe
and the East Indies.

What kind of man did it take to embark on a voyage into
unknown waters? What motives were behind the exploration of
strange parts of the world? What scientific achievements
were necessary before can could sail uncharted waters? Who
were the most important people in the Exploration Period?
That did these explorers find? Were they the first men to
travel west to reach the Indies or had men sailed west cen-
turies before? What kind of people did the explorers encounter
in their travels? How were these people treated?

II. SPECIFIC OBJFCTIVES

When you finish this unit, you will he able to

1. Explain in writing and orally the motives for exploration
and colonization from 1400-1750.

2. List in writing the new scientific achievements of the
1400's necessary for exploration of uncharted waters at
that time.

3. Describe in writing the treatment of conquered peoples
by the Europeans.

III. RLQUIRED RHADIflG :1ATERIAL

Men and Nations. pp. 302-304, 314-320

The Human Adventure, vol. I. pp. 172-174

The Human Side of World History. pp. 61, 78-79, 82-3, 84-5

The Human Side of American Histcry, pp. 1-13



III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Read each of the following references:

Exploring World History. pp. 194-196, 216-219, 223-225.

The Human Adventure, Vol. I. pp. 172-174.

The Human Side of World History. pp. 61, 78-79, 82-83, 84-85

The Human Side of American History. pp. 1-13



IV. EXTRA READING-MATERIAL

For a deeper understanding .;:f the material in this unit,
reach. any of the following references and hand in notes for extra
credit.

The Story of Leif Erickson. W.O. Steele.

Christopher Columbus, Mariner. S.fl. Morison.

Discoverers of the New World. American Heritage.

Across the Sea,-.N-Journal-of'CoLlmbus's Voyage. -G. Sanderlin

The Voyages of Christopher ColurolJu. 'A Sperry.

.Spanish Explorers in the Southern United States.- J:F. Jameson.

Columbus, Finder of the New World. R. Syme.

Francisco Coronado and. the Seven .7.1ties,.-.of Gold. A..: Syme.

Coronado ..and the.Discovery Ilthwest. 'A Grove Day.

Captain.Cortes Conquers' MexicO. 16hnsOn,

The °Course. of Empire. B.., Deyoto.

Cortes of Mexico, R. Syme.

The Conquistadores in .North Amerian History. P. HOrgan.

The Age of Reconnaisance. J. H. Parry.-

.The Bold.Conquistadores. I. Blacker.

Travel and Discovery in the Rennce. B Penrose.-

No Golden Cities. T. Nason.

Explorers/and SettlersW.-Frr,

Glory, ,God and Gold. P. Wellmar.

Conquistadores and Pueblos. 0. HaLl Quest ,

The New World. Time-Life. pp. 8-_er'.

Who Discovered America? P. Laub, L.

The Discovery of North America. Cumming.

Marco Polo. E.M. Preston

Columbus. B. Landstrom.



V. REOUIIIED ACTIVITIES

Complete each of the following activities using the
reading material:

lk Answer the following questions in writing in your own
words.

1. List 3 motives for exploration.

2. List 1 explorer each from Spain, Portugal,
and England and explain their importance.

3. List new scientific achievements made and
Improvements in shipping which aided exploration.

2. Choose two of the following activies,

1. Match the filmstrip entitled The Age of Explora-
tion and hand in notes for credit.

2. Get a wvksheet on Exploration and complete it
using Men and Nations.

3. nake a sketch of a carrack, the most common type
of ship used for exploration.

4. Draw a map showing the routes of ten explorers
discussed in :len and Nations. Use different
colors to indicate the routes they traveled.

3. Choose 1 of the following activities.

1. Form a group no larger than 3 people. Discuss
the following questions. Have one person take
notes to be handed in for credit. Be sure to
include the name of each person in the group.

1. In what ways can today's space explor-
ation he compared with the sea explora-
tion that began in the late 1400's?

2. Why were small numbers of Furopeans able
to dominate much 17,1-ger native ponulations
in the rast T.ndi s, India, and the 2\meri-
cas?

2. Read one of the following articles and hand in
an abstract with bibliographical information.

"Down the Colorado' 71merican Heritage, Oct, 1869.
pp. 52 -63, 83
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WOMEN IN THE MIDDLE AGES&AND RENAISSANCE

I. PROBLEM.

Women in the Middle Ages and Renaissance were considered
the property of men. He was free to do whatever he wished with
her. Women were often the victims of marriages meant to benefit
their Lamilies. They were taught all the proper manners if they
were part of the nobility, but were still very coarse at times.
Peasant women worked as hard as their menfolk.

During the Renaissance even women were able to benefit
from 'he renewed interest in learning. They formed educational
societies and even practiced some medicine. Some women began
to learn a trade to support themselves. They traveled more and
influenced improvements in social behavior.

What were specific laws which pertained-to women during
this period? What types of occupations or professions could
they participate in? What relationship did men and women have?
How were the roles of women in the noble and peasant classes
different? What were women's fashicms like during the Middle
Ages and Renaissance? Was make-up used then? What happened
to women who were too independent?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES. When you finish this unit, you will
be able to:

1. Describe in writing the role of women in the Middle
Ages and Renaissance.

2. Explain in writing any changes in the role of women
which occurred during the Renaissance.

3. Compare in writing the role of women in the Middle
Ages and Renaissance with that of today.

4. Describe in writing any occupations held by women
during the Middle Ages and Renaissance.

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL. Read each of the following
references.

1. 32 Problems in World History. pp. 46-55.

2. The Human Side of World History. pp. 68-69.

3. The Human Adventure. vol. I. pp. 149 -152.

4. The material included in the Study Guide.



IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL. For a deeper understanding of
the material in this unit, read any of the following
references:

0

Life on a-Medieval Barony. W.S. Davis. pp. 70-112.

Life in a Medieval City. Gies, J. Ap. 47-57.

e of Faith. Time-Life. pp. 112-113, 76, 86-87.

Age of Courts and Kings. P. Erlanger, pp. 64, 83-87,
120-1, 141-3, 183.

The Middle Ages. Horizon. pp. 20, 2, 4, 30, 37, 94-95,
100-4, 112-113, 119, 236, 249, 284, 183, 186.

Eve:..day Life in Medieval Times. M. Rowling. pp. 72 -93

Life in the Middle Ages. J. Williams. pp. 46-48, 76, 129

Age of Progress. Time-Life pp. 180-181, 18-20, 31, 63, 150,
154-155, 164,

'

77r

Renaissance. Time-Life. pp. 55-56, 175, 59, 85, 9293

The Renaissance. Horizon. pp. 345-359, 369-382.

V REQUIRED ACTIVITIES. Using the reading material, complete
each of the following activities.

1. Questions. Answer each of the following questions in
writing in your own words.

1. What was the relationship between men and women
during this peri,:d of time?

2. How could women improve their position?

3. What were some of the occupations women held
during the Renaissance?

2. Choose 2 of the following activities:

1. Explain in a short research paper (2-3 pp.) how
the role of women changed from the Middle Ages
to the Renaissance.

2. Prepare an attractive brochure on women's
fashion in the Middle Ages and/or Renaissance.

3. Read the article "Sophia of Russia," which you
can obtain from the teacher. Write an abstract
to be turned in.

2



4. Prepare an authentic looking page in thc,
classified ads of items which illustrate aspects
of the role of women in the Middle Ages and/or
Renaissance. YrNu might include clothing sale
ads, help wanted, miscellaneous items for sale
or trade, etc.

3. Ch(,ose 1 of the following activities:

1. Read Eleanor of Aquitaine by R. Pe Loud. Write
a s rt paper (2-3 pp.) discussing how Eleanor
wa typical or atypical of her times.

2. Rea Joan of Arc by Williams. Write a short
pape (2-3 pp.) on Joan's role, in shaping history.
Inclu e a discussion on the part her role as a
woman d to do with her mission and its success.

3. Read Camelot. Write a short paperon what this
,)lay illustrates about the aspects of a woman's
life during the Middle Ages.

4. Read The Sixth Wife by J. Plaidy. Write a short
paper on the women mentioned in the book and their
place in society,

5 Make an attractive chart about occupations held
by women in the Renaissance. Pictures and des-
criptions would be welcome.

VI, EXTRA ACTIVITIES, For suggestions for extra activities,
please see the teacher,

!Llary Queen of Scots, A. Fraser

3



"James Cook: The Conquest of the'Pacific." Mankind.
Vo1.\2, No. 7, pp. 58-67.

-1

"Magellanis Voyage." American Heritage. Oct. 1969
64-75; .

"The Ordeal of Cabeza de Vaca."
Dec. 1960 pp. 32-37 78-82

"Christopher Columbus, Mariner"
Dec. 1955, pp. 72-94.

American Heritage

American 'Heritage.

"The Negro.Who Went to the Pole withPeary." American
History Illustrated. Part I. Apri1.1966. pp. 4 -11,
52 -5.5 and Part II. May, 1966. pp. 46 -51.

"De Soto and the Golden Road" American Heritage. Aug.
1955. pp. 32-37, 102-3

"LaSalle on the Mississippi" American Heritage. April
1957. pp. 4-19;'71-91.

"The Legend of the White God and the Conquest of the
Aztecs"mankincl_vol.3,/10.4,m0.26-31, 64-66.

'3. Write a news story titled "A flew Land Has Been Tound."
for a newspaper of a European colonial country, in the
1500.'s or 1600's. Explain to your readers why his \.

event is important to them.

4. Give an oral report to the class on cartography and
navigation during the Age of Exploration.. Check
books on the history of transportation for your
sources.

5. Give the play "Unfinished Journey" to the class. There
are 6 parts in the play.

6. Read magazine article on space exploration. Turn in a
short-paper-(1 page) comparing exploration today with
exploration in the 1400's and 1500's. Turn in the
bibliographical infortation on the magazine article
you read.

4. Take Tost Test.

4
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VI. EXTT1A ACTIVITIFS

For ctra activities for this unit, please see the

teacher.

The King's Fifth. O'Dell.

5
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BUSINESS IN THE MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSANCE -=

The Rise of -a Middle Class

I PROBLEM.

After centuries of trading al around the Mediterranean
Sea, the barbarian invasions and'the fall of the Roman Empire
brought a stop to all .contact through fradebetween Europe and
the Near East. Europe fell into chaos and'government was 1A-ac-

.
tically non-existent. Strong Germanic tribes were ablp to
control some areas, for a time, but for the most part there
was..noostrong central government and in the absence of such a
unifying force, feudalism Iedame the-way of life for,everyone-

In this system each manor was,practically self-sufficient,
.,

Everything that people'
.

who lived on the manor needed was produced
right there, so there was little need to trade withOther peoples,.
What were the facto. .-Which made this' independence of each manor
necessary? Whet were the occupations of those people who lived
on the manor? What was the economic structure of the manor?

In 1095, though, came a cry Ibr.a crusade!to free the
Holy Land from +-he Arabs. Nobles quit fighting each other and
united against a cOmmon.enemy. 'Other motives contributed to
the fiumbers who traveled to the Mid-East andamong these was
the chancefor business gain by European merchants. IteMs
which were rare and'could not be pioduced in Europe could be
found in the Holy Land. Over the Centuries during wETEEthe
Crusades lasted many new products were introduced into Eurdpe
and trade increased., Italy became important in trace with the
Near and Far East. Towns began to grow again and.organizations

k
called guilds were formed to protect the inter'.

el'

sts of lAhorers
and merchants. How did they:, organizations com are with labor .

unions of today? What effect did all of these developmentsvhave
on the class,structureiand feudalism?. What new Occupations.
developed? What businesses were profitable at this time?

What peoples were infllential in fhe growth of trade and -

business during.the Middle Ages and Renaissance? There were
families who were important in the economy of the newly devel-
oped.nations of the Renaissance. Some of thdse.included the
Medici/of Italy and the FUggersobf Germany, Business had devel-
oped,from a small operation by individualu to a large operation
requiring the raising of huge ampuntsof money, What new oroahi
zations were treated to meet, this demand? What business oppor- ,

tUnities were created by the-discovery and exploration,of'the*
-Western flemisphere? What was mercantilism% a new theory.of
trade developed duKing the 1500.'s?. What'neW'items were obtained
from the Webtern Hftisphere for sale in Europe? that effc
did colonies have on trade? What countries were most actin. in-

.the revived trade of this period? .

.... ,

What factors were responsible for the,change between
busineqs of the Middle Ages and that of the Renaitsance and
Exploration period? How much had'business.changed from the
begdinning to.the end of this period? What effect had,these-

;



changes had on other parts of society such as class structure?

II, SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES, When you finish this unit you will
be able to:

1. Describe in writing business opportunities including
such factors as occupations, trade and manufacturing
as well as the extent of the influence of trade in
medieval times.

2 Eicplain inleriting the importance of the Crusades in
the revival of trade in Europe.

3, Describe in writing the business opportunities which
existed during the period of the Renaissance and
Exploration.

4, ,Compare in writing types of business ventures and
',their effect on society in the Middle Ages and'in
the Renaissance with each other and with the present
time.

5, Ekpress-an'appreciation for the ability of people to
adapt to new situations, inflUences and business oppor-
tunities and for the ability of people to invent ways
to take advantages and make the most of these oppor-
tunities,

'

III. REQUIRED_READING MATERIAL.

1. 'Men and Nations. pp. 200-202, 207; 216-2349 333-347,

20 Human. Adventure, volume I. pp, 119-126,

Th`material in the study guide,

4. Daily pp, 133-158

IV, EXTRA READING MATERIAL_ For a deeper- understanding of
the material of the material in this unit, read .any of
the following references:

The Renaissance. W. Durrant. pp, 67-736 280-2846 588-593,

The Renaissance. M. Gain. pp. 72-91.

Everday Life in.Medieval Times 'M, Rowling, pp, 49-71

Life ?n -a Medieval City, J. and F. Gies, pp, 76-108

Life on a Medieval Barony. W.S. Davis, pp.



A e of Courts and Kings_,. P,'Erlanger_ -3p '39-43, 57-58,
,-rru=a7;-118-119, 203-2G4, 252-253, 290,

The A e of Chivalr . National Geographic Society, pp, 330-

Renaissance, Time-Life. pp, 31-32, 75-84, 15-16,

The World Awakes, p.p. BrOoks. pp. 9-10, 16-17, 87-89,

Life inthejliAlLeales, J. Williams, pp, 51-9

Everday Life_LIRxiantium. T. Rice. pp', 121-140 -

English Social History, G.M. Trevelyan, pp. 27, 33-40,'85-87:

The Middle Ages. Horizon, pp. 158-187.

Daily Living in the Twelfth Century. V,T Holmes, Jr, 133-158-

IV, REQUIRED ACTIVITIES, \Complete each'of the following
activities using the material you have read for the
Study Guide

1_ Answer the following questions in writing using your own
words.

1.. Lis 3 occupations common during medieval times
2, E, lain the.importance of the Crusades in the

revival of trade in tAlrope.
3, List 3 business opportunities during the Renais-

rAnce period.

2, Choose 1 of the folloiwng. activities:

1. Using information you have read for this unit
and any information you can.find in current
magazines (Reader's Guide to Periodical Litera-.
ture).write an essay on the following topic:
During the Middle Ages, markets and fairs
helped break down the separateness of various
regions, Do international fairs and trade
serve the same purpose today? (2-3 pp,)

Write an editorial for the Kiev Times about the
effect of the opening of'necitaar7autes by
Italian ports on the trade to Kiev. Your.'
editorial should be factual and thoughtful and
should reflect information on the subject which
you: can find.

3



4.

3. Write an essay on whether you agree or disagree
with the mercantilistic theory as it applied to
a nation's wPalth. Explain your views using
examples to support your ideas (I should be
able to tell from your paper that you understand
the mercantilistic theory),'

4, Write a paper comparing the types of business
ventures and their effect on society in the
Middld\Ages with those-in the Renaissance,

Choose 2Nof the following activities:

l. Write a short essay in support of usury during
tho Middle Ages. Use examples to support your
ideas.

2. Prepare an attractive travel brochure for people
liVing in MedieViaErdroPe'advertising a journey!
to the Byzantine EmPire

3.. Prepare a series of advertisements for a local
newspaper for job opportunities in either the
Middle Ages or the Renaissance, Mae them as
realistic as possible

;4, Prepare an attractive travel brochUre_for people
living in Europe during the Renaissance and
Exploration advertis-ing a4journey to the New
World.,

V. EXTRA ACTIVITIES

For extra activities on this unite please see the teacher,

The Privateer

The Jungle "

4



ART AND LITERATURE- IN ANCIENT TIMES

I. PROBLEM. Art and literatt.re developed in the ancient
civiliz tions have remained very important even in present
times: 'ot only have they influenced art and literature of
later tim s. but they are valued for their ingerent beauty
and import nce The refineillent in art can be seen in Greek
sculpture and architecture, \The thoughts of. Greek philosophers
remain with us even today- Gteek drama is still performed and
enjoyed by everyone. The crea \ive themes in their plays have
been utilized again and again b other playWrights.

The Romans were important i the preservation of Greek
culture in addition to to having eir-own artists such as the
reat poet Vergil who write the Ae 'd. The Egyptian and

.-,,,I dian cultures also made important 'contributions to art,
ar hitecture and literature. Even earlier cultures such !as
the Cradeans developed beautiful archi ecture',._ I

What early civilizations made cont ibutions in art, ,

architecture and literature? What contr.butionS did they make?
How di iVilizations influence each othe in the arts?' How
are we nflu2nced today by contrtions made in ancient times?
Were ar sts Of all kinds (painters, sculptors, dramatists,
philosophers, architects, etc-) supported by the fovernment, or
were they' forced with other occupations to make a
living? How-does their situation with,regard to support compare
with artists today ?. Who were the greatest artists of ancient times?

II- SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

When you finish this unit you will be 'able to:

1. Explain in writing which ancient civilizations made impor-
tant contributions in art, architecture, drama anti litera-
ture (including philosophy),

2, Describe in wri,....ng what the major contributions were in
each major ancient civilization.

1
3, Identify examples of painting, sculpture and architecture

developed in ancient civilizations.

4. Identify and match-with their major contributions the
principal figures in philosophy, drama and literature.

5, Explain in writing how the contributions in the arts in.
ancient civilizations influenced each other and how they
influence us today.

4



III. REQUIRE-) READING MATERIAL.

Read each. of the following references carefully and/or.'
study the illustration (whichever is,applicable).

1. Alen and Nations pp. 29-33, 40, 46, 49, 55, 58, 62-63, 73,
77-76, 86-08, 90-91, 100, 108, 111-118, 119-120, 123,
1:26, 133, 139, 142, 144-14, 152, 155, 162-164, 169, 171-
.173, 179182.

2, The Human Adventure, vol. pp. 42-45, 48-51
._)

3. The Human Side of World HistOty, pp. 3, 8-9, 10,22-23, 29,
34, 40.

IV. REQUIRED LOOKING.

Look up and study works by each of he following artists.
Where a particular work is specified make\sure you find that
example, otherwise just examine style characteristics. It will
be helpful 4-1 read the text material in the bookS pertaining to
each artist and his work. Turn in a 1-2 page discussion of your
reactions to what you have seen.

Cave paintings

Stonehenge

Egyptian pyramids

\ Egyptian sculpture - Prince Rahotip and His Wife Nofret

\\\
- Cover of the Coffin of Tutankhamen

Sum,rian Art - Billy Goat and Tree

Persia Art

Minoan and Myceanaeah Art - The Lion Gate

Greek Art-- Venue MilO, The Dying Warrior, The Parthenon,
The DiciiiThrower, The Apollo Belvedere, Dying

Roman Art = T he Colos seum, Alloman Patrician with Busts His
Ancestors, Lower Portion of the Colggn of Trajan,
Equestrian Stat*u of marcus Arirelius, Constan-,
tine the Great.

Early Christian Art

-Byzantine Art - Hagia Sophia, St.,, Masks in Venice, In-.erior
view of SantpolliriRre in ClasseRavenna.

O 2



Indian Act

Chinese Art works In fade, sculpture

V. EXTRA RLADII:G AATERIAL. For a deeper understanding of the
material in this-Unit, read any of the folloWing references.

Greek\Scul ture. J. Barron.

Art Thr h the Ages, H. Gardner, p 31-216-, 511-532, 540 -550

Arts of Ch na. HoriTn.

The Art of India, Si Glubok

History of Art. IL.W. Janson, pp. 18-1.84.

The Encyclopedia of\Art.

Primitive Art. I% Boas.

Made in Ancient Egypt, Prie-s.

an 'Ancient Greece. Price

The ::lassical World. D.. Strong,

The Age of HelLenism. T.B.L. Webster.

E. Munro. PP.

LITERATURE:

The Roman Way, E. Hamilton.

The Aqnid. Virgil.

The Classical Age. L. Casson

The Greek Way: E. Hamilton.
= .

The Oresteian Trilny. Aeschylus

Electra. Eurpipedes.

,Euripedes IV. Euripedes.

Euripedes II. Euripedes.

Euripedes III.. Euripedes.

ThreeGreat Plaks of Euripedes. Euripedes.

10-104

3



T e Oedipus P!,27, of SoPhoces. Sc4i,oc1's,

T1ejlitlgone. Sophccles.

Oedipus' the 'King, Sophocles

(32,heeles II. Sc)phooles.

The IfiaC and Odyssey of Homer. Church

\
The Siege and- Fall of Troy. R. Graves,.

Th9 Iliad- ncrier,

TheOdY:.

The 'Republic. Plato.

The Wisdom and IdeaS of Plato: Plato.

.--DiologUes of Nato Plato,

The Romance of Pnilbsophy- J, Choron. pp. 1 -52.

The Story PLiinsot2hy. W. Durant. pp. 1-95.

Understanding the GLeat Philosophers. H. Thomas. pp. 15 -154.

REQUIRED ACTIVITIES, Complete each of the following acti-
vities Using the reading material.

1. Questions.. Answer each of the following questions in your
own words in writinv.

1. What:subjects did artists and sculptors deal with .

in ancinet times? Give specific examples.

2. What are the Vedas? peraod in Indian history
is known os the Vedic Age?

3. What were -4 main characteristics of Greek Art?.

4. whar were the chief characteristics described in
Plato.'s'kepublic?

Describe It least 3 basic features of Greek drama.

6 1:ame 3 important Roman- writers, and describe the
writings,of each.

.2. Choose 2 of the folloging activities.

1. Draw:.a sketch of a Greek temple - for example, the

\\ 4



2 V,Itch at least 3 of the followin7 filmstrips. NN.,.

Hand/in notes on the material pertaining to this

Egypt's Eras of Splendor.
Ancient Egypt
Athens
The Great Age of Warrior HoMeric Greece
The Glory'-of Athens
The Greek City- State

. Rome the. Eternal City, part I Kings & Consuls
Rome the Eternal City, part II The Emperors

3. .Write a short 0 purge)) defense of Socrates, to
be used at 1iis trial.

4. Write a short .(1.-1.1/2 pp.) essay on how we are
influenced today by the art and litera'ure of
ancient times. Use specific examples of.observa
tions from your own everyday surroundings to
support your. ideas.

Prepare an att..aCtive....charC illustrating the major
_contribution'; in art and literature from at least
/4 Apoient civilizations.

3. ChooSe at least one.of the following activities:

1. Read any Greekplay. Write an essay (2-3 pages)
on it relevance to modern times - note the themes
and ideas which a-te important regardless of when
the play was written,

2. Prepare a well-organizeaspresentation of ancient
art to be given to the class 115 minutes). You
may show examples from sevr,a1 civilizations or
frdm just one. You should develop a theme to tie
your presentation together.

3. Study. photographs of Igyptian gods and pharoahs
anc,. of murals depicting daily l'fe in-Egypt.
Draw similar pictures for the bulletin board.

4. Form group of no more than 3 people. Discuss
'the following questions carefully-. Have one
person tke notes to be handed in.

1. -Socrates that person' is wise if .

he knows that.he doe5' not- know everything.
Do you agr or disagree with this defi-
nition of wisdom. .

2. Who was to control Plato's ideal. govern-
ment? Do you think such a government is
pdssible,'and if so, would you like to'live

5



under it?

3. Hellenistic Greeks valued Yn ledge for its
own sake and had little intere in its appli-
cation. Do you think knowledge-i4z the Uhitedc
States is pursued for its own sake\or only
for its practical application:

4. What were the teachings of the Stoic andEpi-
curean philosophers? Wh7.ch one of-,,these philo-.
sophies,do you prefer? Justify your choice.

Take the Post Test.

VII. EX 1.ACTIV1TIES. Fdr suggestions for extra 4ctivitips,
plea c, see the teacher.

\\

"Our First` ok at eok Wallpainting." M. Napoli.
Horizon. Autum 1970. p.22.

"Secrets of the eat Pyramid." P. Tompkins.
Horizon. Wint r, 1971. p.38:

"Golden Links to the B nze Age'." E. Vermeule. Horizon.
winter, 1971. p. 5

"Daedelus and I 'M. Ayrt.on. Horizon. Spring, 1970. p. 56

6

.
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ART AND LITERATURE IN ANCIENT TIMES - REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Exploring World History -'pp. 10-12, 19, 38, 59,

48-51

8-9, 10,

76-79,

22-23,

102-103

29, 34,

The Human Adventure vol. I. pp. 42-45,

The Human Side of WorldiNIstory. pp. 3,
40
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RT, MUSIC AND. LITERATURL MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSANCE

./.
. .

'.. ----

,..:PROBLEM. Throughout` the past, art,-mi sic and literature hive.
expressed the values and-interests of mankind. ' During the Middle,
ges'And Renaissance this was especially true,' The-. 4iddle Ages.
as -. a- ...period in which man was amore' interested-in life-After death

',And in his religion than he was in hiS-life"while on earth. The
,a,Ond* literature of the times$expresseF':these interests,. AlSo
; e was prone to fantasy' rather Ilan reality. Perhaps. the ;harsh

1
eality.oi life was too much to-bearThelegends of Eing.Arthur

-ilinstraie the .nterestin fantastic /feats of bravery. The art of,
he time is-primarily religious And/uncrncerned with accurate Por;*--'
rayal of the human figure. ,

, .

. In the Renaissance, however the'renewed intefest inlearning
and -in man's life on earth bro4ht about art and literature which
eflectecl,these'interests. The:works,of*classicaltimes (Greece and
..Off-el were studied again. The*'ht-.erestsof.the artists and writers'
,of this time were.wide and%Vari d, just as long ;as they pertained

// 0 man on earth. The art /of th Renaissande' was some of the best.
he world .has seen. Painters ard*sculptors created beauty all over

Europe., - / /

Why were interes Sin .the.MiddleiAges so limited? What _caused
en of-the Renaissanc ';.*be solcreative? Who were thereat ariists'

of the Middleages and RenaissanC:e? What were ,the majOr areas :of
Amterest for 'Renaissance writer? ..What did Renaisince_aitists'paint
nd sculpt? How, did the artists and writers of the'Renaissanee -

1 upport themselves? 'Did they'eer. Piave to. abandon their principal',
interests in order to support themselves? '.

.

-/.

I. Specific Objectives. When .you,. finish this unit, you'will.be able.
to:

.-1-- .

1 . Compare and contrast ,in writings the .motivating forces for art
lAnd literature inrtha Middle Ages and Renaissance.

. .

t. ,Identify great. works of art fromthe. Middle Ages and Renaissance.

.3: Explain in writing the,variecLinterests of Renaissance artists
/ . nd writers. .s.

I

Give in writing examples Of how ROiaissance artists dnd writers-'
supported themselves. \

, ,

1. ' Explain in writing the important, ideas expresse by at least
. .

I Renaissance writer and one wr!ter in the Middle Ag s.
;

. Identify important pieces of music frem this period of time.
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,

III. Required Reading Material. Read each of the following
references:

1. Men and %tions. pp. 201-202, 208, 221, 226, 229-234,
240, 248-9, 252, 254; 292-299, 301, 317, 332.

The Adventure, volume I. pp. 155-1,63, 167-172

3. The 11. .An Side of World History. 'pp. 5i, 55, 76, 81, 82.

IV. Required Looking. Look at and study workd of artfrom the
Middle Ages and Renaissance as listed below. Where a particular
work is named, be sure you could recognize and identify it
by name and artist. Turn in a 1-2 page discussion of your reac-
tions to the works of the Mic:d)e Ages and Renaissance. It
would be helpful to read the text in the books which pertain
to the works.

The ;diddle Ages:

Early Medieval Art

Romanesque Art -- Tournai Cathedral;Portrait of a Physician.

Gothic Art -- Notre Dame, Paris; The Road to Calvary, Martini;
Madonna Enthroned, Giotto.

The Renaissance:

Late Gothic

The Early Renaissance in Italy -- Donatello, David
Botticelli
Masaccio
Ghirlandaio, An Old Man and His

Grandson

The High Renaissance -- Leonardo da Vinci,' Mona Lisa
the Last .Supper

Michelangelo, Moses
uwa
THiUreation of Adam

Raphael
Titian, The Man with the Glove
Tintorettb, Christ Before Pilate .

El Greco, The Burial of Count Orgaz
carravagio

Baroque:

Peter Paul Rubens,.The Garden of Love
Anthony van Dyck
Frans Bala, The Jolly Toper
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Rembrandt, Return of the.P,,rodigal Son
Diego Velasquez, Maids of Honor
Thomas Gainsborough
i3ernini

V. Required Lidtenincr. .Listen to each, of the following WOOS.
Read the literature which-accompanies the records and hand in
a short pa'.:,graph discussing h.)* the music reflects the times
of the cor .,sers.

"From the Renaissance" -- Time-Life Records

Elizabethan Songs and Dances. Side 2. Bands 2, 4 and 5. Guide,
pp. G8-11.

Duxtdhude, "Prelude and Fugue in G Minor." Side 3, Band 1, Guide,
pp. G12.

Monteverdi, "Gloria." Side 4, Band 2. Guide, pp. G18-20.

Madrigals, Chansons and Instrumental Music. Side 5, Bands 1 and 5.
Guide, G20-21, G24.

VI. Extra Reading Material. :or a deeper understanding of the(
material in this unit, read any of the following references:

Art:

History of -Art. .i.W. Janson. pp. 184-452.

Renaissance Painting. F. Russoli.

A New World History of Art. S. Chenez. pp. 269-522.

Art Through the Ages. fl. Gardner. pp. 217-443.

,Encyclopedia of Art. E. Memo. pp. 108-203.

The Medieval World. A. Kidson.

Michelangelo. L. Goldscheider.1

Great Cathedrals. horizon.

Gainsborough. E. Ripley.

The World of .Gainsborough. J.M.

Rembrandt. E. Ripley.

The Worldof Rembrandt. R. Wallace.

. The World of Rubens. C.V. Wedgewood.
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The World of Leonardo. R. Wallace.

The World of Michelangelo. R: Coughlan.

Literature: any of the works of:

Spensor.
Shakespecv.
Chaucer
St. Thom_ Acquinas
Rabelais
Mach!nvelli
Thomas More

VI.- Required Activities. U_Lng the reading material, complete.
each of 'the following activities.

1. Answer the following questions in writing in yOur own words.

1. How did medieval universities originate? Why do you
think the Church might have preferred the writings of
St. Thomas Acquinas to those of Peter Abelard?

2. What were some characteristics of Gothis Churches?

3. How were motivating forces for art and literature
different in the Renaissance and Middle Agas?

4. Explain how Humanism moved northward. How did Eras-
mus, Rabelais and More reflect its spirit?

5. Give 2 examples illustrating the varied interests of
Renaisiance artists and writers.

6. Did artists of the Middle Ages and Renaissance depend
on'their.talent to support themselves? Explain.'

2. Choose at least one of the following activities.

1. Read either The Agony and the Ecstasy or I, Michelangelo,
Sculptor, by Irving Stone. Fill out a critique form.
Include'a discussion of Now Michelangelo supported him-
self.

2. ,Read'32 Problems in World History, pp. 56-61 or pp. 93-98
and discuss the questions which precede the article with

- . the teacher.
6

,3. Read any 2of the following magazine articles and turn
in abstracts with bibliographical informaticn:

"Frans Hals, the ARtist as a Bohemian." R. Merri-l.
Mankind. Vol. 2, #1. pp. 70-77.
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"Shelter for a Dark Age.: B. Rudofsky. Horizon.
Spring, 1971. p. 62.

"Bernini." S. Gramont. Horizon. Spring, 1969.
pp. 34-47.

"The Mad World of Hieronymus Bosch." G. Highet.
Ic,izon. Spring, 1970. p. 66.

"%.'he Tempesta Puzzle." R. McMullen. Horizon. Spring,
1971. pp. 94-103.

"The Humanists." V. Cronin. Horizon. Winter, 1971.
pp. 80-103.

"The Duty of the Prince is Magnificence." M. Bishop.
Horizon. Autumn, 1970. pp. 54-79.

"Hans Memling's Christmas Pageant." S. Tomkievicz.
Horizon. Winter, 1972. pp. 20-31.

VII. Extra Activities. for suggestions for extra activities,
please see the teacher.
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ART AND LITERATURE IN ANCIENT T
/

PROBLEM.. Art and literature Aevetoped in the ancient
civilizations have remained Very impnrtant even In' present
times- Not only have .they ,influencej art and literature of
latertimes, but they are Valued for thea,:t.ingerent beauty
and `importance- The refinement in art can be seen in Greek
sculpture and archilecture The thoiyhts of Greek philosophers
remain with us .even today: Greek drat' 4 is still performedand,
enjoyed by, everyone- ,Tbe creative themes in their plays 4ve
been utilized again and again by.other. playwrights '

The:Romans were :important in:the preservation of Greekn

culture in addition to to having, their own artists such as !he
great poet Vergil who write thp.Aenid. The Egyptian and
Indian, cultures alto.made'important* contributions to. art,
.architecture'.andliterature. Even earlier cultures such
the Cradeans developed beautiful architecture-

.

. What early civilizatiOns made Contributions in art,
architecture and literature? What cOntributiont did-they make?
How did civilizations influence each otherin-the arts? HOW
are we influenced today. by Contributiont; made in ancient times ?_
Were artists of all kind's (painters. sculptors, dramatists47.
philosophers, architects.,, etc:,) supported by the fbvernment.,:or
were they forced to copf-ith other occupations tomake:a.
living? How does their situation With,regard-to.suppor't compare'
with artists today? Who were the greatest artists of ancient times?

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

When.you finish this unit you will be able to:
. .

L -Explain in writing which ancient-civilizations Ma .impor-
tant contributions' in art, architecture, drama and litera-
ture (including philosophy)- .

. . . c

Z, -Describe in writing what the major contributions were in
. . ,

each major ancient 'civilization

3- Identify examples of painting, sculpture and architecture \

deVeloped in ancient Civilizations. 7

Identify and match,with their major contributions the
principal figures-in philosophy, drama and.. literatUre-

,

5 ExNain,in writing,how the contributions in'thevarts in
ancient civilizations influenced each other and how they
influence us today- ....



111. REOUI4EJ READI:,G MATERIAL.

Read each of the following refLru:...es carefully and/or
study the illustration (whichever 14 applicable).

1. Men and Nations pp. 29-33, 40, 4(. 49; 55, 58, 62-63, 73,
73-76, 86.-as, 90-91, 93, 100, 103, 1-1-118, 119-120, 123,
126, 133, 139, 142, 144-141, 152, .13,
173, 179-182.

162-164, 169, 371-

4, The Human Adventure, vol. I. pp. 42-45, 48-51

3. The Human Side of World iftstoLv, pp. 3, 3-9, 10, 22-23, 29,
34, 40.

IV. REQUIRED LOOKING.

Look up and study works by each of the following artist.s.
Where a particular work is specified make sure you find, that
example, otherwise just examine style characteristics. It will
be helpful read the text material in the books pertaining to
each artist and his work. Turn in a 1-2 page discussion of your
reactions to what you have seen.

Cave paintings

Stonehenge

Egyptian pyramids

Egyptian sculpture - Prince kahotip -and His Wife Nofret

- Cover of the Coffin of Tutankhamen

Sumerian Art - Billy Goat and Tree

Persian Art

Minoan and Myceanaean Art The in Gate

Greek Art - Venusde Milo, The Dying Warrior, The Parthenon,
TETUTTicili-Thrower, The Apollo Belvedere, lung-
Gaul

Roman Art - The Colosseum, A Roman Patrician with Busts His
Ancestors, Lower Portion of the Column of ',:ra)an,
Equestrian Stateu of marcus Arirelius, Constan-
tine the rat.

'Early Christian Art

Byzantine Art - Hagia Sophia, St. Mak's in Venice, In*erior
view of Sant' Apollinare in Classe-Ravenna

2



Indian

Chinese :Art - works Cn-3.ade, sculpt4.

V. EXT'tA READING ATER1AL. Far. a dter understanding of, the..
ma. erial 1-0.this.unit, read, anyct the following ieferendes.

ART:

Greek Bculprure.

Art ThioUgh.thel.Ages. Gardner,

Arts of China. ) Horizon.

The Art of India, S',..Gllibok

History of Art: H.W. Janson, pp: 18-184.

PP-
;)

511-5.3,' 540-550
1,6

The Encycldpedi of Art; E. Mun0b., pp.

Primitive Art. , F. Boas.

Made n Ancient E . Price.

Made i Ancient'Greece. .Price

The CI isical World. D. Strong-

The Age! of Hellenism.

J..ITERAT

The\Rom

The Abni

RE:

E. Hamilton.

. Virgil.

ical A . L. Casson-The, Clas

T.B.L, Webster.

The Gree E. Hamilton.

The Ores elan Trilogy. Aeschylus

Electra. Eurpipedes,..

Euri ede IV. Euripedes,a.

Eura ede I - Zuripedes.

Euri ede

10-7104

III. Euripeeles.

Three Qr, t' Plays of-Euripedes., Euripedes.



: The OedipusTlays,of

The Antigone. Sopl'-

Oedipus the King,.
;

,Sophocles Sophoci,Js.

The Iliad arxd)dyssey (If Homer

The Siege and Fail of.:Trc.111: R.

The fliad,-:Homer.,

The OdysSey-,

The 'Republic.

The Wisdom ari a Ideas (21 Plato..,1,)lato.

Dialogues ef Plato.
:

Plato

.

TheJtomanee of Philosophy- J , Choton pp :475

The Story of Philosophi. W. Durant-.

-Undevstanding the;G;eat Phi).osdphei. .rhomaS.. 131,3-

..

VI. REQUIRED .ACTIVITIES. of .the following acti-1

1. QuesiOons. Answer each Tch of the lollowin.questions in youk
own words in writing.

,

:l. What subjects did art,ists and Sculptors-deal with
,in Ancinet times? Give -specific examples.

.

.
.

.What are the Vedas?, What periodoin Indian history
is khown-,,s the Vedic Ac? -.

. .

..L. :What were 4 main'characteristits f Greek-ATt?
) .

vitieS.U.Sing the reading.materiai.-

O.

-4. What were the chief charact.er?stic described in
Plato's RepOblic?- .

.Deseribfe at least 3 hasid fati)res. of Greek drama:

6. Name 3 important Roman writerS,-and:describe the
writings.'of each.

2, Choose 2 of the following activitie

1; .,,Draw a sketchofTa Creel temple t, for example,-the
.

Par tnenon...



Watch af..71easi-f' 3
Hand' n notes :on.

unit .

£u-1.1.4 s Ergs' o
Inc ient Egypt.
Athens

-

The 'Great A'cle of. Ware )..or Horieric Greece

of tie following 'f lmst.rips.
to. this

The..Giqty of-
The

A.thens:
- .

.i-GrLlok t, 'City-StaCe ..
. ,

ROme the :Eternal ()..ty.,,, part I - Kings' SwCOnsulg, . ., __ ...
. . .,

Rome the EtOrna I :City .,. part Ta.. s- The Ertip/prof-S.
. . . .......

I]rite ':Shart.. defense of SoCrltes,
bp used at. his trial::: .

.

Write a short. 91,-1 . ) esSay.17On'lOw we are
need' today by the iIrt :And liteife.tre of

.ancie tithes. Use specific 'examples .Of obsbrva-
-tionsigrbm- your own everyday :'surroundings 'to
Support: iourr,ideas.

5'; :Prepare- :on attractive' char
;:cbntir ibiltOns° :Aft and
=4 anei.eAt` qiY izati on s::,07

Choose., at

i.lirustrating the -major
teratUre from least'

e.
e , e,

1Pait or , .ot the f ol I
:

-ac liv.t]..est

Read any Greek .play. Waite an essay (2.7.3) .page0
; on its relevande. to Irfolein times note the themes
and .idea ,which are imkOrtant .regardless'Of when
the play. Was: wi-itee\r.;

2. RrePare a,LWel.1-rorga 'azed present-ation Of ancient'
att.to.',,bd7given to d 14 s (15,-Ttlinutes) .you
:may shoW. examples' erom seeralycivizations ors
ftorii jUgt*ond_.- You should..deelo0 a ttieme to `tie.
your pres ntatiOn. togd4ther..

Study pho., ographs of I.gyptian gods and pharoahs
and of mUrals,...clePiet'ing daily 14fe in Egypt.
DraW Sim4.ar pictures' for the, bulletin board.
Form' a group of no more than .3 .peo
the f011oWing questions carefully,.
person take.r.nOt.es to be handed. in.

. . .

Discuss
Have,,one

1. Socra.tef taught -that' a person is wise .if
he, kno1.4s that he does not know evprythihg.
Do you agree- or disagree with Ith.is -clef
nition of wisdom

. Who was to 'control Pleto.'s .ideal govern-_
ment? -Do you think such a government is
poSsible; and if sow woUld,...yoU liv

D.

0.



_ liel leni.dtie,Greeks valued .tn-OWledge fOr its' ,

own; sake and had 'little interest in its appli-7.
ca-tlion. 12)() yoo think kftOwl-edge ln;the Uni,tes1
States is pursued for ciWn sake 'or .only

e-- practieal arplIcaeion?
4. What were the teachings of s the Stoic and Epi.!..

curean .philosophers? .*.t/h'ch one of these philo-
sophies do you prefer? Justify. your choice:b

4

17

Our First Look at Grek °Wallpainting.!' Napoli..
HOriZon. Autumn, 19-70': p

,

"SeeFets of he Great Pyramids"
-Horizon. Winter 1971. `P.

"Golden Link
winter y, . p. 50.

to the Bronze Age."

P. Tompkins
138.;

E. Vermoule. 14orizon..

' 4
"Daedelus and I." 'M. Ayrton. Horizon. Spririg,, .1970.



ART AND LITERATURE /N ANCIENT TI:ILS - REQUIRED READING MATERIAL -

Lxploring World History - pp. 10-1:, 14, 38, 59,

48-51

9-9, 10,

76-79,

22-21,

102-103

29, 34,

The Human Adventure - vol. I. pp. 4.-45,

The Human Side of World HIstOry. pp. 3,

411--
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0.

WOMEN'S L'IBERATION MOVEMENT

S : ,---
. .

-I. :PROBLEM.-7-Inj'the-last few_years, women_hsve 'decided that
their place in society is not.what-itshould* be, oWhat with
the emphasis on -zero population growth,.it is not so much/the
role Of women to sta7y-at hoMe, bears children And raise them
anymore. :Ratflier, women are.demanding_a rolein societyequal
'too that .c m0P.F.-...They .want to be eligible for all jobs is
qUalified:.and'paid on an equal basis with-men doIng',compara.,.
ble work Many WomeniaretebellingagaiOst the traditional.
tole of1,11omemaker by[deman4ing that_thea 4iisbands share house-
keepingedeponsibilitiest especially is 0i-wives have a career.,
Ln effect, 'Women-want to be able to cho ir.place.in .
society rather than having,teir role .:t upon theth

What effects; has this 'fiewHattitudeqi on ,,the rest of
society? Fishions,.pplitics,Aaws, moralb;, marriages as well
as the careers of-men:and woffien'have all. .been affectqp,.: Even

t.4 advertising (You've come a long way,'Sbr) has changed` in
response,to,the new:awarenessof women. '',.

What started the woman's lib movement? What people.have
been instrumental in setting the sparks' 'What condition S 3.i'
our- society made the Movement .catch on? 'Where.hasit been-MOst
succeSsful?...JUSt..how has the women' .1,1b Movement.affeCted
otherareas of life besides at workt in the home?: What per-
.centa4epf-women are militant in th it devotion.tofthe Movement
and'howmany just sympathize quietly. with its ideals? HOW do,
yo,9 feel-about the trend? How fa ShoulcV:woman'S lib go?
SiiopldWiSmen Set-ve in combat posi ions In the:armed-forces as

.....,,. ,

th4y.da in istael?\,-
.

4'

II.Specific Objectives. When yoUlfinish this
be able, to:

unit you. N411

.1 4

writing the goals .of.the woman's liberation .movement?

4

Eitplaill in writingwht areas of'- life have been affected-'
and hoW, 4.pccupations, advertising', fashi9ns, etc.')

writing the role of women in the U.S. today
f women,,,in other parts 'of the world.'''

,
_

and on the
4

role of women in modern society.-

3. Compare
with the role

Express your

III. Required- Reading
assignments; ,

-

1. Read at least 'one

wpman-equal' right
clipman-legal statu
Woman-occUpations

Materia

magazin

s
S

(job

1. Read each of .the following

eyrticle o ch of the following

discrimination-ozr pick ,an occilpatio



.

woOan"s.iligertion'mbvement
women's fashion (look under clothing)

2 Read'toshymagazinergticles on. women in any-other country.
Look up "Women'- (CoUnt name)"

IV. Extrc. Reading/Material. ^or a deeper understanding,Of the
material 1-thiS. nit read any-'0. the following books

Everione.was
Thg-baigUi
Cen tur
T

unuN,77 -Certaine Greer,
Ie. E. Flexfier.
ay±., T,-.16edan.

e. j.13.:Hutton;Women
Sist

in Es
rhood is Powerfulo.

\

R. Morgan

\-!

Required 4qtivities. Using. the reading
of the folflOWing aotivitips.

1. questions

material complete each

1. List ,3 goals of the woman's liberation movement.

-

2. /lave a media (TV, radios newspapers, magazines) influenced
the woman's lib movement? ExPlain.

2. Choose;

.1. Make;
about

f the folldwing activities.

scrapbook of current newspaper and magazine articLis
changing role of women in society.

2. Draw'a political cartoon,about the changing role of women
in\s'ociety.

r':',:

.

3, write an editorial-for-the woman's liberation movement.
:.Explain the goles:and reasonseS a part of yoUr editorial..
.."

4, Prepare and Ares nt,to-the class an
following topic
Fashion trends since 1966.
Women's legal, ights in Arjona and
'occupations of women.
The changing role of the wo,,THn in t

/3. Choose 1 of the-following activiies.

oral report on one of

other statesd-

he home.

.

d.Write-a paper comparing the r:e of women irCtwo'different
cbuttries. Cseicurrent periodic6:3.,for your sources, ,Inblude
'4Abibliography



Lc

Meirp 'Shirle mu e,y Chishol Abzug';:.,CiakeBoOth Luce 'Indira

. . . . ,

.

2 p t Write a ,papef on women t`,-Don" forget Golda

Ghandi ,7 etc. Include -a. b4b4Ogi.!aphy;,-

Read, a. novel out a woman. and write a paper comparing 1,qer
rOle with that of Women in the,Up today.

.

40 , Wri '.6 a paper on the part 'GlOria Steinem has played in t 0:
Woman: .Liberation Movement.

5., Writ'e an- essay on the rote of wiiiton as you see if. SUOrc
;,,our ideas with facts and sound r6aSolung.

-r1,0 Extra Olea;ieeee the teachei for suggestions f
extra! activities.
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MUSIC, ART, AND LITERATURE 1950-Present

I, PROBLEM. Trends in music, art and literature in the past 20'
dears har-e". largely been in response social conditions and.pres-,
sures in the world' An increasing-awareness by people all over .

the world oi social conditions made young people aware that the
romanticism that had been the mark of the previos generation was
no longer 'alid, Rather, the clusic, and literature of the past%20
years has been increasingly realistic, Much of the art has-re-+
mained abstract, but there is even.a trend toward realism in paint-
ing after a long period of abstract and.surrealistic paintings.

Wirth forms of art; painting Sculpture, music, or literature
are most responsive to historical events or social conditions? What
changes have occurred in music, art and literature since 1950? How
have the different forms of music blended in,recent years? What -
'great' works of literature have been produced since 1950.? How has
racial' awareness affected art, music and literature? How has music
from other parts of the ksrld,affected American music,

II, ai?ecific_db2ect2ves, When you finish tgiS unit you will be able
to

Or

1.. Trace in writing the development of American music ftom 1950
present,

2. Explain in writing how social conditions have affected the develop-
ment of art, music, and literature from 1950-present.

3. ,Explain in writing how influences from other parts of the world
have affected American art; music and literature and vice versa,

4. List in writing examples of important works of literatUre frcim
1950. - present;

50 Listdie;as into which art has expanded besides painting, aculp-
ture'andarChitecture,

III, ,144111ssrl Readira_Matertal. Read each of the following tefermces,

1. Man and Nations. po 826# 824.

2. Read any one of the following articles; Turn in an abstract with
bibliographical information.

"Must We Be Nostalgic about the Fifties?" T. Methane Horizon;
Wiiiter, 1972e p, 4c

"Whose4altyVibbri. G. Highet, Horizon, Autumn, 1970, p. 420

"Designerin the Desert," W. Karp, Horizon, Autumn, 1970. p. 30.

"Omni buildings: " W. Karp, Horizon, Winter, 1970,/p. 480



"You Can t See the Foyer for the Trees. W. Van Eckardt.
Horizon. Sur.mct p. 40

"Daedalus and L M Ayrton Horizon. Spring. 1970; p. 56

"L4wer,,ce Halprin Leo-architect " D. Llayd-Jones, Horizon,
Summer 19f' p 46

"Duou A. The Subversive Smu!hezed with Love," S, De Gramont,
Horizon, ,:k17._=i 1970. p.68

"Icasso at 90 A Cardona-Hine, Mankind, V91, 3, #5, p. 34.

An Artists V.u'w War-' E Biberman,. Mankind,
Vol .-2,. 03, 24

"JOe Beeler Artist of the American West. " W. Jarrett, Mankind,
Vol 3 #4 p 40

"R C r;orman The Two Worlds of a-Navajo Artist," Mankind,
No1.2 #9.

i
43

Scmeont. C.iy5 His Work is Art It'sArt..:" T. Meehan. Horizon,
Autumn, 1971 p 7R

3. Reau 20 pages icom any of the following references, Make sure you
read 20 pages which will help you fulfil the Specific Objectives
listed above.

The Rock Revelation- A Shaw.

The New Sound. I Peck, ed,

Ballads, Blues and the Big Beat- D Meyrus,

The World of Rod McKuen. R McKuen

Something to Sing About- M Okum. ed.

Music in America J. Rublowsky pp. 167-178,

The Ballad of America: J A. Scott pp 362-387,

Black Music L Jones,

IV. mired_Lis_tening- Listen to the material taped for this unit,
Take notes to Se SaWaid in which reflect an understanding of the
Specific Objectives listed above,

V Required Looking, Look up works of the following artists and hand
in notes on your impressions

2



Paint. i-

be

Tob6y
SoulAgc',

Glaves
Aldz,J

SCU i es

LIpton
De R.Ive-x,

A Caiiic:

L.snlorc
Ukilmann
L

fi.

\P Picasso

VI EXIIiA REAL- ;N MATERIALS- Pc)r a deeper understanding of the mater -
'.al unli ieadany Of the tolldwing reference for extra credit-

Any of 1,c,ks listed above -

: 191k_Son,is T Giayex

Folk Si:.ng u _ A and Alan Loixax

A Concise Modern Sculx.ture- S Reed,

The Story 1,,dern Art S cheney

Optical Illuslons aad the Visual Arts R. Carrraben-

Art Today R Faulkner

Any work by any of the following authors

Jean Paul Sottre
Jean Anouilh
Authur Miller
A Sol
Tennessee WilIaans
Langston hughes
Dylan Thollias
T S Eliot
Graham Greene
C Sandburg
R Frost
J Michener
J D. Salinger
J Baldwin

Heningway
J Steinbeck
W Faulkner

or any other author oked by the teacher who has written since 1950

3
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v.°

VII ACTIVITIES
CT'

1

1. -Answer the following questions

1, Ilow have social conditions: and/or inflilences from
-other .parts- of the world affected American music?

2. 'Llst 3 areas into which art has expanded besides
paintinC sculpture and architecture.

(::house 1 of the following activities;

1 -Write a research paper (4-5 pp) on how social conditions
have of Petted either art or music or literature since.
1950. Use specifid examples:, Include footnotes and
a bibliograplv.

2. Read 2 works by a contemporary author (of your chbice
but Liked by the .teacher) . Write a short (23page)
paper bn historical, events and social conditions
which influenced the authors. Give specific ex'--
ampl6a
Writer_a short (3 p) paper on the development of modern
music in America since 19.50. Include footn-cite,s- and
a. bibliography.
`'Flake a 1r.ist of 10 important imrk.dis of literature since
1950 and explain' why each one is on your lidt. !oux.
explanation .shoUld reflect an .awareness of .what each
work is about and why- it is, important.

p
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Military and Wars Middle Ages - 1800

I. Problem

o The military aspect of life saw many changes betwean the
beginning of the [liddle.ages and the **rid of the 18th century
(1750's). Nonetheless many of the reasons for wars and methods
of warfare were surprisingly the same. People still fought for
power or for religious causes: Th,1 military was an important
part of everyone's life throughout this entire period. In the
Middle Ages, the feudal system, though it contained other aspects,
was largely a system of military protection. The Crusades were
religious wars -as was the Thirty Years War. The Saxon invasions
were to gain territory and power as were the campaigns of Louis
XIV.

What were the major wars during this period, and what were
° their specific causes and results? Who were the great military'

leaders? What were their motives? What weaponsand strategies
predominated during this time? How did they change from about
1000 to about 180.0?

Your text states that "war was the usual rather than the
unusual state of the feudal world." Was there any difference
in the world of the 1700's? Now?

II. Specific Objectives

When you finish this unit you will be able to:

1. Explain in writing the importance of the military and
wars from the Middle Ages to 1800.

2. List the major wars from 700-1800 and identify in
writing the causes and results of each.

3. Describe in writing the methods and weapons of war-
fare from the Middle Ages through the 1700's, explaining
any changes which occurred.

4. For the period covered in this study guide, identify
the major military heroes and explain in writing their
importance.

5. Explain in writing what place the soldier held in
society from 1000-1500 and compare your conclusions
with the place soldiers hold in today's society.



III. Required Reading Material

Read each of the following rf3ferences:4 V-

Men and Nations Middle Ages: pp. 18
2210 234-239, 246-7, 253-4, 260-26t
279-281, 293-286. Modern Eaope:.

The Human Adventure, vol. I. pp. 94
149-152, 180 -183, 191-193, 197-199

9- 00, 203, 208-211, 217-

7

lit269, 271-272, 275.275,
6 , 337-3461348-350,352-353,

355-360
-95, 100-10, 127-131,

The Human Side of World History - pp. 47-49, 51, 88-89

V. Required Activities

Complete each of 'the following activities using the
reading material:

1. Questions. Answer each of the following questions in
your own words in writing.

1. What 3 waves of invasion did England undergo
between 4b0 and 1066?

2. Describe feudal warfare and the code of chivalry.

3. The Crusades are sometimes called successful
faildres. Explain this phrase.

4. What were the chief causes and results of each of
the following/

The Thirty Yea'rs War?
The Hundred Years War?
The War of Roses?

2. Choose :t 1E41_2 of the following activities:

1. Form a group of 3-4 people and discuss the following
questions. Have one person take brief notes to hand
in for the group. ile sure tc include everyone's name
who participated.

1. Why do you chink the Church has failed to abolish
war, in both medieval and modern times?

2. Why did the Crusades not begin in the 600's, when
the Moslems first conquered Palestine?

3. What did Jesus teach about war, and what' did
Mohammed teach about it? How is it that, although
Jesus and Mohammed differed in their views, their
followers in the Christian Crusades and in the
Islamic wars of expansion engaged in essentially
the same methods to spread their faith?

2



4. It has befir said that Louis XIV's control of a
large and fine army gave hiM the desire to use
it. Does the existence of great armies today
lead to the same result? _Explain.

2. Prepare an att:active brochure of drawings and/or
pictures which illustrate. different aspects of a
soldier's life in either the Middle Ages or the
1600's - 1700ts. WTIFight include information
about equipment, rules, responsibilities, activities,
training, etc.

3. Write a newsoftnor article describing the,feats of
any military hero of your choice covered in this
study guide. Make it as authentic-sounding as
possible,

4. List invasions by central Asian nomads into surround-
ing regions that have influenced Nstory. Explain.

3. Choose at least 1 of the following activities.

1. Interview someone who is in the military today or
has been in the military in the recent past. Find
out information about a soldier's duties, equipment,
training, attitude toward his responsibility, exam-
ples of activities,'promotions, etc. Write up your
interview as a comparison between what you found out
about soldiers today and what you have read about
as a part of this unit. Include any reactions you
have. (1-2 pp.)

2. Read one of the following books and fill out a critique
form on it.

The Cr stal Cave, M. Stewart
c ar I, P.M. Kendall

The Helmet of Navarre, B. Wilkinson
ffleanor of R.,Pernoud
Camelot, Lerner and Lowe
ET Cid
alzeiSeth I, J. Levine
The Life and Times of Elizabeth dirtis
Empress of Russia I. Noble '

Catherine the Great Z. Oldenbourg
Charlemagne Horizon
Ch-fillegmagne Komroff

3



Cromwell M. Ashley t
Oliver Cromwell Levide
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,

Marc Twain

or any other novel pertaining to mi]4tary and
wars during this period.

Do enough research to Write an authentic diary of a
soldier during any specific campaign of any war of
your choice covered by. this study guide. Write an
imaginative, informative en',:ry to a diary, using the
research you have done., (2-3 pp.) Include a biblio-,
graphy.

4. Takethe Post Test..

VI. Extra Activities

Please see the teacher for suggestions.foi extra activities.'

I0
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IV. Extra Reading Material.

For a deeper understanding of the material in this unit
read any of the following references:

The West in the Middle Ages, A. Bailey. pp. 448-458, 462-
464, 474-4-75, 476 -482, 484-485, 494-502, 508-523.

The M),Idle Ales .Horizon. pp. 28-29, 62-93, 100; 108, 203,
385, 19a.

The Dark Ages S. Asimor.

LIfe in a Medieval City. J F. Gies. pp. 11, 193-198
4r

Everday Life in Bezzantium. T. Rice. pp. 105-120.

Life on a Medieval Baronz. W.S. Davis. pp. 189-207, 224-252

Life in the Renaissance. M Gail. pp. 124-141.

The Age of Courts and Kings. P. Erlanger. pp. 19, 163

The Renaissance National Geogranhic Society. pp. 8-9, 126-127,
234, 244-245,116, 358-9, 112-111, 350-391.

The Story of the Crusades A. Duggan.

The Crusades. H. Treece

The Crusades. F. Hamilton

The Renaissance Time-Life pp. 138-148

Knights of the Crusades Horizon

harbarian,Europe Time-Life pp. 46-47, 92-93, 148-150, 152 -
153, 118-159, 50-53, 22-31.

The Crusades H. Lanb

The Renaissance Horizon pp. 22, 42-46, 323-325, 350, 357,
231,-11-76, 68-69, 14-16, 53-54, 263-5.

The Age of Chivalry National Geographic Society

Life in the Middle Ages J. Williams pp. 82-110

The Crusades Seliman

The Age of Kings Time-Life, pp. 30-53.

Feudalism J. Straler

5



vs.

The Age of Louis XIV W & A. Durant

-Croft and Cresce5t, R. Suskind

Everday Life in Medieval Times, M. Rowling pp. 11,18, 21, 31-48

When KnightCwere Bold, Lappan

The Wtrld Awakes, Brooks. pp. 178-187, 8, 11, 54, 78, 102,
118, 121, 161.

The Age of Chivalry, A. Bryant

The Realms of Arthrir, Miller

The Spanish Armada, Horizon

The.Battle of the Spanish Armada, R. F. Marx

Oliver, ,Cromwell and the Puritan Revolution, M. Ashley

Challenge for a Throne: The War of the Roses, F. Hamilton
ti

Astec Man and Tribe V. von Hagen 170-174

The World of Aztecs, W. Prescott 31-42

Everday Life of the Aztecs,W. Bay pp: 186-200

6
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Military and WarS - Middle Ages - 1800

REQUIRED READING MATEr'Ni.

Exploring World History - pp 128-9, 134-37, 140-42, 159-162,

165-169, 199-202, 205-207, 212, 241-243, 246-248, 253-'

254, 258-261, 264-267

The Hu In Advenure, vol. PP. 94-95, 100-107, 127-131,

-----r9=15177m71-83, 191-;91, 197-199

The Human Side of World History, pp. 47-49, 51, 88-89

.
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,POLITICAL REVOLUTIONARIES 100-1750

I. PROBLEM. 'What is a political revolutionary? 'What does
it miiii-E3-be revolutionary? WoUld we think that ideas were
revolutionary which were considered revolutionary in 1700?
Do our values change So that what is unacmptable by the
establishmen in one age actually becomes part of the esta-
blishment today?

The rise of interest among men for the achievement
of a good,life on earth was a desire which appeared during
the Renaissance. In addition, the revival and expansion.of
trade made the Middle class lager and more powerful. Both
ofIthese developments clashed directly 'with the idea of
reigning European monarchs that'their power should be abso-
lute. People began to want a part in the establishment. of
governgental policy.

Readons for this change in attitude varied with the
situations in different countries.. Methods also varied.
England's Oolitical revolutionaries were Wile to peacefully
effect change first with the,Malna Carta in 1215:- The power
ofthe king war made subordinate to the law of the land.
The,"Glorious R'volution" in. 1688 was also peaceful-and blood-
less, guaranteeing a constitutional monarchy in which the

`Parliament was made supreme over the monarch or, ruler.
What events inspired men to revolutionary ideas? Who

were the major revolutionary.figures from 100- 1750? How are
the ideas of these Mdn considered today? - revolutionary or
part of the gstablishment? What ideas developed before 1750
became crucial in changes made in parts of the world such as
America and France liter on?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES. When you finish this unit you will
be able to:

1. Identify in welting major revolutionary figures-from
_1000-1750.

2. Identify in writing the Conditions and events which
J.nspired the major revolution %ry figures from 1000-
1750.

3 . Explain in writing the changes these revolutionary
figures proposed and what they/Were able to accom-
plish.

4. Compare in writing the ideasand motives of revolu-
tionaries &axing the period 1000-1750,with those of
today.

5. Dee-ribe in writing the personalities and backgrounds
(inc./Aiding occupations). of major revolutionary figures
of the period 1000 - 1750..



III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL. Read each of the following
references.

1. Men and Nations pp. 208-211, 227-229, 293-295, 367 -

382

2. The Human Side of World History, vol. I. pp. 1 31-
135, 188-193, 197-207.

3. The Human Side of World History pp. 95-97.

4. The Clash of Ideas. pp. 22f31.

5. 32 Problems in World History pp. 88-92.

IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL. For a deeper understanding of tte
material in this unit, read any of the following references:

The English Revolution. M. Gruber.

Oliver Cromwell and the Puritain Revolution. M. Ashley

Cromwell M. Ashley

The Magna Charta. Daugherty.

Death to the King. C.L. Alderman.

'V. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES. Complete each of the following activi-
ties using the reading material.

1. Answer the following questions in your own words in writing.

1. What were some of the main provisions of the
Magna Carta. 'What was its basic importance?

2. Why was it significant that the English king, in
accepting the Magna Carta, agreed not to be above
the law?

3. How ,4" townsmen in the Middle Ages gain rights
of self-government? What were their most impor-
tant liberties?

4. List 3 philosophers during the Enlightenment who
proposed somewhat revolutionary ideas? What
were their ideas?

2. Choose at least 2 of the following activities:

1. Pretend you are a reporter for the London Times

2



in 1215. Write ah authentic sounding newspaper
article on.the signing of the Magna Carta. Be
sure to include information about its significance.

2. Answer any 4 of the questions for discussion at
the end of "The Divine Right of Kings v. the Natural
Rights of The People."

3. Write a short essay Cl page) on the important
ideas which were revolutionary in politics which
came out of the Enlightenment.

4. Write a short essay explaining how the following
were "revolutionary" and discussing whether or not
they would be considered so now: The Petition of
Right, the Habqus Corpus Act, the Bill of Rights,'
and the Act of Toleration.

3. Choose at least 1 of the following activities:

1. Form a group of no more than. 3 people. Discuss
the following questions carefully. Have one person
take notes for the entire group.

1. England underwent a fundamental change
between 1603 and 1760 - change that is
often described as evolutionary rather
than revolutionary. What is meant by
this distinction? Which kind of change
do you think is better? Justify your
choice.

2. The British Monarch no longer holds any
real power.' Would you advise the British
to abolish the monarchy completely? Explain.

3. What political ideas of the Enlightenment
are still very much alive in the United
States today? Do you' disagree with any
of these ideas that have been adapted by
Americans? Explain.

2. Write an entry to a diary as if you lived around
1750. Reflect on the ideas of political thinkers
during the Enlightenment. Consider the personali-
ties and backgrounds of those thinkers and their
motives for their ideas. (1 1/2.- 2 pp.)

3. Write a short research paper (2-3 pp) comparing
the ideas of men, like Locke, Hobbes, and Voltaire
with those revolutionary political thinkers of our

3



day (Che Guevara, Mao Tse-Tung, Angela Davis

are examples).

4. Make a list of the powers Parliament gained at

the expense of the king between 1603 and 1714.

VI. EXTRA ACTIVITIES

For suggestions for extra activities, please see the teacher.

4



POLITICAL REVOLUTIONARIES 1000-1750

REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Exploring World History - pp. 199-202, 240-243, 278-280.

The Human Side of World History, vol. I. pp. 131-135, 188 -193,

197-207.

The Human Side of World History. pp. 95-97.

The Clash of Ideas. pp. 22-31.

32 Problems in World HIstory pp. 88-92.
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND WARSI14 ANCIENT TIMES

I. PROBLEM

Because of the Vietnam War, everything having to,do with
the military is part of our everyday conversation. Fevr'of us,
however, really know what the army or war is like. 'We may
have a relative who has been a part of the military anc who
has experienced war,-but we don't have firsthand knowledge
of what these experiences are like.

There are many questiond which can be raised about the
military and war. How did war start? What conditions made
it necessary for men to fight other men? How many of these
same conditions are still present tc give men reasons to fight
each other? What kinds of weapons did men use in ancient
wars? How similar were armies of ancient times to those of
the present day? How did war among different peoples affect
individuals in ancient times, that is, did everyone takepart
in wars? What made battles important ones? What made them
decisive? Which ancient cultures were totally oriented toward
the waging of wars? Were there any real heroes in wars of
ancient times? What military strategies were successful?

What.were the main wars in arcient tines? What were their
causes? What effect did they have then? Do we still feel any
effect now?

II: SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

When you finish this unit you will be able to:

1. Explain in writing what conditions made men fight
each other in prehistoric and ancient times.

2. Explain in writing what typed of Weapons and equikment
were used by armies in ancient times.

3. Compare in writing and orally armies of ancient times
and those of today. Include aspects of training,
strategies, equipment, uniforms, recruitment, and
experience.

4. Describe in writing major wars in ancient times
including such aspects as why they were fought, decisive
battles, major heroes, and any unusual strategies used.

5. Describe the importance wars and the military held in
ancient societies and compare their importance then with
their importance now, as ydu,see it.



III. Required Reading Material

Read each of the following references:

1. Read the following references from Men and Nations.

Prehistoric times -- pp. 5-7, 11-12
Egypt -- pp. 23-25
Mesopotamia -- pp. 41, 42-47, 50, 54-55
India -- pp. 64, 168-169
China -- pp. 71-72, 76, 175,178
Greece -- pp. 85, 89, 92-93, 94-95, 98-101, 102-106
Rome -- pp. 124-125, 127, 129-130, 132, 134-138, 140-

141, 153, 157-159

2. The Human Adventure vol. I pp. 22 -24, 34-37, 61-62

The Human Side of World History, pp. 18-20, 24-28

IV. Extra Reading Material

For m deeper understanding of the material in this unit
read any of the following sources:

Everyday Life in Prehistoric Times. M. 5. C.H.B. Quennell.
pp. 17D-180.

Ancient Britons. M. Howard. pp. 52, 54, 60, 66-69, 86-94

Ancient Egypt. Time-Life,. pp. 58-59, 54, 160, 172-173,
96-9g, 159-161, 93-94

When Egypt Ruled the East. G. Steindorff. pp. 18-19,
22-15, 39, 53-6-0, 69-72, 245-256, 89-93.

Red Land, Black Land. B. Mertz. pp. 149-162.

Land of the Two Rivers. L. Cottrell. pp. 64-67, 72-73,
94.

Temples Tombs & Hieroglyphs. B. M9rtz. pp. 124-125, 149 -
163.

Everday Life in Ancient Egypt. J.M. White. pp. 142-150.

Life Under the Pharoahs. L. Cottrell. pp. 108-124.

Everday Life in Roman and An lo Saxon Times. MniiC.H.B.
----4buennell. pp. 18-105,

The Morning-of Mankind, R. Silverberg. pp. 24-101. 123,
176, 186.



Everday Life in Ancient Rome. P.R. Cowell. pp. 14-15,
73-74,

The_Romans. A. Duggan. pp. 14, 24, 36-52, 53-59, 62-67,
82;85, 89-90, 92-93, 95-96, 102, 104.

A Day in Old Athens. Davis. pp. 101-116.

The First 3000 Yea:q. C.B. Falls. pp. 92-108, 124-176,
183-193, 196-162.

The Greeks: A Great Adventure. I. Asimor. pp. 51-55,
96-122, 142-161,-2-13-224.

The Cradle of Civilization. Time-Life. pp. 48-49, 51-
77.

Classical Greece. Time-Life. pp. 39-47, 69-78, 22-23,
122-01.

Ancient China. Time-Life. pp. 27, 3 -36, 131, 176-177,
79-88.

Imperial Rome. Time-Life. pp. 89-101, 34-44, 63, 142-
145, 37-42.

Ancient America. Time-Life. pp. 27, 57-60, 62-66, 87-90,
112-113, 70-71, 73-75, 173, 12-14.

Ancient Greece. Horizon. pp. 292-311,. 163-164, 176-181

Ancient Rome. Horizon. pp. 88-115, 38-51, 121-123, 142-
144, 164-171, 267-268, 277-278, 305-306, 338-349,
280-281, 189-193, 31

Twenty Decisive Battles of the World. J. Mitchell. pp. 1-
104.

The Reluctant Warriors. D. Armstrong

Greece and Rome. National Geographic. pp. 188-249, 275-
434.

The Near East. I. Asimor.

The Roman Republic. I. Asimor.
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V. Required Activities

Complete each of the following activities:

1. Using the material you read, find the answers to the
following questions and write them down in your own
words.

1. List 3 especially warlike cultures of ancient
times. For each one you list, give an example
of their enemies.

2. Give examples of weapons and equipment used by
armies of ancient times.

3. What was the Peloponnesian War? Who fought?
Why? Describe how the victors achieved their
victory. Who won?

4. Give the same information as in #3 for the Punic
Wars.

2. Choose 2 of the following activities.

1. Two people should prepare a debate on the following
subject to present to the class. In Sparta, mili-
tary training was of supreme importance. Do you
think it helps a man's character development today
for him to serve in the armed forces? Justify
your answer. Turn in any sources you use.

2. Draw a map of Greece and Asis Minor during the
Persian Wars showing the routes of hte Persians.

3. Two people could prepare a debate over the follow-
ing topic for presentation to the class. This
topic has been a much discussed one even today.
The Roman Republic had a citizen army instead of
a professional one. What are the advantages of
a citizen army vs. a professional one?

4. Write a well-organized essay on the following
topic: The United States Constitution designates
the President as Commander in Chief of the Armed
Forces. In the light of Roman history, why is
it important that the President preserve this
power? Use examples from your reading to support
your ideas.

5. Fot a:time the Hittites ruled part of the Fertile
Crescent through their monopoly of iron weapons.
Discuss in writing whether you think power in the
world is still based on superior weapons. Your
finished paper should include examples to support
your opinions and should be well-organized. (1-1 1/2
pages).

4



3. Choose two of the following activities.

I. _Draw a map showing the routes of the barbarian
invasions into the Roman Empire.

2. In a well-organized, well-written essay discuss the
importance wars and the military held in ancient'
societies. Also, compare their importance then with
their importance now as you see it.

3. Read in library sources about any major military hero
such as Alexander the ,Great or Hannibal. Write a short
paper (1 page) on why you think the person was such a
great leader. Use examples from your reading. Turn
in your sources and pages read.

4. Look at any 2 of the following filmstrips. Take notes
only on that part which has to do with the military off
wars.

FS 309
FS 330
FS 318
FS 263
FS 310
FS 98
FS 34
FS 35
FS 36
FS 37
FS 38
FS 22
FS 23
FS 25
FS 26
FS 27
FS 28
PS 29
FS 30
FS 32
FS 31

Ancient Egypt
The Coming of Civilization
Forebears of the West -- the Celts
Egypt's Eras of Splendor
Athens
The Great Age of Warrior Homeric Greece
The Greek City-State
Greece and Persia
The Glory of Athens
The Fall of Athens
Alexander and After
Rome and Italy
The Struggle of the Orders
Rome and the Meditteranean
The Robicon Crossed
An End and a Heginning
The Augustan Age
Gusustus to Vespasian
High Tide
The Fall
The Decline

4. make the post test..
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VI. Extra Activities.

If you would like to do an extra activity in order to
increase your understanding of this unit, please see the
teacher.

Extra reading activities for this unit could include any
biography of a military 'ler° for the period of time included
in this unit. Examples would be Hannibal, Julius Caesar,
Alexander the Great, etc.

A Friend of Caesar. Davis.

Outcast. R. Sutcliff

A Victor of Salamis. Davis.

The Silver Branch. R. Sutcliff.

Marathon Looks on the Sea. Coolidge.
I
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04ITARY AND WARF --,WORLD. W1R i\XND ITS BACKGROUND.

I. PROBLEM Near the opening'of the 20th cero-ury western powers
renewed their efforts to spread their influeice throtigh under-
developed areas of the world. Interest in acquisition of more,
power 'through the spread'of their influence and even adding-terri-
tory under their rule was known as imperialism. Imperialism
became such a driving force in the latter part of'the 1PAn's
and the early part of the. 1900s that when opposition '-e) it

nn;*",-1 peoples hrcame apparent or when conflicts between
major pow:Irs arose over influence.in_a certain part of the wdrldi---
violence and even war erupted. Thus such 'conflicts as the Spanish-
American War, the Boer War, the Sepoy.Rebellion, the Sino-
Japanese War, the Russopanese War and, last and most important, /

World..,War I were evidence of the effect. of.man's greed and desire
to acquire influence and supremacy over people in other parts
of the world.

Wht were the causes of imperialism? How did imperialism
lead to other actions which hurled-man into A world-wide conflict?
How did the nativ.
feel about foreg
What new methods
--especially in W
Ougt,t during thi

at ersailles sow
conflict?

peopled-of the lands affected by imperialism
domination and what did they do about it?
f warfare were developed during this period
rjd War I? What were the results of the wars

riod? Hot% iid the peace treaty agreed upon
e -0 which led mankind into yet another world

II.. Specific Objectives. When you finish this unit, you will
be able to;

1.- Explain in writing what imperialism is and what wffect it
had on the world during the lat4.1800's and early 1900's.

2. Explain in writing the.eifects of the majOrconflicts on
the participants, especially the consequences of the Versailles
Peace Treaty.

3. Exj lain in writing what the cause of World war'i were.

4. Explain in writing the effect of World War I on occupations.

Page - 1



MILITARY AND WARS -- 1900 - 1930 -- page 2

III. Required Reading. Read each of the following assigments.
You will be quizzed orally on the reading.

1. Men and Nations. pp. 583-606

2. The Human Adventure vol.(2 pp. 114-123

J. The Humln Side of World History,. pp. 42, 144-147

LV. Extra reading material. For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, read any of the following references.

Jackson, J H., Clemenceau and the Third Rs public.
Lafore, L. The Long Fuse: Aa. Interpretation of the Origins

of-Worbid War I.
Reynolds, Q., They Fought for the Sky.
Spencer, C., The Land of the Chinese People.
Tuchman, B.," The Guns of August.
Hemingway, E., A farewell to Arms. (fiction)
Remarque, E., All quiet on the Western Front. (fiction)
OeWeerd, H., President Wilson Fijhts His War
DeKay, Jr.,O., Imperialism and World War I
Geiss, I., ed., July 1914
Lederer, I., The Versarrlies Settlement.
Sellman, R.R., The FirstlAorld War.
Reeder, R., The Story of-the First World War.
Cowley, R., 1418; Gamble for Victory.
Bowen, R., They Flew to Glory.
Werstein, I., Over Here and over There.
Tuchman, B., The Zimmerman Telegram.
Hoyt,E.,The Army Without a Countr1.
Gurney, G. Flying Aces of-lforid War I.
Stallings, L., The Doughboys
Life, The First Worn War.'
Isselin, H., The Battle of the Marne.
Terrains, J., The Great War.
Sucking, R., The Battle of Belleau Wood.
American Heritage. World War I.
Leckie, R., The Story of World War I.
Whitehouse, A., FiAtingiWings.
Terraine,J., The Western Front 1914-1918.
Guerard, A., FrAnce pp. 214-224
Redder, R., TE; Story of the Spanish-American War.
Walsh, J., The Sinking of the U.ff.S, Maine.
Werstein, I., 1898; The Spanish - American War.
Life, Reaching for Ei4Ire. pp. 127-147.
Bailey, t., Woodrow Wilson and the Lost Peace.
Bailey, T., Woodrow Wilson and the Great Betrayal.
Tuchman, B. giffwell anarthe American Experoonce on China. pp. 1-122
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V. Reqiired Activities. Complete each of the following activities.
using the reading material.

1. Questions. Answer' each of the following questions in writing
in your own words.

1. Give 2 examples of nationalist tensions in the period
:)e.fo/ 1914.

2. VAat is militarisn? How was it evidenced in the early 1900's?

3. .Why was the alliance system dangerrous?

4. Name the principal Central Powers; the principal Allied
Powers. What were Lie advantages of each side?

S. What were 5 main problems faced by the peacemakers
after World War I?

2. Choose .2 of the following activities.

1. Which of the causes of World War I still threaten world
peace today? Justify your selection.

2. Prepare p -,ater on the causes of World War I. The
following questLons shr-1d serve as a guige for your
report: What conflict,. were caused by imperialistic
rivalries? Where in Europe was nationalism causing
trouble? How did militarism aggravate conditions in
Europe? How did the system of alliances among European
nations create tensions?

3. Tell the story of the outbreak of World War I as it might
have been told hs, a contrumporary Frenchman, German,
Englishman, am; and American.

4. World War I was a new kind of war, fought with Imo
kinds of weapons. Report to the class on trench warfare
and the weapons used on the war.

5. Read the selection on the "Causes of World War I".
Problems in World History pp. 178-184. Form a group (3
people) to answer the questions in the selection.
Hand in 1 set of answers for the group.

3. +.A-Avose 1 of the following activities.

1. Draw a postor for either Britain or Germany, to be
used as propaganda in the United States before it entered
World War I.

2. Draw a map of Europe includung (1) the route of the
German attack nn France in 1914, (2) the main fighting
fronts.of the war, and (3) the location of the North Sea
blockade.



MILITARY AND WARS: 1900- 1930--- page 4

3. Draw a political cartoon depicting the balance of:pOwee
between the Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente.

VI. Extra Activities.

1. PJ-esent the play, Appointment at Sarajevo to the class,
. t.,)ps and costumes will be wircome.

'2. Read only magatine articles on World War I.

Required Reading Material World War I

Explorinol_World History -.Pp 413c, - 503

(Rest same as other((eqtired Reading Material in Study GUide.)
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MILITARY AND WARS -- WORLD WAR I AND ITS BACKGROUND.

I. PROBLEM. Near the opening of the 20th century western powers
reneg01.74r efforts tO\spread their influence through under-
developed areas of the wO ld. Interest in acquisition of more,
power through the spread o their influence and even adding terri-
tory under their rule was k own as imperialism. Imperialism
became such a driving force n the latter part of the 1800's
and the early part of the 19 s tjat when oppostion to'it
fron nati. . peoples became ap rent or when conflicts between
major powers arose over influehFe in a certain part of.the world,
violence and even war erupted. hus such conflicts as' the Spanish -
American War, the Boer War, the epoy Rebellion, the Sino-
Japanese War, the Russo-Japanese ar and, last and most important,
World War I were evidence of the.iffect of man's greed and desire
to acquire influence and supLemacy.over people in-other parts
of the world.

What Were the causes of imperialism? How did imperialism
lea* to other actions which hurled man into a world-wide conflict?
How did the native peoples of'the lands affected by imperialism
feel about foreign domination and what did they do about it?
What new methods of warfare were developed during this period
--especially in World War I? What were the results of the wars
fought durong this period? How did the peace treaty agreed upon
at Versailles sdw seeds which led mankind into yet another world
conflict?

II. Special Objectives. When you finish this unit, you will
be able to:

1. Explain in writing what imperialism is and what effect it
had on the world during the late 1800's and early 1900's.

2. Identify in writing the major wars and conflicts between
nations and match the causes of the conflicts and their parti-
cipants with the wars.

3. Explain in writing about new methods and equipment developed
for war which were used during this period.

4. Explain in writing the effects of the major conflicts on
tho participants, especially the consequences_ of the Versailles
Peace Treaty.

5. Explain in writing what the causes of World War I were.

6. Explain in writing the effect of World War I on occupations.
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III. Required Reading. Read each of the following assignments.
You will be quizzed orally on the reading.

1. Men and Nations, pp. 528-606

2. The Human Adventure. vol. 2. pp. 84-87, 98-123.

3. The i -uan SAda of World History. pp. 134, 138-139, 142, 144-147

IV. Extra Reading Material. For a deeper understanding -if the
material in this unit, read any of the following references.

Jackson, J.II., Clemenceau and the Third Republic.
Lafore, L. The Long Fuse; Au Interpretation of the Origins

6TWolld War I.
Reynolds, Q., They Fought for the SX/.
Spencer,C., The Land of the Chinese People.
Tuchman, B. The Guns of August.
Hemingway, E., A Farewell to Arms. (fiction)
Remarque, E., All Quiet on the Western Front. (fiction)
DeWeerd, H., President Wilson Fi1hts His War.
DeKay, Jr., 0., Imperialism and world War I.
Geiss, I., ed., July 1914
Lederer, I., Thr Versainis Settlement.
Sellman, R.R., The First 4orld War.
Header, R., The Storer )Y the First World War.
Cowley, R., Th18; Gamble for Victory.
Bowen, R., They Flew to Glory.
Werstein, I., Over Here and Over There.
Tuchman, B., The Zipmerman Telegram.
Hoyt, E., They Without a Country.
Gurney, G . Flying Aces ofitorId War I.
Stallings, L., The Dou hbo s.
Life, The First or war.
Isselin, H., The Battle of the Marne.
T.rraine, J.,71TEraTia War.
Susking, R., The Battle of Belleau Wood.
Americaff Her Cage. world war I.
Leckie, R., he Story of World War I.
Whitehouse, A6, Pighting Wings.
Terraine,J., The Western Profit 1914-1918.
Guerard, A., Prance, pp. 214 -224
Reeder, R., The Story of the Spanish-American War.
Walsh,J., The Sihkin of the U-S.S. gains.
Werstein,I., 1898r The qpanish-AmericanWar.
Life, Reaching for Empire. pp. 127-147.
Bailey, T., Woodrow Wilson and the Lost Pease.
Bailey, T., Woodrow Wilson and-the Great Betiiial
Tuchman, B., Stilwell and the American Experience in China. pp 1-122
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V. Required Activities. Complete each of the following act-
ivities using the reading material,

1. Questions,
1. Name and explain 3 motives behind imperi ,lism that
were related to the Industrial Revolution, What were 3 other
motives for seeking colonies?

2. 1 at groups came into conflict in South Africa? How was
.he conflict settled? What adjustments follower?

3. What were the causes of the Sepoy Rebellion? The results?

4. What was the Taiping Rebellion? the Boxer Rebellion?

5. What were the causes of the Spanish-American War? the
results?

2. Choose 2 of the following activities.

1. Write a short essay in which you either defend or criticize
United States imperialism (1-2pp).

1. Prepare a paper on the causes of World War I. The
followipr. should serve as a guide for your report:
What ctnflicts were caused by imperialistic rivalries?
Where in Europe was nationalism causing trouble? How did
militarism aggravate conditions in Europe? How did the
system of alliances among European nations create tensions?

3. Write a dialogue that takes place in the 1800's between
a British officer and a patriotic Indian on the topic of
imperialism?

4. Write a letter to a British newspaper condemning the
opium trade carried on by British merchants in southern
China.

5. Tell the story of the outbreak of World War I as it might
have been told by a contrumporary Frenchman, German, English-
man, and American.

6. W6rld War I was a new kind of war, fought with new
kinds of weapons. Report to the class on.trench warfare
and the weapons used in the war.
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3. Choose 1 of the following activities,

1. Form a group of no more than 3 stud,.-_c tiscuss the
following questions, Hand in 1 set ' answers for the group,

1. International alliances were a prominent feature of
the years before World "'sr I. Do you think the following
statements about sect a3liances are true or false?

you can, give specific historical examples or each
situations a. With nations of roughly equal poWei:
an increase in the power of one will result in alliance
among the others, b. Wit'' -,tions have no choice but to
ally themselves with more powerful ones. d. Effective
international alliances are rarely founded on friend-
ship, understanding or respect. The reason
for their existence is the threat of a common enemy,

2. "As 1,ng as nations are intent upon adding to their
'own power, are ready to go to war for what they assume
to be their own rights, and are unwilling tc recognize
any authority as higher than themselves -- just AA long
as this condition exists will the danger of war hand
over *he peoples _of the world," Do you agree or dig--
agree with this statement? Why?

3, For many years after World War I, iimericans debated
whether they had made a mistake in entering the'Arc.
In'the 1930's, the opinion was overwhelmingly that America
should have. stayed outs What do you think? Consider
also these questions: Did the United States, in fact,
have a choice, or were we forced to,take part whether we
wAyid to or not? If you think this country should have
joined the -Alloes or could not hay, avoided dog so,
would it have been better to have, entered the war,
earlier, Should we have delayed longer? What might
have been gained in either case?

4. Was the principle of the "self-determination of
nations" a sound reason for changing the map of Europe'
after World War I? Since self-determination encourages
nationalism, and nationalism often leads to war, did
President Wilson's support of this idea make. World War II'
more likely? Dc you think that self-determination is a
right that all peoples should have?
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24; Read "A selection on the "Causes of World War I'. Form
a group (3 people) to answer the questions in the :selection,
Hand in 1 set of answers for the group.

3. Write an essay on one of the following aspects of the
Spanish-American Ware 1) the Origins of the war, 2) the
public opinion at the outs4.* of the conflict, 3) a majot
battle of the war Suggested 'sources; American Herita et
"The Needless War with Spain," February , T e Enemies of
Empire," June 1960,-"The-Shan Battle of Manila," December1960,.
"How We Got Guantanamo,".February, 1962.

4. Prepare an oral report on the opening of Japan to the
West by Commodore PL.rry. Explain the reason's for Japan's
isolation, Perra'a, motives for the journeyp.and the iroception
Perry's party received upon its arrival in Japan',. Read in
risen and Filler, The Human Adventure, Vol. '2, "The Closing
of Japan," and "The Opening of Japan," Also consult
two pertinent articles in American Heritage, ". When Perry
Unlocked 4'110 'Gate of, the Sun'" April 1958, and "Meeting
with the West," August 1963

4. Choose 1 of the following activities.

l.; Draw a political Cartoon on the'theme of-the "white
man's burden".

4.. Draw a cartoon showing 'the sinking:of-the Maine,
attempting to heighten the'desire'fot"wasin tErSited
States.

3. Draw,a pcsLLL-foi either Britain or Germany, to be used
as propaganda in the United States before of entered World
War I.

4. Draw a political map of Europe after the peace iettle-
ments,ending World War :I

5. Draw axiap of Europe including (1) the route of the
German attack on France in- 1914, (2) the main tigheing-fronts
of the war, and (3) the location of the North-Sea blockaded,

6. Draw a political cartoon depicting the balance of poWer
between 'the triple Alliance and the Triple Entente.

VI. Extra Activities.

1. Present the play,. A ointmentat.Sara'evo to toe class,
Props and costumes.wil e we come .

2. Read only magazine article on World War I.
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Required Reading Material - World War I

Exploring World History - pp 446 -503

Rest - Same as Required Reading Material in Study Guide -"

leave out ref. -- Mer. 4 Nations,
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WORLD WAR, II page 1

PROBLEM,," .1n 1932 the most widespread and terrible war the .

world"Migen known began, Japan sent troops to Manchuria and
began a series, of aggressive. measures designed .to bring Manchuria
under Japanese domination, The League-of Nations, -formed after
World War I was too weak and thus powerless in this and future
international dispute'L The machinery had _4taried to.Crank/for
rJor3 :. '''ar TT,

NAct ',,re the causes of WrO War II? Some...historiant haVe
Listed or-C,: one causeAdolf H4,tlet. There were more complicated
reasons,-h3wever, including all of the mixtakeS -made at the
Versailles Peace Conference, the Great DepresSion and,.its effect
on the German people 'and the failure of the League of Nations,

Once aggression.was started by Japan, Italy .and Germany
were quick to follow. The Spanish Civil War ocCurred. during
this period of aggression and became'a battle ground over the
opposingjdeas.of fasciskand communism.' Many'Ame cans including
Ernest Hemingway fought on the LOyalist side,fin,the International
Brigade, beleiving they we're rightfully struggling ainst the ,

evils.of.fascism', but not Considering the. realitie of the evils
of Stalinns-Communism, either. .They saw the strug le a one for
.democracy.

14Ussolini, meanwhile,Jlad used tanks to.. overrun e natives
arthed only with spea=sin Ilitler was proCeeding with

't!4'rl. and Czechoslovakia-. When it:became,
apparent that the poliCy.of appeasement was not going- to satiafy
Hit10.1"c desire for .powerand land,;.the'British and. French began
tc. prepare for ware Finallywhen Germany attacked Poland, war
was declared. (1939)

.

The United States did not enter the: war until 1941 when
Japanese planes attack d Pearl Harbor. Russia entered when after
a non-aggxesaionpact b tweeh Germany and Russia, Germany attacked
Russia.

What cf,'4ar wat World War TT? How wit different from
World War I? What'new-met ods of vi....r.Larc ware develonPd? What
new weapons were developeda-What was Hitler's-"Finat'Sdlutien"?'
How did. Hiters'theories on racial superiOrity affect his plans?
What were the major battles and campaigns of the war? Who'vere
the important heroes? How werexthe Axis Powers finally. stopped?
What were the costs of the war?:\

II, Specific Objectives, When yoU\finish this y811 will be
able to;

1, Explain in writing.the causes pf inorld War II.

2, Explain in writing the background outcome of the Spanish
.Civil
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3. Identify in writing major battles, compaignb and partici-
pants of World War II. 4

4 Explain in writing new advances in weapons and methods of
waging war developed during World War II.

5, 1;xpl3 In tdriting how 111.1.er's racial policies affected
its condo. of the war.

List the major costs of k.urld War II.

III, Required Reading, Read each of the following selections.
You may be quizzed orally on the assignments.

I. Men and Nations pp. 691-740.

2. The Human Adventure, vol. 2 - pp. 138-153, 167-206.

3. The Human Side of World History - pp, 155-164.

4. The Human Side of American History pp. 279-287.

IV. Extra Reading Material. For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, read any of the following references.

The Swastika and the Eagle. Compton

They Were Expendable. W.L. White

The Outbreak of the Second World War. J. Shell, ed.

Betrayal: The Munich Pact of 1938. S. Werstein

D-Day: The Invasion of Europe. American Heritage

The Battle of El Alamein. Barnett

From CasA)-;ance to Berlin, Bliven

From Pearl Harbor to Okinawa. Carter

The Battle of Britain. Conray

Hitler's Last Offensive. Elstob

Crusade in Europe. Eisenhower

Decision at Leyte. Falk
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The Broken Seal. L. Fargo

Guadalcanal General. Foster

Desert War in North Africa. Horizon

Hiro;rirma. Hersey

Into the Alley. Hersey

A CL',d over Hiroshima. Hirschfeld

The Gun,. 1939 - 45. Hogg

We Die Bone. Howarth

D L-12!y . iowarth

Sledge Patrol. Howarth

No 12.9h Ground. Knebel

The Man who Never Was. Montague

lour Came Home. Glines

Day of Infamy. Lord

Night Drop. Marshall

Among the Valiant. Morin

The Marauders Ozburn

Silence on Monte Sole. Olsen

Spy Cratcher. Pinto

The Colditz Story. Reid

World War II. American Heritage

Last Stand at Stalingrg-Sammis

Treblinka. Steiner

The Sinking of the Bismarck. Shirer

Guadalcanal Diary. Regaskis

The Battle of the Buldge. Toland

The Last 100 Days. Toland
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The Wooden Horse. WIlliams

John F. Kennedy and Pt-109. 'i'regakis

The Battle of Midway. Werstein

Ordeat 1)..i 're. Wahle

Secret Aii Missions. Meceloskey

The Hattie of the Buldge. American Heritage

Curahee' Burzett

Dunkirk 1940. Carse

Incredible Victory. Lord

Nagasaki 2 Marx

Tarawa. Werstein

The Battle for the Atlantic. Williams

I've Decided I Want My Seat Back. Mauldin

From Kaiser to Hitler. Sapinsleg

Is Paris Burning? Collins

Berlin, the City that Would Not Die. Army Times

The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich. Shirer

Hitler from Power to Rein. Appel

The Nazi Revolution. Snell

Adolf Hitler. Shirer

The Life and Death of Nazi Germany. Goldston

Inside the Third Reich. A. Speer

Spain. Crow. pp. 321-340

Hitler: A Study in Tyranny. Bullock
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The Lion and the Fox. Burns

Winston Churchill. -Coolidge

IV. Required ACtivitiei. Using the reading material complete
each of the following,Activities.

1. Questions. Answer each of the following questions in writing.

1. List 3 causes of World War II?

2. 'What part-did the Spanish, Civil War play in' .European
affairs in the 1930's?.,

3. What were 3 aggressive Steps taken by Hitler. between
1913 and 49362

4. What was the Hitler-Stalin Pact? What may :have been
Hitler's and Stalin!:s reason for signing it?

5. Whe* was Hi(ler's "Final Solution" And why? How did it
affect his conduct of the wars?

6. Identify: D-Day, V-E Day, V-J Day

. Choose 2 of the-following activities.

1. Write a short essay explaining why it was necessary to
defect Hitler.

2. As a reporter for an American newspaper, write a news
article.describing the bombing of Rotterdam by the Germans
during. World War II.

3. Draw a cartoon depicting the similar fate that. Napoleon's
and Hitler's armies met in Russia.

4., On a map of Europe, show the advance of Hitler's
during 1939 and`194 0.

5p Write a short essay pointing out why' the policy of appease-
ment toward Hitler failed.

6. Draw an attractive:chart comparing weapons developed. and
used in World War II with ones used:on the Revolutionary War.

3. Choose l'of the following:

1. Interview some one who participated in World War II, asking
the following qUestions: What was your role in the war? 'Where
were.you located during the war? Did you know why ypu were
fighting?--did'yoY have reasons? What were some unusual exper-
iences you had during the war? How do yoU feel about the war?
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2. The at. tack on Pea:1 Harbor by Japan brought the United
States into World War II as a belligerent. Prepare a special
news broadcast originating in Hawaii a day after the Bombing
on the American Fleet in Pearl Harbor. Record the newscast

ra. 1 ~he class. Consul'
source:- for imfcrmation; Eisen and Fuller. The Human
Adven,:.re, vol 2., "The "apanese Attack Pear Harbor
Amer Heritave, "Pearl Harbor: who Blundered?" February,
1062 and The Sounds of History - 1933-1945 Side 1, #12.

3. With one other person, organize a debate and present it
to the class on the following topic: The United States was
wise tc.J drop the first atomic bomb.

4. Read any ,A the historical novels in the library which
pertain to World War II. O.K. your chaise with the teacher.
Fill out a critique form on your book.

5. Form a group.- Discuss the following questions. Turn
in one set of answers for the group.

1 How did the German Blitzkrieg differ from warfare
in World War I? How do you envision a early-scale war
fought with today's modern weapons?

2. Why must World War be considered a total war? Do
you think the bombing of non - strategic targets, such as
residential areas in cities, was justified? Explain.

3. Do you think the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki were justified? Defend your position,

4. How did the under lying causes of World Wax I differ
from those of ,World War II?

5. Name,I poilits at which aggressive dictator nations
might have been stopped during the 1930's. Explain why
other nations, including the United States and the Soviet
Union, followed a policy a policy of appeasement-.

6. Write an essay-in which you ,dismiss the costs of the war
as opposed to 'the costs had.we not gone to war.

V. Extra Activities. For extra activities please the teacher.

1. 32 Problems in World History. pp. 211-224.

Only magazine articles on World War II.
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Package Title: War Since 1945

I. PROBLEM. After the large scale war between'1939 and 1945,
the worldhoped for a long peatet, Fear of what another world-
wide war;Would do to mankind was very preval,,nt. Weapons such
as the atomic bomb could. virtually annihilate the.entireloopu-
lationbf.the world. -

Russia 'seemed determined to:spreacLcommuniSmothroughout the
world.- The Western World's conflict against this covert.aggre-
sion.was knoWn as the.Cold War. There were. a few hot wars after
1945, too. .0ne was the Korean War, fought by1.1-.N.. forces against
the inVading North Koreans,,o'Other wars included the Hungarian
Revolution, the struggle for4reedom by Czechoslovakia, th'econ-
tihuing struggle of Israel against the. Arabs in the Middle East,
and the Viet.-Nam War. The _wars for freedeo Of African countries
which also filled this period We're the Algerian War, the struggle
in the Congo, Biafra, and Rhodesia' Most recently was the fight
for the :fre44okof"-naladesh from Pakistan

What haSmad, these mars different from all previous wars
and why? Wh4*,has beer the preVaii..ing:reasons for violent tiare-
ups?' Why haVetM atomic weapons been used For what reasons
have major powers backed various.sides in the smaller wars? What
is the. arms rate? What hope of peace da we all have in the,
future?

° II. Specific Objectives, When you finish this unit, you will
be able to:

1. Identify in writing. the.Major -wars. since 1945 and their
causes, 5,, r.

2. Explain in writing the methods of warfare used since 1945.

3, Explain in writing the development of the arms race.and-
itS affect on world peace.

4. Explain in, writing what role the U.N. has played" .in keeping-
world peace.

5, Identify. in writing the major occupations associated With
the armed services which are available'today.

III. Required:Trading Materials. Read eativ.of the following
references. :You:may be quizzed orally on the assignments..

1: Men and Nations. pp. 754-755, 762-766, 773-774, 779-781,
7827789, 799-Q-801, 8067811, 816.-818.

I
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2 The Human Adventu:e, , 2 pp 2:5-220, 24' -269.

The Haman Side Dt American Histort pp 2.9-293,
TOW=T677-11FT

4. The Human Side c../ HiStorx pp.. 167, 172-175, 1-8.-
FTT:

IV. Extra Reading Materiai - Lo: a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, read any of the following references
for extra credit

The Story.. of Israel M Levin

PraiweLs20011:1xs H Schwartz

WhxVietnam: F. zge:

The War in Kprea R Leckie

Hussein of Jordan: M- "War" with Israel. V. Vance

Cuba B Williams

The Swift Sword, S L A. Marshal.

The Middle East pp 126-135, 152-155.

The Berlin Wall P Galante

Africa in Histort B Davidson

Suez: Ten Years After P. Calvocoressi

Korea: The Third Reeublic X, Chung pp 122-143, 217-
77111.

Southeast Asia and the World Tod sx C Buss pp 150-182

Dateline: Vietnam J. Lucas

365 Days W Glasser, M

Peace in Vietnam American Friends Service Committee

Vietnam Diary R. Tregaskis

Our Own Worst Erma Wm J Lederer

Crossroads in Korea. T Fehrenbach

Korea: Land of the 38th Parallel F Gasfield, pp 102-



r,

The Storjr Vietnam: Daqff, pp 92-250,

Hell '.or High Water, W. Sheldon

V. Required Activities. Using the reading material, complete
each of t-Lie following activities.

Questions:

1, What'kinds of, forces,has the UN, used for peace-
.

keeping operations?
,

'2.4)8,,ummarize brief,4i..the events in Czechloslovakia,.in the
,°.? late 1940"s:,

..
0

"Berg
.4 iz

1. Why, was'the ip, &krill t necessary? How was it carried
out? -.. .-4 '-V

0 li, , a, <7

....
1a

. Why, did the Hungari,ana `reirgit in 1956? How did Great.,
. .

,, 13.ritaini, France, #nd4,,,the, U'.4...react?- ..

, 0, .q,,,- gr. , 'e ", i.:.'a -' , '

,5.4, What led tb the .4Sue`z cridis ,andQhow was it resolv.ed?
,

. -

Why- .
, . .. ,,,,

-6,' why- was iit, diffibuit3to ,reach a peacefUl settlement of
theAlgeroian 'progrem in he '4.;950 ',ay , ,_ ,, 3i $,

, g, , A .° ,,C> , ,
$ O0 0 3 a .so o a 6'

..,. .

7, Haw did ;skael becomp". a state? What has" been the result ?.
(I) . V . 60 :W

0
..

6 *
Can ._

_.A'
i ... , a

8,.What was the; KoreanWar?. WhY'wes rt important?
.

,.^J..

. .. .,
. 9., How' Artier i 4A became ,involved in .Vietnam? What were, .'Vietnam ?'

the. chief provI.sions-,lof Ihe%GendVa',Agreemend2 °Why.qc1.41%,",
.

c.

Soutd Yietnar,,anp' the Uc.S, refuse to sign them?- - -
. ,

0
0 S. t '7' , a :

0 r.
' o 4

4tgbse, two: of the following aativiti:es : ,
,

., ."A
o o

.

al
'0 t

lt. Winstoii Churchill' said the4rms nice led to a.!lial-ance, '''s 4

. a terror', Draw 0 cartoon:using chdrehill"s statement -,
0 . * ,, . , ,

as a .theme,.. " ... , r-v=

. 0

.
. --,..,;,:,

0 . . .
0 , . 4, ,

0

2, On a map qf the wqr-4.d show,where 'the United Natlons has
undert'alcen peace...keeping opeirations; indicating wIth 7

r,, .what strength-these missions' Were- carried qut. '.

., , ''',, 4
_ .c. , , . ,

1
. '

. .. 3. Draw ti910 poiitical cartoond sof the lierlim Wall, one i rOnt
.... aWestern point of view,. the other from a-ComMunist point

of view. o''. ._ , :. ,

- ,.. . -
,

,.f.. .,_.,
4. Write an imaginary ed4briat for a pro -Arab newspaper' '

aenouncing Israel as a trotkPle-maker in the 'Middle East:
4

e
0. .%., Q

Write- an editorial orb American _intervention in the 'Viet-
nein War. Pee current 'periodicals for- sources.

4 .



Write. ,Aletter to a friend in which you defend the sale
of.planes by the !..VSto Irael. Use current periodicals
for your sources,

Chooie 1 of the following:

11. Read 2 magazine articles on the struggle for freedom by
Bangladesh. 'Turn in abstracts with bibliographical'
information.

. Read 2 magazine articleh about the struggle-for freedom
'a by Biafra, Turn in abstracts with-bibliographical in-
formatiOn,

3. Read 2 magazine ar.,.cles about the lsraelia-Arab 7 day ware
Turn in Ostracts with bibliographical information.

a

4. Form a group to discuss the following-questions (3
. students). ,Hand in 1 set of-notes for the group.

1. The United States spends much more on its defense
budget than on,the United .Nations Which do you think
is a better guarantee for peace, tie U,N0 or an up-to-

, date defenc:I. system? Explain your choice,

The United States has been critized for not force-
fully preventing the building of the'berlin Mall.
Expaain. your attitude on this matter

3. What do you think would help .lessen tensions between
Arabs apd -Israelis? Do you°see any hope for such an
easing of tensions? ,

,.

..4 Why do you think some people in the World favor
Rtssia's policy Of.-peaceful cbexistence, While others
,support China's'Policy.of national-wars:Of liberation?-

. .
,

5.-What .0 your position on the United States 9overnmcmt's
;policy in Vietnam?

Interview i recruiter for the armed forces about. jobs
.

.
.

- . -available for:enlisted.omen or officers, The list may
be VerlrliOng.to you may want to limit ix to fields such
as medicine, combat, Clerical, Inilit4ry police, etc,

. 'Write up y our interview with .your4eactions,
,

.
. ,

-6. Interview someone-.who has served tn.Vietpiin about our,
. %,purPost, how he felt about servAngtheieJlhow he.feelif-' ,,

about the_peaCe movmeht, etc '_,-Write,pp your interyiew,,';
with your4eactioils.,'' ,?7,,s2,,,.: ''' 7. (d '. '' 7.,

'6,' ,, ,_ v e-

7. Wiite A' research ?p0per.' (24 ,p4g.el on Inpthods -of WarfAfe e 6.
useil,siric.& 1945,, .:Idalude tbdtpoteeint a 'biblibgr#phi+% .:-:f':':4.

, .

, 0 . 3 :';P ,0 ° '
r .

- u ^ - 0 . . C t .r e o -,,,^ ..f ':. .'

aD



I

. .

8.. Read 2 articles,On political terrorism in the past year

Turn in abstracts and bibliographical, informatiOfi

-V . Extra-Activities, For suggestions for extra activities,

please see yOur teacher.

On the Beach, N.. Shute

,Armageddon. L. Uris

.ExXius.. L Uris

cry, the BelovedSountsz 4, Paton',

The Sty.Who Came it from :he Cold, LeCarre

4..
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Science and Medicine 1650-1900

Problem. Man was barely out of the dark ages in 1600. The
Reneissance had put a new emphasis njearning and on wordy matters
as opposed to heavenly matters, Man had "discovered:' a new-world and
was busy' colonizing it, .Science-had taken,broad steps forWard
during the Reneissance but the best. was yet -to come. Manwas.still
pretty much in the dark a,ges in the fields ,.of Science and Medicine.
But great advances were made from 160-1900-., investigation replaced
'speculation as a methodPof finding oltlacts in science and medicine.
Theories began to be developed about atoms, evalution, and the
complex nature of human behavior.

\. What chances made theSe discoveries pOSsible? What effect did
What were the most important overes during this period?.

these disovetieS have on man? Were they immediately. accepted or
-rejected by most people?, What con roverties arose out ,f these
discoveries? What new occupations developed.in the fields of science
and medicine?

II. Specific objectives. When ou finish this unit you, will be
able to:

1: Identify in writing ma/jot scientific and medical achiev-
ments made from 1600-p00:'

:2; Match in writing the people responsible for these achiev-
ments with the ache vements.

, Explain'in writing the improtance of.these scientifiC and
meidical achievements to mankind.

. -

'4. Explain in writing what new occupat.iOns apPeared in the
scientific and medical fieldd,froM 1600-1900. .

III. Requited reading material. Read each of the following refer-.
ences-. 4

L.:, Men and Nations. pp. 378-80, 612-624,.642-644.

2. ° The Human Adventure. Vol.'1I.- p.

3.. The Human 'Side of World History. .pp, 116, 126.

4., The material in this study guide.

IV. Extra Reading Material: For a deeperjinderstanding of the
material in this unit:read any of the following references.

Disordered. Minds ,(N., Dain.
Medicfne'in-the American Colonies. Beck



7. Extra Read.ing Material.. Cont.

Famous Men of. Science, S. Bolton pp, 34-102
Famous Men of Modern Biology. M. Berger, pp. 3-131
The Microbe. Hunters. P. de Kuif. pp, 1-292
Frontier Scientist: Clarence King B. Young,
The First' Frontier:. Life in Colonial America. J.C.

op. 237-252
The Americans: The Colonial Experience. DJ. Boorstin.

pp. 207-266
English Social History. G.M. Tievelyar. pp. 256-259, 343-346
Health and Disease. Time-life. pp. 35-38 53-59, 62-73,

80 82
The Voyage Of the Beagle. C. Darawin
Evolution. Time-Life
On.the Origin ofSpecies. Darwin
Charles Darwin and the tiriginof' Species. Horizon
Charles Darwin. A. Gregor
Charles Darwin.- Six J., de Boer
Louis Pasteur. , L, Wood-'
Pasteur and Modern Science. R, Cubos
Montgen and the Discovery Of XRaysi, B. Dibner.
Benjamin Franklin Philosopher and Man. A, O. Aldridge
The Many, Worlds of Benjamin Franklin. American Heritage
Slr 7^-,c Newton, his Lite andWork. E. N. da C. Amdrade
Breakthroughs in Science, I, Asimov. pp. 45-162
The. Beginnings of _Science, Foundations of Science Library.

PP. 6-69 82-112; 120.-126
-The Development of Modern Science. G . Schwartz and D. Bishop;

pp.'533-565, 594-912
The Origins of Science. G. Schwartz and P. BiShop; ed.

pp, 3.17803, 2UT=ITI, -278-331, 351-497.
Doctors of the American Frontier-. R. Dunlop
AMerican Indian. Medicine. V. Vogel.
117671170=7TJaicine Man. R. Nofsinde
The Horse and Buggy Doctor. A. Hertzlew, M.D.

V. Required Activities. 'Complete each of the following activities
using the= reading -material",

,

swer,,the folIOWing .queStions. in youk on words

rHOW,were bodies obtainedjor.disseCtion in Medic1aSchools,
inIthe-latejA-10(Vs? an example of the problems caused
by such methods_ of.obtaining bodies.

.\. .

.'

2. 'What scientifie contribution. were made by each o.f the following :
.

:Newton . ' Lavalsier
Boyle .Franklin'
Priestly Pasteur
DaltOn \ Mendel

,



2, Choose 2 of the following activi

1. Prepare anattractive-bro ue'designed,to recruit people
to attend etiher a medic school or a collegespeciliZihg.
in.scientifleriment tion: Yourbrochure should include:'
a.-course of studyoutli es, advantages of.such a.curse of
study (oppotUnities w ICh Will'be\,obento a graduate; etc:,
,and examples ,of past hievements in :either field that the-
nt.) student will be a ik to study. You might even ncrude
inforMationabout fa/ulty; the surroundirigate- t own,
-extra-curricular en artainment,' etc.)

Write a short, essayanAly-ithepotenti&i premise and.
.

..peril_of ,man's .use- of nuclearenerUse Specifid examples -., .,

:'2 pagesof more,.

. Make a list of the :great contributors in the field of
jlealth. Place at. the top.,the name.of the individual you
-think m..icle the greateSt contributiOn. Tell why `you rate hilil.
first.

4,- Watch the ,folloWing filmstiripsand hand in ,briief notes
On each:- ,
DarwinpartiADatwin Dix;covprs Nature's Plan
Darwin part IX Ey.61u0.6n. tOtta.51--

. The Atom'
.

Do t tie wdaSheet "Scientists ExploredtheNaturer-Of Matter_-
and-flihnIL

Choose --1 of the follOWing activities,

.1. Form a gr6upVno larger than 3 stUdents:. 'Discuss the_
following -Ctuestions''., Have one cerson take notes for
the grOup,

,

1.' Advapcesintmedical science have enabled more pe6Ple
to liVe'lOnger. What:are some of the probleMs_that
have resulted?.

2. When'psteur's theories Were first announced they
Met with great oppoSition. Most neW:ideS of- ..
scientiststoday meet with leSs'opposition. Can
You account. for this changel'-ExPlain,

, .

Should governMent---.16caI,-State-or,national'- give
assistance to MediCal researchers ?. .Explai...

. Why. was scientic.- investi
.

gation.such a large part:
.6f theEnlightenment?- I.

Read 3 Magazine articles on scientific areas or
scientists--7.coveredin the reading Turn in abstracts
and bibliographical information,

el



3. Write and present to the class a "You Are There"7
episOde on one of the ,fol1owing topics:
1. .Thepublishing or Darwins's.On-the Origin of Species:
2.. The disccNery o.fa cure for rabies by ..Pasteur
3. The woilc of SlgMund Freud.
4. The development otantisepio surgery by Lister:

No more than '5 _people may.1.4ork on the presentation, ,You
should inClUde Severai scenes _So the761ass Understands
not 'only the impOrtance of the diScovery, but.alsoits
reception by_others.

it, Read a biography-T-61 a scientist from_this period and
present anoal report to the-class about him-.

Extra AttiVities; For any:extra activities fOr-OiS.
unit, p ease- see the teacher:
Any of the filthstrips on evolution not listed in the
study' guide.

Material included in this .study guide "The Body SnatChere'
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THE CHURCH IN THE MIDDLE AGESAND THE REFORMATION--

I. PROBLEM. 'During the.:chaos of the :Middle Ages,the sole.sOUrce
Of continuing order was the CathOlic Church.. -It-functioned as
a government when there Wasnone.LThei,churchhad laws and
forced them. .It also'taxed people When7governments did ex-

, 1St the. Church'waS very Influential 4n,the political and economic.
spheres.' Knowledge Waspreservedbythe monkS throughout the ,

Middle AgeS
--HoWever,there were'manypractices for-which the Church'.

bpaan to. be criticized once:thequeStibning spirit. of theRenais
-

sance had begun. Some of.the:-areaS Which:.werecriticized included .
the Church's great wealth, its system of taxation and
vities of some of the members.offtheclergy. Theremere'sbme

-attempts at "reform of the Church but theSe ended in failure
Some people whb aimed at reforM of the:Church through criticsm of

.

/ /-Tier practices were excommunicated or even, burne&at the stake."
FinallY.people,dould stand: the unjustfpractiCes of the *

ChurCh no longer and when/the sale :of indulgences began
Germany,. many people' oppoSed this practice. Martin Luther took
action.and:the. fireof the ,Reformation was sparked. He :actually
broke'with .the .Church 'and -many. people'folloWed him. .With the
Reformation came theCbunterReformation wich..aMounted to a
i_on.gawaited_reformwIthin theCatholic.ChurehY.
, Why was.. the Chdrch so powerful dUting-the:Middle Ages? What
_facets of peoplelivesIdid it affect? 'What were. the of
the power of he/Church during the :-Middle Ages? What ;.was the' .

Church,criticized,for? What did it do about these critio.pps'-
What other inflUences.than criticsms bf, the ChUrCh.Wererespon-
Sible for the/break, with the.Church?- What effect dig the ReT
fOrmation haVe on the people of:Europe?"-Did, the Reformation'
Occur-in aAhort period-of time or wasit:agtadual:change?:
'What effectdidthe Counter Reformation bave on the Catholic
Church

/
and on the'people of.Europe?

II. /Specific Objectives. When you finish this unit you will be
able to:

/
.Explain in writing the impor'tanCe of the Catholic Church in

/the Middle Ages.

2, Identify:' in writing the causes and effects of the Protestant
Reformation.

3. Explain in writing the extent of / influence of the.power of the
:Catholic Church.,and of the Protestant Reformation on the People
of Europe.

4. Express an apOreciatkm for the ability of people todepand
-and obtain changes in practices of sources of power, elthe4'
church of'state, which they view as umjust.



THE CHURCH 1N_ THE MiDDIJE_AGES AND THE. REFOWTIbNaije,,

III. Required Reading Material.

1. Men and Nations. pp. 191-192, 197, 203-208,, 212'-214, 217-222,0
239-242, 247," 304 -311, 345, 368-376.

2 The Human "Adventure, vol. I. pp. 115-119,, 122-124, 127-131,
137-.141, 145-147, 155-157,- 174-180.

The Human Side.pf Werld History, pp.., 4, 7749,
75, 80.,

°Extra7.Reading Material. For a.deeper understanding of the
;material. inthiSunit, read, any of the folloing references, and
hand in notes:for extra credit.

:,The Medieval Church. R. I3a.inton

...Everyday Life in Byzantium. T:-.Rice.

English Social.History.G.M. Trevelyan. pP..7'40-52 1731-181,

Life in the Middle Ages. 14i14.iams. 'pp. 11-129.

-The 1,,7Orld Awakens. P. Brooks. pp. 73-76, 139, 142, 151, 153 L154.

The Rennissance. Time-Life. pp. 63-73.

The ,Middle Ages.. Horizon. pp.. 126-157.

Life on a Medieval Barony. W.S. Davis. pp.. 286L342.

Henry VIIIand-His Court. N. Williams. pry. 52-98, 108-155,
(Skim for parts which pertain to Henry's break with
the Church-and his motives.),

'Everyday Life In 'Medieval Times. M. Rowling. pp. 9.4-134.

(./7. ' -

The Age" of Courts and Kings. P. Erlanger. pp. 15-.16, :67768, 119-
120, 155-1 , 977_104.

The Age of Chivalry National Geographic. pp: 3-65, 133-199. -

`234-271.

The Renaissance. W. Durant.
485, '571-574. j .

'Life in'a Medieval. City.

pp. 49-66, 143-172, 361-403, 477-

J. & R. Gies.' pp. 120-134;

The Renissancp. 14. Gail. pp. 13-16, 20, 81, 110-113.

C"..1.,



Age.OfFaith.,. Time7-Life,

Cross and Crescent.. Suskind.

,Renaissance. Horizon. 208,7255
7

The Reformation. Time=Life

The-Renaissance and the Reformation,

Here IStand. -R. .Bainton.

ReqUired,Actiyities, Complete
using-the. material ybu::haye read..

. . . -

each of the following activities

1. Answer the folloViing nucstions in your own words.

1. List 3 causes and 3_effects of the Protestant Reformatio
2. HoW did the'Church att as a governmental fOrce during
the Middle Ages?

,3. Give one 'example of a conflict between the Church ,and the
State during the Middle Ages.,

2.: Watch .the filmstrip,.on the "Protestant-ReforMation" and take
notes to.be turned. in,for 'credit.

. . .

Choose ,1 of the following:

1. Read "The Medieval Cathedral:in it8 CultUraL,SettIng
:32:Problems. in;WorldHistory, pp.1

.

how architecture reflects the spirit of the times using
examples from the article.

2, .Read,.4Causes:of the Reformation' 32 .Problems in World
History, pp.-99,-108, Write an essay on the many causes of

.

the Reformation after you have read this article,

3.:Write an essay-on the fblloWingtopicafter doing what7

hathfailed.-to abolish war, in both MedieVal and-modern times?
ever research is necessary: thy do you think -.the Church

Choobe cf the-following-actiVities,

1, List -the power-S. and functions' of the medieval Church
Which'noW belong to the civil gOvernMent...

/

2. T,,rite .a.neWspaperarticle analyzing the'dispute between-,
Henry IV and 'Pepe *Gregory' VII before Henry went tbCancissa.

C'641-5E'TheHuman Adventure, vol. I. "The. Controversy
Between the Emperbr-and the. Papacy."

tff



- '3.. Write a dialogue between Tetzel and Luther about
. indulgences..

4. Write a letter to.a friend in c4 high. you. re-
gret that your prince has ditcsen Lutheranism as the re-
ligion for hivs state.

5: Write an "essay on: the inevitability of ,the growth
of religious freeddm and t9leration after the Reforma.-
tion.

: Extra Adtivitids. For extra activities on this
see the teacher.

Here I Stand..: R. "Bainton.,

unit,

Death. Comes for the Archbisho.p. W,. Cather.,

please:



heading List The church in the 1.1ale Ages aid the Aeformation

1. Read the following paes in ExpierIng t-id History. pp. 153-

163, 182 -185, 207, 231-237.

2. The Human Adventure, -01. 1. P
137-141, 145-147, 155-157, 174-1&',.

122-124, 127-131,

3. The Human. Side of L.ld Historl.. pp. 4,;, 47-49, 51, 58,

63, 75, 80.
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MOMUN S RIGHTS

I PROBLEM, With the Industrial Rev.--))ution came the incrased accept-
ance of -women The role a female could play In the world !vegan to
change Gradually opportunities began to open up and as they did- wo-
men expected.to be treated as equals It was during this period that
women fought for and (Ia.:led political equllity

Fashion for women changed drastiJally during the early part of the
20th century Hemlines rose from the floor to above the knee Bath.'
ing suits became popular als

When did the first woma speak up for her rights? What events
helped bring about the rape changes in the lives of women? Now did
opportunities change in po sable occupations? How would Woman s Lib-
eration today compare with the Suffragette Movement of the early 1900 s?
What specific forms of opposi.ion did women run across in their strug-
gle for equality? What !was the flapper and why was she important part
of our h..story? How did woman s :ights fare in other parts of the
world than the United States and Eura:_:pe?

II Specific Objectives When 'du rinlsh this unit you will be able
to

Icientify in writing ma.5.:r changes in the role of women in recent
history

2 Explain In writing why rapla Thanges occured in the lives of women.
11.

3 Comparein writing the Woman s Liberation Movement in the present
with the Suffragette Movements in the past

III Required Reading Read wach of the following assignments You
will be quizzed orally on the reading assignments

1 Men and Nations pp 646-647 449

2 "Is Woman s Place in the Home?' 32 Problems in World History
pp 78-95

IV Extra Reading Material For 4 deeper understanding of the mat
erial in this unit, read any of the following references

aEstrIlEaLaEmau Life pp 38 40 44.5- 51-7

Babbitts and Bohemians- E Stevenson pp. 138-143

Ten Brave Women, S Daugherty

EmEr2114alEEEEKt W- 0 "Ne111"

Suffragettes Internaticanal T Lloyd

Century of
E. FlexPer



110244K RIGHTS

Pett4;:coat

,.4

,F-ree But, Not' 4.q.ira.1=-Y- Sever:Tit,

,

page 2

D

The Women" r , F Doncian-.

The Dear Botag)it Heritaqe. E. fecnar

%amen Who Shayed His H. Buckmaster.

American Manners and ivibraJs, Amer loan Her

Sander Pioneei of "s,:cr- t

The American Woman ,..Who

_
V Required Act:ivities.:.. the
Of the following

.1. group Form groUP no :large

ntrol0 ,

,.

conip,` ete -, each

than :,-3. students -arid

thscuss the': ques,.tion0: at the- end'of the artit. re s' is. =WOmani s' P:kace --:

_

in the Home?"- Have .: one: person. take brief no .es to be handed in for ,
credit'. In:.addition . to' I the- qtestions li-s.te-.1,- explain .why 1 such rapi..s1--

-

changes the role of W(:)rrlen

.2. chooSe 2 of the faliowing-ac-tl-vitie.
P.cetend you are a reporter...for:.'the geW. -.York Write a

editor iia.:for the poi nal, errian.Cp-a+...,ion O. f. WoMeria- 13e,

fadt-6 read -11'.yea .7t. as op.4-TP-Onp!5

20 Write an es'sa.y,.on. the following topic:: What fact enabled
the role- of to change r4pidIy. duripg tly'e Per 4::1-a44,,,,,_.50---'1,5.306'.?

r\te an entry to -a EII:ary, of a Stif.fragette.-------7

Write an- esSay comparing the suffragette Movement with the.
Woman ° a.. Liberation ,Movement. .

Q. 5 ,-, Read a magaine :article about. a woman in recent '\ history
'-(1650719 Turn in -..an..--:.apstract of the:. ar,ticl.e" biblib7

,
- graphical intOrmationd

0 -Choose- 1. Of . the follbwing .

1 Inte,rview any .woman over 30 .(if you Lan gel. t-o

about Womar0.`s rights-, You might ask queStions abbut.-.-eqUal jab:
.

opportunities .3 equal, pay -. for equal work e, -Political freedoms 0: the
of women in the-home, etc, Write up your

wellOrganized paper e<1. .pa99s)



WOMAN'S,R1GHTS

2H Read a ntvei or biography ab&._-:a woman who,I.Ved b61147een
1650:71930'Fi1ii,out.acr4tingue.:fo-m,

3: Do-an oral report jfb oppor7lI. nitiOS for .women between 1,900-
19,30 as ctmpared-with1.todayt 'shouldloe' obtained from.Per-=

books.in:-the-libr.A.ry0d

4 Trepare .anattract.ive'-bochure showing.4hangds'in:.fashion
from the 3,800 s` the 1900's,

k i . .

Present-a-kasn sh,.aw to 7.11e.c:ass:f,tr somp...plar style
during 'this 'period (19007:1930)" =no more ti,an. peopleMay part
lq).pate,

\

AlI: Extra
the he teadher,-,'

7Three of iistory'S LiberatedWpmen7:
van. Lew, .Lola ez'"

MankindoVol'o aT1 p 6

Ad6rIturess,;" Mank,ind. :-Vol0;, 3, 430p0:1
Sophiao.fRuSSia."MankindoV-61:',:.7S0..ta,7'p, .20

Betty.," Mankind:-.:V-61- 3t 4(3, p..,S8
"Dolly Madisoni' Am0...Hist, See

For suggestions for extri.actItTx't.ies please.
.

Sophia of kiisSlao'Elizabeth.,-

l2 . s-:
'Braye.Womenp Distaff t;.de Orf, the E-C'evtilution.'. Am., Hlsto
qe-6/bct-,. 196 8-cs:po 10-

April

Women inES2ionap. J0 Etc.Ylitittoh

"Vie Gibson Giil" Am HIst, Dec0 195.-76. ,P 80
''Herald Angels of. WomanrisThlghts° AM H4s';t, OctI9590p"0,
'Worden of Hispanic -fastory' Mankinc1.0-Vc+
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mislc,.Art P.
And Liter-atrure

I.` 'Problem. The period between.1750 an 1906 was:one'Of Vast
changes for theWorld-.-,While revolutionary _figures were busy:'
-tearing.--.old':orderS.dow.0 and. replacing them withrieW bri.es7'
other men were' creating new wbrida of a, .differed kind;':. Methods
of:expressiOn in the arts reached, greater and gteater'heights.
Art' had been revivedduring-th Rena2ssance And painters and-
sculptors continued 'to. ref i.nea and'develop methOdS ofexpression.
,compbsersliexperimented with-new techniqueS and instruments' as.

music became _a. Popilla,r and beAttiful form.ofentertai4mentj
'.:Literature was also:a field irywhich vast artistic talents:
were :expreSseCh

;iiow were theSe-Aifferent kinds of :artistSHpaintes-,.
writers-and composers)' affectedbthe eventsin'thp:World
around, them ?. Howe did they'OxpresS their. feelings about :.the
revolutions political: or industrialoW:were these menre.

.:garded-by'eeople whpAii3ed:Ouring tneirtime?. Were they:aPpre7
',,ciated for .theirta,ientS.Were_theyble to 'attect the WC(rld

round ,them through their:WOrkS-ot art tart', music And litera-
ure) from this period"? , kp-it that makes them."wOtkspf.:

art "?

17507190.0

.0

11. Specific objectives. When you
be able to:

,/

Identify in writing great
painting; sCulpture, mus.
1T.50 and-190Q.

s'-

this unit you will

artists:in the
and Yiterturie between

dogniW,vselection krvoM the
red .an tle activiti$e below-

0
f artists -sPeci,-

_ .

plainin writing the effect' that" the events of t

these 'artists ;and visa vers..

Sx6lainlin*ighether/Or noithese artists were
able. Support .themselVehrOugh their-work-alone..
:AW4s, their_ art theironly occupation

L
defurred.Read

f
eaing ..

,--Y-L.---: :-:4

en- and :Nations-.-___ 50"6.53,, 654-6,58
',,4t

,tteadany I 'of the llowing artid/eS,. _Turn in an-
rc

abt.rCt.with the b.ibliogkaphical'inforMatiOn,

"The Most Gifted, uplanBeingthat lias,.Ever Been Born",
F. i'G,reenfol_d , Hrin Autumn.197L,Tp.96-103.

Johann-Pebasti frBach.P.,: F. Hotlzon.



"Flauhert's.M&dame\BItz" S,. Tomblevicz:
.Winter1971'. pp. a14-119.

"Berlioz: Not Wro\Flutes, You Scoundreis!!"., F'
GreenfeAd. 'Horizo4,./Autumn 1970. pp, 102-14'

1 ."Anatomy of_ a MateLpece: Gaugin's Where do wed.
come from? What a-4.6:ei. Where are we going" 'J.
Jacobs, florizOn, S'ummer 1969: pp. 52 765/

Horizon..

49.

"The Moon StoodSt114, on StraWbe4i,HilA":
Tuennell. horizon. '' Summer 1969/-pp.!112711.7,

"Deiacrcix of Africa"-, R. McMullen, HoriZon Autumn
1969. pp. 60--t5

"The Dime NoveL and the American Mind_ JA K: Simmons.
I
Mankind Vol:

"Frederick Remington, theMall Who invented John Wayne".
R.. H Andrews.- Na,).. _2 & .10 pp: 42-59

"LoUls Daquer.ce and the .B4, cf-J,hotog-raphy" Le
Mank4nO, 1Li pp, 17-4; 54-55

"Verdiand the ,Risorgimeht16-_,-R.L.:Lowe, .Mankind.
VQ1, 44,-. pp: 32-39.

"Any Of,,-th chapters ..fn Xne Sffeam of-rlusic, jt_A
: - _Leonard, x- ,

IVRe4cluired/Looking loolcfuOla painting by each` of the fol.7-..f
Idwing artists. Note the style Cf the painter and the subject,.
Read the text_ in the bOpk'on the painting'` and turn_in:brief:-
-noteS. 'on each One

3 ._._

NeiclassI.Oism:and RomantiCism71:150718 -'_

/ Jacques Louie DaVid-esp, Tht Death of Marat
.. Francisco Gcya-esp, The Third or MA17 -'---Francisco

1.igena. DelacTo:rx
(-, , Benlamen-Weet-espi..The Death of 'Gene`ea1

i

Realism and Impressionism
.pdouard:Manet-esp:i_f.. e,F. iter
Auguste Renoiz'
Edgar Degas Dr A. b sinthe
JameS-Whis,tler-esp,7Arran ent in Black and-G r ay-.

. Wins low Homer
Claude Monet-:;p8p, The River

:..-:..

PostIMpreSSioniSm
Paul Cezanneesp,.Self-,Portrait
Vincent van Gogh-esp, TheiPotato_hater5

1
,



Paul Gaugin-esp, Vision Aftet the Sermon
Henri Toulouse-Lautrec-esp, At the Moulin Rouge

V. Required Listening. Listen to each of the following works.
Read the literature which accompanies the records and hand in
a short paragraph discussing how the music reflects the times
of the composers.

Bedrich Smetana "Overture" to The Bartered Bride. The
Slavic Tradition-Time-Life Records. Side 7 Band 1
Guide pp.622-24. The Slavic Tradition. pp. 41-52

Ludvig von Beethoven, String Quartet #16. Music of the Age
of Revolution. Time., -Life Records. Bands 1, 2, and 4.
Guide pp. G17-19. The Music of the Age of Revolutions.
pp. 17-49 (sections on Beethlven).

Petor Inch Tchaikovaks. Suite from Swan Lake. Music of
the Opulent Era. Time-Life Records. Side 6. Bands
1, 2, and 5. Guide pp. G19-21. Music of the Opulent
'Era. pp. 46-53.

George Frederic Handel, Messiah. The Baroque Era. Time-
Life Records. Side 5. Bands 2 and S. Guide pp. 55-56,
32-36,

VI. Extra Reading Material. For
material in this unit read any of

The World of Cezanne. R. W.
The Snarls was A soolum. 3.

Winslow Homer. E. Ripley
The woira of W. Homer. J.T.

The Norio of van Gogh. R. Wallace
Rodin. E. Ripley
diFfie Bernard Shaw. O. Coolidge
The World of Vermeer. H. Korengosberger
Haek1Twain, M. Stearns
Art Through the AAgges, H. Gardner
rata Twain. E. rcion

A New World History of Art. S. Chenez
The 'stream of Music. R. A. Leonard
The Encyclo la of Art. E. Munro
History of . Samson

a deeper understanding of the
the following references.

Murphy
P. Wood

Flexner



2:

2. Should goverftment-local ;:State or national give assis-
tance to writers, artists or musicians? In eaah/case
-explain your answer,

3. What IS realism in .writing? ,How was it illustrated
by lbsen?- Balzat? Twain?

Choose 1 'of 'the following activities,
A

/

1. Read any of the following works and. explain in 4 paper
how it .rs a kodUct of its time, 2/pages.

HuckerbeLa_Einn.
A Doll's House .Sbten /
Crime and Punishmenl, L, bontoevski
Hedda Gabie. H. Sbsen
Oliver Twist. C, Dickens/'.
Great Expectatio.as,- .C,/[51Pkens
Tom Jonea.- R. Fieldeni
TOm. lief. ri.

tEd GOod E r th. ()/R,cdvash
--Thb Return of the/Native... T

Far. From the. Madding Crowd,!L_Tljlard
Tess'ot-the D/Urbervilles, Hard
.Madame Bovary,. Teanbert
The Three Musketeers. A. Dumas
David CopPerfield.:. C..DickenS
.A Tale/Of Two. Cities, C. Dickens
Ivanhbw. Sir Walter Scott
The /Hunchback of NotreDaMe, V. Hugo'
The Last of the Mohicans:----jF. Cooper

:.Iegend of SieepyHollow.
War .and- Peace, L. Carroll s
TheScarlett Letter. N.',HaWthorne

TMoby Dick. H. Melville
The Qearslayer. J.F. Cooper

or any other:approved novel or play between 1750 and 1900,

2. AilIte, a research paper on hoW economically subcessful an
occupation, as an artist ior composer or writer) would be
using examples from this_periodot time J1750-
SOurceS may be found in various biographies Of artists.
found in the roam or. the library . Turn.' in an utline
With a.list of lourceS to ,bibliography), for app oval before
you write your paper; .3-4 pages.

PO= a group no larger than,4. Present a well- organized
musical program to the class. Each Student-Should intro-
.clucu the work of a composer IroM the period 1750-19.00
Each piece of music Should be introduced with a short
discUssion pf the'Jife of the composer and the particul,at
piece of music about to be heard by_the

, ST



Listen to all the works available for any one of the fol-
lowing composers, Write a paper, describing the style of
the composer. You also:should include background informa-
tion onthe.composer to explain the style, Use Specific
examples from each of the works you listened to

Beethoven
Bach
Brahms
Handel*
Mendelssohn
Schubert,
Berlioz
Tchaikovsk
Rimskz-Korsakov
Dvorak'

5. Watch any 3 of the following filmstrips. Using the informa-
tion write a paper on paintings as a refletion of the
artists' time-and personality.

Paul Gaugin'
Vanden,t_Van Gogh
Atherican43aincing Part II The Romantic Era-'
AmericanPainting-Par.t-1 The J'ith and lileh Centuries
AmeOcan Painting PartiIii Years of Change

i

VIII. Extra Activities. -For suggestions for extra activities
Please see the ,teacher.,
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The Enlightenment 1700

I. PROBLEM0.

The Enlightenment refers, to a period in European history
when philo8Opbers anilentists were' aware of (or enlightened
about) the problems" confronting people of their day,,

o period waS. a natural outgrowth :of. the Renaissance in,_that man, '
had already become concerned with the improvement of his life'
on earth. `The develOpMent of_ political :power' was verv-differ--..\
cent i England than in .France. in that the' tradition of a legis,-
lative body. to limit the king's power existed.- In England,
ideas a out just what kind of .government.the people wanted
beganto-grow and as they were fdrmulated- they .affected not
only the 'r tiny nation-,;but the World !

what events in,England .started ideas which crystallized.'
in ,the' 'Enlightenment?. How did the ruling monarchs in England

'feel about theSe ideas? tlhat type of government did they. want?.
that is the "Divine Right to Rule"? That was the GloriUs. Rev-

..olution? What .was enlightened despotiSm? What was a "social
contract"?

Who were c.the men instrumental in_deVeloping ideas which
affected the growth of demodracy'in.England -.and the world?
Did the,Enlightenment'only,refer to. politics?

,

II,." SPECIFIC OI3JI.GTIVES

Whenryou f,nith thiiS unit' you will be, able to:
z

-1. Explain in'writing What events-occurred in England in the
-1600's which helped.crystallize ideas abottgovernment and
and each man's relatiOnship to his:country's ruler.

Explain in writing what tli.e Enlightenment was.

,3.. Identify in writing the major political and scientific
figures during the'lGOOs and 1700's and explain-their'
importance

4. Explain in writing how the ideas of the Enlightenment
affected the world.

I.

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Read each of, the following references carefully:

Men and Nations- Pp.366=-382, 35173551358-360.

The Human Adventure,. Vol. I. 'pp. 202-217

(continued'on next page)



The, Human Side of_Wbrld-History. pp. 95-97, 100-101, 110

.32 ProbIeMs-in'W/orld 'History. pp.-115-128.

World HiStory:- The Clash of Ideas. pp. 22-31.

IV. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES.
,

- ,

ComPlete-eaci-Cof the folloWing: activities-using the reading-.
material: °

.

1.- Questions: 'AMswer tfie'Sollowing questions in writing in
"your own- words,,

2 ,

D

i.What impOttant rights did the-English Parlfament
:shave whem James, I. became king? Why did trouple
. .. ,_ -,.arise between the king and Parliament? %

, - 0 . _

,
\

What actions of..41e Long Parliament helped end
abso

-
lute'rn8hardhy-in England? How, did the Civil

.

War begin? 4
,

,,,

OlaveeCromwel,1 is said to have been a reluctant
,.

dictator. Ixplain."',
r

. .

f
, v

.0

4. Why did the Cabinet gain importanCe adring.the
.
reigns of'Milkiam III, George .I and George II?

G

5., Brdefiy the'ideas about government,expressed
in,Lpvidthan;'. Two Treatises of. Government; The

t Spirit of the Laws; The Social Contrast.-
0 0'

,
0. .,;A-

2. -Choose. at least 2-of4he following activities..

1.' Write a short essay explaining why .the Cnlighteriment
was a truly great period in history. Use specific

0

, examples to back up your ideas:.
.

2. Make'a list, of powers parliament gained at the
,expense of the king between 1603 and 1714.

3. List the important rights of individual citizens
that were protected by the Petition of Right,-the
Habeas Corpus.Act, the Bill of Rights, and the
Act of Toleration.

4. Pretend that you are a newspaper reporter during ,

the English Civil War. Write' an article about
any specific event concerning the war or its
aftermath up to the Glorius Revolution. Make
your article as authentic sounding as possibsle.
If necessary do extra research on your chosen
topic.



3. Choose at least 1 of the - following.

1. Make an-attractivechart which shows the major
political and scientific figures. for :the I600's
and 1700's. Include inforMation abOut their
accomplishments and their importancr,: in addition
to anything,else you wish to add.

2. Form a group -(no more than 3) and discuss the
questions at the end of. "The Divine'Rights of
Kings, v, The Natural Rights of the People",
-'Have one person take brief notes to be handed in.

3. Form a group (no more than 3) and discuss the
questions at the beginning of "Peter the Great
and the Limits of Absolutism" and "Locke and
Rousseau on the Social Cohtract". Have one
person take brief notes to be handed in.

4. Form a group (no more than 3) and corwider the
"Questions for Discussion" on page 383' of Men
and Nations Have one person; take. notes to be
hJtnded-in.

4. Take the Post Test.

V, EXTRA ACTIVITES

For aXtra activities, please see the teacher.

Cromwell. M. Ashley.

--Oliver Cromwell. Levine.

The Life and Times of Peter the Great. Curtis.

Peter the Great. L. Oliva.

Empress of all Russia. Noble.

Catherine the Great. Z. Oldenbourg.

Frederick the Great, Snyder.

Take Heed of. Loving Me. E. Vining.

Lorna Doone. R. D. Blackmore.

Moll Flanders. D. Defoe.

Frenchman's Creek. D. du aurie

3



III. EXTRA READING MATLI,IAL - THE ENLIGHTENMENT

For a deeper understanding of the material in this unit, read
any of the following references.

The Age of Reason Begins. 'J & A Durant.

The Age of Kings. Time-Life. pp. 116-183.

Great Britain to 1688. M. Ashely. pp. 309-432.

A History of the English Speaking Peoples, Vol. III; The
Age of Revolution. W Churchill. pp. 3-100.

A Concise History of England. F. E. Halliday. pp. 108-139.

History of England. W.L. Lust. pp. 385-504.

English Social History. Z.M. Trevelzan. pp. 206-415.

The Horizon Concise History of England. R. J. White. pp. 90-
131.

Death to the Fir:. C.L. Alderman.

The English Revolution: A Concise History. Gruber.

The Later Stuarts. Clark.

England Under the Stuarts. Z.M. Trevelzan.

The Tears. R. Hingley. pp. 113-164.

History of Russia. Horizon. pp. 148 -189..

Famous Men of Science. S. Balton. pp. 34-47.

Russia Under the Czars. Horizon. pp. 72-107.

Breakthrough in Science. I. Asimor. pp. 45-53.

The Rise of Russia. Time-Life. pp. 154-174.

Understanding the Great Philosophers. H. Thomas. pp. 187-249

The Romance or Philosophy. J. Choron. pp. 87-176.



The Enlightenment

REQUIRED READING MATERIAL
1

E4lori .Iorld History pp. 278-280, 253-254, 258-26n, 240-243

The Human Adventure, vol. I. pp. 202-217

The Human Side of World Histori.'pp. 95-97, 100-101, 110

32 Problems In World Histcry, pp 115-128.

World History:' The Clash of Ideas. pp. 22-31
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I. i'roblem., The industrial Reolut.ion which transformed the
lives of men by changing the way goods were producedd was brought
about largely rough. the efforts of people ,who experimented with
new ideas and sources of power to create machines and processes
that affected everybne-

Befo, re this time gobds were produced by hand in people's
homes.. After the.induStrial Revolution factories enabled the
productiorliof goods in mass quantities Machinery was expensive,
so inst2ad'of having it in the _homes, factoriwere, bUilt and
people began to go to work instead of having the.tr,,Work brought
to them, 1

Other areas of life were affected by the inventorsalso .
Trade , transportation and communication developed by leaps and
bounds, People moved from the country to the cities both because
not as much labor was neeC_d to produce-the same amount of agri-
cultural products (dUe to machines; and also because more .Money
could be made in the city factor es- Terrible conditions and
practices were developed with the factory system which are outside
the scope of this unit, but the fact remains that these tech-.
naloqical improvements had a v'asteffect on man

What kind of men were responsible, for these inventions?,
Were they' brilliant scientists searching for an answer.toa ,
problem or just everyday people lkke you and me who just stumbled
,on,an answer to a guestion?-7-or\soMe of each? Why did they
tr4 "to find answers to problems? :What. kinds of machines and pro-
cesses do we use today that we. owe to the creativity of these men?.

.

II,. Specific Objectives- Whe)' you finish this unit yciu will be
able to,-

Identify in writing majdr inventors and their inventions
from 1700-1900,

2, Explain inriting the backgrounds (including occupations)
of these inventors,

3, EXplain in writing the effects these inventors have had on
mankind,

III-

1,

2,

2,

Recluired Reading Material

- _
Men and Nations- pp, 439-446, 626--633,'

30-32,pp-

50-51,

64-65,

,

262i8-
\

isto-Human Side of American H ry
._..

Human Adventure, vol- I.J. pp-



INVENTORS Page 2

IV, Extra Reading Material. Fnr a deeper understanding of the,
Material in this unit-readany of the following references- Take
notes to be handed in'forxtra credit-

Fathers of Industries L Fannih'g

Charles 13abbaqe Father of the Computer D- Ha'lacy.

Men of Science and Invention AmeriCan'lleritage

Invention, Discovery, and Creativity Moore
.

---------

Machines and the Men Who Made the Wo :id of Industry G. Hartman
- . . . -+t[ 7.- - .

Those Inventive AMericans National Beographic Society_

The Invention of the Sewing Machine'. G,R, Cooper

Edison A Biography- M. Josephson

Eli Whitney W-P- Hayes
-_,,-

En lisp Social: History Trevelzan, L-*;. 371-395

Industrial Revolution and Nationalism W. LindqUist ppr'954-976

The Age of Progress Time Life pp 8 71

The Confident Year Am , Her pp, 134-976.

V- Required Activities, Complete each of the following acti=
vities using the reading materiai,,

Ahswer each of the following questions in writing in your
own words, /.

1, What were four importnt stepsin the improvement of
transportation during the Industriai Revolution?

Describe the various backgl'ounds represented by inven-
torsduring the 1700 1800's.

Make an attractive chact of eariy inverTtors listing their
names the'namesof their inventions, and the.purpose of
the inventions,

3 , , Choose 1 of the following activities;



Page.. 3

1, Fozm a- group of no mote than 3 people - Discuss the
following questions and have 1 pc-:rson take notes to
be handed in

'How did tDe-enc,loue movement lead to-changes in
agriculture? What were the piincipal effects of
the agLicuural revolution?

2, Explain' and 11.ustrate the statement! "Science
plAyed.ony a small role in the invention Of tex-
tile machinery, the steam engine, the loCbmOtive
and the steamship,,-It was'in communications that
scientific and technical developments began to be
linked,'

Why'was the United States able to make such rapid
progress in the deelopment of its industry?

2, Watch the filmstrip Science and_Technolou, Take notes,
to.be handed 4n- 1

Watch the filmstrip TneCradle of American -Industu
Take notes to be handedIn:

Write an editorial for the London Times on the influx
of peopLi from the country td the city. .Inolude an
opinion and explanation backed by facts-.

Choose 2 of the following aCtivities,

1, Read a magazine article on any inventor or invention
coveted in the reading,. Turn in an abstract and bib-
liographical information-

2, Read the article "Exploring some Myths about the -in-
dustrial Revolution, Problems in World-History pp,
"146-,154, Answer the 3 discussion -questions at the
beginning of the am-ticle-

3 Read a magazine. article,about-any invention in the
past 30 years, Explain in well-organized paper the
difference betweet-recent and 19th century inventions
and inventors, Tuln in a bibliographytoo,

4, .Present the,play Sounds AorosS the Sea tothe clasS,
(There are 6 partsi, Costumes and props would be
welcomed

Extra Activities

Please see the teacher,,
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P.01,1TICIANS 100-H7.50.

I PROBLEM Dung ttleMiddie the tprm of governmen
was fUedallIsm,:' herTheri.i were no large aions with stron,..{
central govp-thmen:s: Tl=e were certain 'iules made,
fe1.1:2aTim o 01t each nobl,:.mc 1-;new his place the
-stru;:tule -.,e-rnment, The ,e1a11-onshdp's between kings
lords and nob-lemen was ,ne.:1,ased.::,) obli-
gation. b. tare was common duritng the Middle Agesf
was more of a personal,fight than a method of politics. , ,

the elvnnth cent-.iry kings, began to increase their power
byadcling to elt tads and he beginnings of a central
government appred, Kinq hc ame mote Powerful much to
the c.,-hagL'in of nobles'and in 1215:, n-2bles in England forced.
ling :John to sign the Mflna Carta.intended ,t,o protect: their
rights 1ngs also ,.-:la.hed with and opposed the power of
the Church. People beclan to owe loyalty to their. national
governments. as a sflate entity .from the Church.

In the iOCJ troni;, nationa1 go,.,ernments.had been est'ab-
lishedjn En-s: Ope iex,.7.ludtng Germany), War became .a political
maneuver to'stt-enghen the country -ra.ther than a means of
personal reven9c some were foU...yriover religion also an
indicati-ori o. the new beliefs.and-peop;ie's refusal to accept.
the beliefs or c:.hers peacefuly. -'

What new philosophies developed during the Renaissance
which altered forms of government? What.drdve men to.seek
power as pol2tipians and adviSors to kings? What is the theory
of the 'divne rght to rule' used by kings during this
period What wars were fought and how said, they affect the
world? .11-1w effective were women as.r.plere? What means of
en.'ancjn politival prestige Were used:? What oppor.tunities
were a ailable for commoners in the government? ,Row 'did colonial
possessions react to absolute rule from the Mother Country

0

Ill Specific Objectives,. When y2:111,finish this unit, you

1. Describe .:ny,,:rilngthe concepts of fuedalism incIudAng
the relationships between various jeveis. of noblemen and the
method of 'politcs used to increase the power of indivi-
duals,

2. Explain in writIng the:eMergence of n,7,n=t with strong
Centr, 7overnment and give examples of me-hods Used to
increase national prestige.

3. Explain in Writing the _improtance of the ,theory of the
'divine right to rule.'

.
,

/

.Describe In writing the important wars used as political maneuvers
and their effect on the 'counties involved.':



j:,A;t....1:11.7,npp-.-1..rtni.t.:.es.:,:v:aliable doyernment
from 1000-5) F:nd'e...xpialn he .these'oppt.u.ni-.:ies Changed
and deel.:',pth.d,

ill, Re:-4,31'ed Readig Materi.ai-

t.1en :A ops pp 217p. 208- 2 I , 212-.214 228-229,,
44- 24 "7-: 258-262 324-2 30 336-360,.

1 1'3=" , 144; 468-17 180-193,:
. .1_,!=.-1-79-

The Human World fi:to-v. pp, 45 :, 86, 88-89, 95, 98-9,

in WIld liztnry. pp, 88-92,,

.12,1-.-aR:Jadn:; Fnr a dE;- understandUlg:of the
read aril of-the. ''owing references

and hand' in n.-i-,tes for extra credit,

Everyday Medteval pp,

'"L.`.` on.. -:':._
P:iedley61 Datonye. W, ,

Davis, j:,40 146 =158

Life in aMedle ial Cty, 3.'and F,, Ges, 199-210,

The Middle.Acrez; Horizon, pp, 94-119,

AgepfCourtsand Kplys% pe Er1anger

The Renassiance and Reformation:, 1300-1600, D. Weinstein.
.7----TaF:7-7617166J.I:1137-1:6T-;17T7TTT2137'2-PC,,--

Th1e Renaissance;' W, Durant, pp,,, 284--.23.7 428-440., 50-567, 6092.648,,

The :Age of Chivakry, A, Bryant

Death to the KIng,C1,. Alderman.

The Renaissance, -Horizon,. ppe 40-137.

EveydayLLife___11:zzanum. T, Rice pp. 29-565 84-105..

Life in the Rennaissance;.. M, 40-87

Ren'aissance Time Lite..; pp, 138-148.-----------

Age_of Faith. Time Life, pp, O = =20

The World Awakes, Pe :5:roc;ks and N, Walworth.

2 1



The 1%.-T:!

The,Age r Lis 0- Dunt,..

The Rena3ar4::e, Natf,'onai pp, 350-39.1, 89':90,

The

The

Oliver Crwe1 1 he ur-itan Revolution,.. M, Ashley,,

The Battle of the Scan1sU Ar"M3da,- Marx,,
.

The On,-..)Ind of E!;2..,,,Ibth, Rowse. 2p,., 261-359,

Lou'is Xlv, Y
, _

: !

El Ese-orial_ 3, :.;,-3i,.aner: ed, pp, .6.8-136,

The Rrl.nce, L. Il.chlavelii,

1.1

.

'Henry VZ1-1.and his

, .

V, Require-a-4,-.:1):_..,Lles,' Complete each o the -following
actiyities.us.:i.ng the reading material.

t: Answer he folowing quest-ions in writing in your own
words,

a,, Define ful,0,31ism and describe the:n,:lcessary relatio--
ships -involved,

Define\nationlism and explain its importance in the
emergcnc,... ni',mtdern Europe,

20 rhbose'2;ot the following

Lir plctures to illustrat the differences in the
daily. .aetivitles. cf medieval G-1.rgy, nobles, and
serfs' .

As a fuedal lord-; write a letter to another lord
criticizing rhe king's at_temOt to establish a strong cen-
tral government,

3,- Make a list of the -fo'llowing rulers identifying- them
-th their realm and summarizing their :major accompli,sh-
ments Chaf', v Philip 1,1. Henry. IV FA.,che,lieu, Louis XIV,
Peter the Great.,. Maria.Ther.esa Frederick William .

Frederick,the

,
Draw a map of El-rope showingthe 7natural frontiers"

Louis XIV wanted and the- actual -territorial results of his wars.

3
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Choo:,,L

i

1, T-17.:;rm .i., , .,-,,.-.) j.caz..gr. thau-:-; :-!nci diSnUdg-tbe
. --

folioIng ..-.1ues;:,1,:)ns, Nave cne prs,:11 tak rriC..4 S tp-nd.
In for cfedit:,:. Be sure.to include the\nal4es ofthe pii:'ople

/ 't

h,., da i..:-. thini: the P:lef4dent op the iI

,d . .,:s could t` '4: / j, as Louifs XIv 11-1 France,,

- c, )
a:d .,.11 st.-,:a tc2 :

.

.1....,,

LQJP4 tff.),le,-1;\.,:.ed-i.,r-tists, Writers,

WoUldr
United Start_es

3, ',Thy su.rilEican,t
n.i Carta: a#.e.ed\nq CO be above the law:

4, It that the Noly Roman Empire
was n.ief:nl-holy nor Roman.j. not .

0ou 7 ycl jreG. Egplaln

4, 2, Pfeun c play, 'Prelude Lo .F:-:e.edoM to theclasS.
=rrlo ;r "3 minor part:SI,

'3, Prepc and g !'J5 tr the class an oral report on .the
defeat of the _Si-Lans Armada, Give.details:on hOw the
Spanish fleet was defeated and discuss the sO.frqicance
of 'the Brltish .

you u-might draw a diagram on- the black-
board -to illustr5te Spain's defeat,

4 RepoLt to thc°e class on absol)Itism as it was practised
in France° Read Ensen and Fillei The Huma'n Adventure,
-Vol 1, 'A Day at the Cdurt of Louis XIV,' .an .any .other
sources you can fincL

ReadC"The Divine Right of Kings-V, the Natural Rights
of the pc!ople,World History The Clash' of Ideas pp. 22 :3l0
Using. the -cluest,lonS as a moans to guide .yodi thought write
an a essay on the subject,-

,

VI, Extra Act1.vitles8 For : -extra'activilies on this unit Oeasesee
the teacher,

4
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SCIENC7. AND. MEDICII.a: IN ANCIENT TIMES

I. PROs .r'1

Tne quantity and quality of knowledge in science and
medicine during ancient times would surprise you. If you
have studied geometry then you are acquainted with the
Pythagorean theorem which states that the square of the
hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the sum of the
sqvares of the other two sides. Ever hear the saying "That's
Greek to me!"? Greeks were not only adept in the study of
mathematics; they also were very familiar with principles
which form the basis of zoology, anatomy, and botany. One
Greek philosopter even formulated an atomic theory! The
father of medicine, Hippocrates, was a Greek and doctors
sail take the Hippocratic oath.

Egyptians and other ancient peoples also explored the
sciences. Egyptians practiced surgery and studied astronomy.
Much of what the Greeks knew came from Egypt.

Just how advanced was the knowledge of these ancient
peoples? Was the advanced knowledge limited to the area
surrounding the Mediterranean or did other peoples know a
(-1-ea` deal ahOut science and medicine? How much of what
WJ know today' can we thank the ancient people for?

That types of diseases were people most concerned
about in ancient times? How were they treated? What were
the important theories in other areas of science?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

When you finish this unit you will be able to:

1. Describe in writing the 2 major scientific and/or
medical advances each for at least 3 ancient civilizations:
Egypt, Greece and any other of your choice.

2. Explain in writing the significance of the findings
of ancient scientists for us today.

3. List 3 specific examples of findings or theories from
ancient times which are in use in some form today.

III. REQUIRED RLADING MATERIAL

Read each of the following references:

Men and Nations pp. 13-14, 29, 32, tO, 73-74, 115-117, 121, 144, 173-

The Human Adventure, Vol. I. pp. 6-10, 45-48, 55-57. 174



The Human Side of World history, p. 2,7,15,22-23

32 problems in World History, pp. 24

IV. Required Activities

Complete each of the following actiu.i.ties using the reading
material:

1. Questions: Answer each of the following questions in
writing in your own words.

1. What were the most important discoveries in
science in Egypt, Greece and Rome? Explain.

2. what important mathematical or,scientific
theories were formulated during ancient times
and are still in use in some form today?

2. Choose at least of the following activities:

1. Draw a mural in miniature illustrating the
scientific activities of the Egyptians. Your
mural should look authentic but need riot be
very large.

2. Read 4prehistoric Disease and Primitive Medicine"
which yeu can obtain from the teacher. Either
report to the class an the types of diseases
and cures used in ancient times or write a
short summary (3/4 page) of the article to turn
in.

3. Read a magazine article about present-day treat-
ment of a disease which existed in ancient times.
Write a paragraph describing the differences in
treatment. Turn in bibliographical information
on the article you read.

4. Draw a political cartoon illustrating any aspect
of science and/or medicine in ancient times.
Pick up a sheet on political cartoons from the
teacher before you begin.

3. Choose at least 1 of the following activities:

1. Interview a doctor or nurse about a disease which
existed in ancient times. You might find out
what current treatment for the disease is, what
preventive measures are taken to avoid the disease,
etc. Write up your interview in a 1 page paper
in-which you include your reactions to the infor-
mation, you obtain.

2
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2. .Write a research paper on th9 scientific and/or
medical advancementsmade by an on ancient culture
Include a. bibliography. (2-3 J

3. Give an oral report to the class on any aspect of
ancient science land medicine that has particularly'
interested. you.

4. Take Post Test.

V. Extra-Activities.

For extra activities please see the teacher.
\

6



IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL (SCIENCE AND MEDICINE IN ANCIENT TIMES)

For a deeper understanding of the material covered in
this unit, read any of the following references:

Life Under the'Pharoahs. L. Cottrell. pp. 30-31, 187,
193-7, 57-58

Temples, Tombs and Hieroglyphs. B. Mertz. pp. 68-75, 56-57,
100-103.

Everday Life in.Ancient Egypt. J.M. White. pp. 179-80, 139-142

Ancient Britons. M. M. Howard. pp. 55-57.

The Legacy af Greece. R. W. Livingstone. pp. 97-248.

Everday Life in Ancient Greece. C.E. Robinson. pp. 140, 150,
74, 144, 98-100.

A Day in Old Athens. Davis. pp. 77 -83.

A Day in Old Rome. W.S. Davis. pp. 160-168.

Everday Life in Ancient Rome. F.R. Cowell. pp. 47-48. 89-90,
, 189 .

Everday Life In Anglo-Saxon Times. M & CHB Quennell. pp. 151
202, 25, 67

Land of the Two Rivers. L. Cotrell. pp. 68-71-72,
82, 31-32. 43-46, 75,.77, 82-84

Ancient America ime -Life. pp. 25, 42, 49, 126, 70-71, 99,
90, 145-6, 163-164, 76, 94.

Red Land, Black Land. B. Mertz. pp. 195-219, 303-326.

The Greeks: A Great Adventure. I. Asimor. pp. 67, 185-187,
-----617617717=269, 277-279, 136, 61-2, 135-136.

Classical Greece.. Time-Life. pp. 11, 15-17, 32, 102-104,
-----11175$ -59, 140-3.

Imperial Rome. Time-Life. pp; 152-3, 109, 68, 141, 143

Ancient Egypt. Time-Life. pp. 12, 141, 145-148, 162, 31, 34

Ancient China. Time-Life. pp. 19, 125-130, 170, 102, 172,
62-63.

'Ancient EgyEt. J.E.M. White, pp. 89, 104-106, 94-95, 136-
138, 142

4



When Egypt Ruled the East. G. Steindorff. pp. 8,'127-131,

352-3457--

The Origins of Scieae. G. Schwartz. pp. 18-24, 125-193.

The_Cradle of Civilization. Time-Life. pp. 159, 124-126, 135

5



Science.and Medicine in Ancient Times

REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Exploring World History - pp. 11, 12, 78-79, 103

The Human Adventure, vol. I. pp. 6-10, 45-48, 55-57

The Human Side of World History pp 2,7, 15, 22-23

32 Problems in World History. p. 24.
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The following material has been deleted: Prehistoric Disease and Primitive Medicine
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HISTORY OF SCIE:iCE Ail) MEDIC ME 7 1000-1700

I. PROBLE;.I

.Anclect cultures hada surprising knowledge' of science
and medic...,.ne, Egyptians evendpracticed'a form of brain sur-
gery. But what happened to scientific knowledge once the
Barbarians pillaged Rome ?. .What.happeriedto scientific know-
ledge when there -7ere.no civilizations capable ofcarrying-
on research ihte and preServatacn of meddcal "secrets?

Actuallynot all was lost during the Middle Ages And
after the reawakehing of Interest- ft_classical learning duting
the Renaissance and the contact w1th civilizations of the Near
East during the CrlisadeS, there we re many ydiseoveries Made
which were iipportantto medir'nc::What were these discovery ies?-
What effect did they ;have on the practiCe: of medicine?

What disease's were, prevalent -during this period. of time?
What cures were part- of-',.accepted medical practice?: What was
the Life cjvc:Fancy? What 'Were,the'major killers of people
during tit,Me?. Are theteanY-diseaset from ,this period
Which are'SJ ma]bt problemS today? What" medical 'practices
used during the Mddie-Ages'and Renaissance are still in use
today?

What were the major-theories in science and mathematics?
Dow were they influenced by 'other Ideas popular during this
period?

SPEC,,TIc OBJECTIVES.

When you finish this unit, you ableto:

1. Identify in writing the major_ medical praCtiCes and cures
of the fiddle .Ages and Renaissance.

Describe in writing the major diseases of the Middle Ages
and Renaissahce,

3, 'Describe in.writing.the preservation of medical khOwledge
during the Middle Ages and discoveries in science which
occurred during the Renaissance.

4. Identify in writing which occupation's dur)frt_g the Middle
Ages. and Renaissance were related to science and medicine,

5. Express an appreciation for'the efforts of science to.
save lives and make medical advancements during the Middle
Ages and Renaissance,

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

1, The Human Adventure vol, pp,-y1447-148, 1637).66, 19'3-'-196.



2-, The Humap Side of World History. pp. 50, 57-58, 64-66,

3. The Tterial In the Study Guide.

4
Men and Nations p. 233, .272,300-304

1

5, Mankind. pp. 80-92.
1

V. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES

Complete each of the following activities, using floe reading
material: g

\

1. Answer the following questiong in writing.

. Describe medical practices and diseases during.
the Middle AgeS.

List 3 otcupations related to medical science
during the Middle Ages and Renaissance.

What was the plague? How did it affect Europe?

What major scientific theories were developed
between 1000 and 1700?

2. Choose2 of the f llowing activities:

I. APrepare_an'tral report on one of the following
topicsto present to the class.

a. DiSeases of the Middle Age's arid Renaissance
and their ckres.

b."Thedistovery- Of the tirculation of the blood.
C. William Harvey
d- The role of the Church in the:preservation

of scientific knowledge during the Middle
Ages.' r.

e, Copernicus
f. Galileo

2, Prepare an attractive brochure of medical instru-
ments and drugs as if you-wereadvertising them
for sale during the Middle Ages and/or Renaissance.
Warning: information on this topic is hard to
find!-

3.- Write-a well-Organizedi well-written paper on the
medical research of Leonardo:da'Vinci. -Include- a
bibliography in th-cor,-ect corm -heather
if you do not know what the form is for a biblio-
graphy.) .3 -4 pages



4 Read The Journal of the Plague Year by Daniel
,Defoe.or The Day of St, Anthony's Fire by Fuller'
and fill out a critique form-.

Sr Write a newspaper article-covering the reaction
to Galileo's..work Researich the topic first.

/

3, choose one,of the fdlicwing-activities.

1. Read,a current. ma4azinerticle on one disease,
common in the Middle'Agds-and Renaissance.(i.d,
what itsstatus is today) -7 Check the Reader's
Guide tOPeriodical:Literature'for suggestionF.
Write-a.paper comparing What you read in the
article with what,you:read about the disease
from the reading material required. in this unit.

2. Drawa political cartoon concerning the role of
the Church in th= preServation of medical'know-
ledge during the Middle Ages.

. Put on the play ".The Little Beasties" with 3
other people in the class. Props and costumes
are welcome. Present the'play to your class.

Write an essay on the importance of the work of
Copernicus and Galileo. Use specific examples
(1-2 pages) .

4. Take the Post-Test,

VI. EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Please see the teacher for extra activities for this unit.
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IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL -- MEDICINE 1000-1700

For a deeper understanding of the material in this unit, read
any of the following references and hand in notes for extra
credit.

The Development of Modern Science, G. Schwartz, P. Bishop
pp. 515-548, 575-599, 713-716

London in Plague and Fire, 1665-1666. R. Bartel.

The Origins of Science. G. SchwaA. 18-60, 194-416.

The Plague in Shakespeare's London F.P. Wilson.

Six Wings. A. Sarton

Life on a Medieval Barony. W.S. Davis. pp. 277-285, 337-8

Everday Life in Medieval Times.' M. Rowling. pp. 175, 211, 141

Life in a Medieval City. J. and F. Giles. pp. 109-119, 161-163

Henry VIII and His Court. N. Williams, pp. 108, 156, 246, 249.

The Middle Ages. Horizon. pp. 379-382, 373, 328.

Life in the Middle Ages. J. Williams. pp. 139-145.

The World Awakes. P. Brooks.' pp. 145-148.

Life in the Renaissance. M. Gail. PP. 100-108, 55-56

Age of Kings. Time-Life. pp. 107-115.

Renaissance. Time-Life. p. 91, 20, 123-124, 136-137

The Renaissance. Horizon. pp. 342, 378, 47, 102, 142, 172,
181-2, 340-2, 120-121, 188, 328, 339.

ExuaLlittjajteulatue. -T. Rice. pp. 32, 153, 204.

Famous Men of Science, S- Bolton, pp, 1-47.

attax_211m1111 W E Lunt, pp, 156-157,

En fish Social Hilton G. Trevelyan, pp, 65, 119, 8-9r 63,
i 7g 8-90, 256-259.,

The_Universe of Galileo and Newton, Horizon,

The Renaissance, W Durrant, ppc, 530-537,

William Harvey R B4 Marcus,

Health and Disease, Dubos, R. pp, 31-3, 36-37,: Life Simpson. pp. 312 -
17



HISTORY OF SCIENCE ALD tIEDICINE 1000-1700

REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Exploring World history - pp. 130, 147 (sanitation), 184-

J185, 194-196

The Human Adventure, vol. :. pp. 147-148, 163-166, 193-196.

The Human Side ot' World Hist.dry pp. 50, 57-58, 64-66, 82-83,

91, 94.

Mankind pp. 80-92

go.



The followingfollowing material has been deleted: Lord Mayor and Aldermen of London

4



The following material has been deleted: Cones* of Physicians



The following material has been deleted: Black Death and the Maturing OfMan

Yellow Fever

From Chains to Moral Treatment

"A Disease Cald Milksick"

By Dr. Dan Snively and Jan Thuerbach

The Great Plague of 1913

By Irwin Ross

The Scourge of Typhoid

By Dr, Gordon W, Jones
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BUSINESS : ;:o IiWUS'iRY--1750-.1900

i. PROBLEM The invention of machines and the development
of tErnaTory system paved the way for full scale dev,lop-
ment of business and industry. Demand for goods steadily
increased and new methods of producing desired goods were
developed. The Industrial Revolution changed people's lives
almost immeasurably. People began to go to work rather than
have thcirwork brought to -them as in the domestic system.
Cities grew too fast and problems developed as the gap widened
between the managerial clail and thd.working class. Slums

, appeared and working conditions were terrible, though when com-
pared to the worker's former homes, they were not that bad.
The capitalieth were interested in large profits and low costs
so it was a long time before the conditions were improved very
much. Many writers attacked the unhealthy practices such as
child labor (many children were tied to their posts and beaten
if they fell asleep). Finally some laws were passed but it
wasn't until the development of labor unions that much was
accomplished in reformiffg factory and working conditions

Businessmen were able to amass large fortunes through
industries and the related trade. Monopolies became common-
place until finally government began taking a more active part
in the regulation of business.

What industries developed after 1750? What were working
and living conditions like in the fast growing cities? What laws
were passed in an attempt at reform? What forms of business
organization were developed as a result of industrial growth?

d What effect did monopolies have on the small businessman?
What areas of life were affected by industrial and business
growth? Which countries took the lead in industrial and business
expansion? What role did the government of various countries
play in the development of business and industry? What philo-
sophical ideas were developed about the relationship of man and
society as a result of the Industrial Revolution? What effect
did the development of industry and business have on the economy
of variousecountries?

I

II. Specific Objectives. When you finish this unit, you will
be able to:

1. Explain in writing the areas in which industry and business
developed from 1750-1900.

2. Explain in writing the effects both good and bad which the
developments in industry and business have had on man ±including
economy, standard of living, working conditions, etc.;

I. Explain in writing the forms of business which developed as
a result of the industrial growth and what part government
played in their regulation.
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4. Explain in writing the reform movements of the s in
relation to working conditions.

5. List in writing which countries led in industr,i1 growth
in the 1800's.

III. Required reading material Read each of the following
references.

Men and Nations. pp, 439-453, 632-639, 644-64C

C

The Human Adventure, vol. 2, pp- 2-25.

The Human Side of World Histprz. pp, 105, 127-8

The Human Side of American Histor pp- 77, 81 85, 103-105
/

IV. Extra Reading Material, For a deeper understahq]ng of the
material in this unit, read any one of the following references

Any of the Williamsburg Series on Colonial occupations

Bankers and CattleMen. G. Gressley,

Industrial Revolution and Nationalism, W. Lindquist

Age of Progress. Time-Life,

The Confident Years. American Heritage, pp. 161-186, 225-240

No More Than Five in a Bed, S. Dallas,

Company Town,.

History_of England. vol, III, G,M Trevelyan pp 132-206

England. Horizon. pp, 154-197

The Rig Four. 0. Lewis,

The Robber Barons. it. Josephson.

Captains of Industry. American BoLitage,

The Communist Manifestc, K. Marx.

Industrial Genius. S Slater,

Silver Kings. 0. Lewis.
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Bonanza Inn. O. Lewis

V. Required Activities. Using the reading material complete
each of the following activities.

' 1. Answer the following questions in writing in your own Words.

1. List 5 Areas of life in whichindustry and business
developed from 1750-1900.

2. Identify the following briefly

laissez faire Dickens
Corn Laws . . Mill
strike . collective bargaining
Sherman Anti-Trust'Act monopoly

.

3. What nations were most industrialized 915, the 1900's
Which areas lagged behind?

. /

2. Choose 2 of the following activities.

1. Write an editorial for a newspaper in,which you
eithei defend or attack completely free enterprise°

2. Write a short essay on the nature of big business
indluding a discussion of some of its o,tstanding
features. ,

3.; Draw a, political cartoon showing some of the problems
of the-cities of the 18,00s° If you are not,lamiliar
with what a political uartoon-is, please get a sheet
on political cartoons from the teacher.

4. Write an editorial in .favor of reform in, working con-
ditions for the London Times.:

5. Write a letter to a friend about forming a corporation.
.Be sure to discuss the advantages of a corporation°

3. Choose 1 of,the following ,activities.

1. Form a grciup no larger than 3 students. Discuss the
following questions° Have on person take notes.
for the entire group.

How did the assembly line.change working conditions?
Do you think mass production necessarily'leads to
boredomor'a lack of creativity? Would such fac-
tors influence your decision to. become an. assembly-
line worker in a large factory? Justify your
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position.

2. In. some countries, like the United Sta*e..-., natural
monopolies are run by huge private corporations
under government control, in many ot]ic countries
they are operated by the government itself.

2 Explain which system you prefer and why

3. Today there are still many underdeveloped nations
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, Why do you
think they are trying hard to become industrialized?

4. What prOvIsins do you think child labor laws should
have oday?

5. It has been claimed that the Industrial Revolution
created a new man--the industrial worker, or
proletarian, In what respects is tnis claim valid?

2. Read the selection "Who Should Control Big Business"
World History: The Clash of Ideas. pp, 55-b7
Form a group no larger than 1 people and discuss the
questions at the end of the selection Have one person
take notes for the entire group-

3. Read the selection "Two Views on Work" World History:
The Clash of Ideas. pp.. 32-42. Form a group no larger
than 3 people and discuss the questions at the end of the
selection. Have one person take notes for the entire
group.

4. Read the selection "The Communist Manifesto as a Pro-
duct of its Time" 32 Problems in World Histor pp,
155-162. Form a group no arger than peop e and discuss
the questions at the beginning of the selection (skip
the last part of question #3) Have one person take
notes for the entire group,

5. Give an oral report to the class on the fortunes of
big businessmen of the late 1800's in America. As
a part of your report, show the filmstrip "An Age of
Gilded Opulence".

VI. Extra Activities. Please see the teacher for suggestions
of extra activities, or do any of the following,

1. Watch the filmstrips which follow and take notes to be
handed in.

"Money at Work in the Steel Industry"
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"Competition and Research in the Steel Industry"
"The Industrial Revolution in America"
"The Romantic Decades"

2. Read any novel about conditions in tndustLies.and
either write a paprn. on working conditions using
examples from the -ook or give an oral report to the
class on the book-

Sister Carrie, T- Dreiser
How Green Was M Valle . Llewellyn
The Octopus, . rorris,
T e Jungle. U. . inclair
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POLITICAL REVOLUTIONARIES pays. 1

1. PROBLEM. The ideas which grew during the 1600's and 1700's
in EngITETind France were to have a vast effect on the world.
Although they caused a peaceful change in the government in
England, France was not that lucky. The revolution which
occurred in France in 1789 was so bleedy that thousand of
people were executed. The American Revolution in the previous
decade had been a violint one also. In France it took more
than a century to establish a stable government.

Who were the men who actively challened the establishment?
hich ideas, previously developed, influenced them most? What
methods did they use to achieve their goals? What walks of life
did Liley come from? What actions did they take once they became
the establishment.? Did revolutionaries of one country inspire
or otherwise affect revolutionaries in other countries? How
are the desires and goals of today's political revolutionaries
different from those of the 18th and 19th centuries? How did
the goals of revolutionaries change within this period of time?

II. Specific objectives. When you complete this unit you
will be able to:

1. Identify in writing major revolutionary figures of the
18th and 19th centuries.

2. Identify in writing the conditions which drove these
major revolutionary figures during the 18th and 19th
centuries to action.

3. Explain in writing the changes these revolutionary figures
wanted to make and what they were able to accomplish.

4. Explain in writing how the ideas and motives of revolution-
arieschanged over the 3 centuries in question (17th, 18th and
19th) and how these ideas and motives are similar to or differ-
ent from those of revolutionaries today.

5. Describe in writing the personalities and backgrounds
(including occupations) of major revolutionaries figures of
the 18th and 19th centuries and compare them withthe
personalities and backgrounds of revolutionar/ figures today.

1
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III- Required. Reading Material.

1. Men and Natihs. pp. 391-397, 399, 401-413, 421, .

433-437, 453-45'6, 462-466, 476, 483, 505-506.

2. Human Side of American History.. pp. 37-38, 39-41, 42-43
47-48.

3. Human Adventure, Vol. I. .p 208-210, 217-229,
Vol. II. pp. 8-1 ,

4, Human Side of World' History. pp 110, 114-115

5,. 32 Problems in World HistorY.. pp. 155` -162

CI

IV. Extra Reading Material. .Por a deeper understanding of-the"
material in this unit, read any of the following references -'or
any hook on the American or French Revolution even if not-listed.

'The Anatomy of a Revolution-. C: Brinton

The French Revolution, R. Sobel

Revolutionaries in the Making. C. Sydnor

The French Revolution, G. Pernond + S. Haissier

-The Era Of the French Revolution. L. Gershoz

Robespierre. G. Rude

The Quiet Rebels. P. Sterling +AI. nrau

Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. C. Alderman.

Turncoats, Traitors and Heroes. Bakeless.'

Paris in the.Terror. S. LoOmis

The Communist Manifesto. K. Marx.

Karl Marx. Mehring

'larx and the Marxists. S. Hook pp. 11 -75

Rebels and Redcoats. -.G. Sheer + H. Rankin pp. 15-30, 42-54.

Book of the Revolution. American Heri.tacie pp. 11-97.

-)atrick Henry. M, Tyler

Samuel Adam .6. C. Alderman



Spy for Liberty. Ruskin

Famous Latin American Liberators. B. aileK

Zapataand the Mexican Revolution, J. Womack

The American Revolution. G. Billias

V. Required ActiVities. Complete each of the following activities
using the reading material..

1. Questions. Using the. reading material-answer each of the following
questions in writing in your own words.

1. Lists,3 revolutionary figures for each of the following: The
French.RevolutiOn, the American Revolution andrevolutions
in:Latin America.

2. Who was Karl MarX and why would he be considered a revolut-'
ionary figure?.

3. For eaclf-of the following list 2 causes'which prompted men to
resort to revolutionary ideas and/or actions.

The French Revolution
The American Revolution
Revolutions. in Latin America
The Industrial Revolution

2. Cho6se 2 of the following activities.

1. Read "A Comparison ofthe American and French Revolutions":
In 32 Problems in Morld History, 10'. 129. Using the information
in the article write an essay on the differences and similari-
ties between the French andAmerican Revolutions.

2. Write an essay on the following topic: '-'he American'Partiots
constituted only about a.third of'the -population in the colonies,
yet their revolution succeeded. In other countries, cven
smaller groups

such
staged successful revolutions. How do.you

account for such success.by small minorities ?.

3. Form a group no larger than 3 and discuss the following quest-
ions. 'One person should. take notes. to hand in:

1. During.the early days of the French Revolution parish
preasts generally supported the common people while the
higherclergy generally supported -the. nobles. How do you
explain this fact "?

2. The. French Revolution came suddenly and violently. by
what means could Louis.XVI have fore-stalled it?

3. Why did Spain try to keep the ideas of the Enlightenment,
the American Revolution, and. the French Revolution from
spreading the Latin America? Are there countries/in the



conteriporary world that try t pre':ent the free flow of
ideas? Do you think they can succeed? Why?

4. Do you think that the reasons for colonial resentment and
eventual revolution were mainly economic rather than polit-
ical? Can you give examples of present day situations where
economic factors influence the course of events?

5. Karl Marx predicted that capitalist societies would be
faced with inevitable revolutions. For what ieasons has this
not happened in the United States?

4, Draw a political cartoon showing an issue in the French Revolution.
Get a sheet on political cartoons from the teacher before you begin.

Draw a political cartoon showing an issue in the American Revolution.
Get a sheet on political cartoons from the teacher before you begin.

6. Do a time line of the period between 1760 and 1815. Before you
begin get a sheet on time lines from the teacher.

3. Choose one of the following-activities.

1. Write an editorial for American Colonial newspaper stating either
a loyalist or Patriot position.

2. As a citizen of the United States, write a letter to a pro-revolu-
tionary friend in Latin American at the time of the revolts there,
giving him encouragement.

3. Write a shourt play showing a scene that might have taken place in
the French Revoluton. 250 pts.

4. Diary of a person during the Reign of Terror. Write an account
such as that which might have been found in a diary of someone
living during the Reign of Terror in Franc. - -1 -2 pages.

5. Watch the filmstrip on Eighteen Century France. ?lake up 10
questions which bring out the important points in the filmstrip.

6. Read a magazine article on any revolutionary figure covered, in
the reading, Write an abstract. Hand in bibliographical informa-
tion too.

7. Read 2 magazine articles or another approved source about any
revolutionary figure in the past 20 years such as Fidel Castro,
Che Guevaca, Angela Davis, Cesar Chavez, Eldridge Cleaver, Abby
Hoffman or any Black Panther, etc. and write an essay comparing the
backgrounds and ideas of the present revolutionary figures with
those of ones covered in this unit. In your paper cover the
questions: Do the ideas of past revolutionary figures seem radical
to you now?

4
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POLITICAL REVOLUTInNS:

I. PROBLEM. The period between 1900 and 1930 was an important
one for political revolutions. It was durinq this time that
Russia threw off the rule of the czar and a man succeeded in
applying the ideas or an earlier political revolutionary, Karl
Marx, to a situation entirely different from the one Marx.
believed would cause a revolution. Instead, Lenin modified
Marxism and successfully carried out a revolution by the elite
(that is, y a very few number of people) . It was this adapta-
tion of Maix's ideas which eventually became Communism as we
know it today.

What conditions existed in Russia which promoted the use
of revolutionary tactics? Why had a previous revolution in
1905 tailed? What kind of a man was Lenin? Who were his followers?-
InIthatleys did he alter Marx's ideas? Who were the Bolsheviks?
After thepower was taken by tiie Communists, what kind of life
did they preach fpr the people of Russia and the world? Was
their intent to :follow the ideas of Karl Marx or did they
continue to alter his proposals? And finally, did the Communists
practice what they preached? -- and do they today follow their
own ideals in practice?

A revolpti6n was alsp carried out inQiina between 1900 and
1930, The Manchu dynasty was too slow in making reforms and
revolutionary leaders succeeded in forcing them to give up
their rule. Important in this movement was Dr. Sun Yat-Sen.

what conditions \were the people struggling against in China?
What type of 9overnment did they want? Was this revolution one
by the masses or an elite as in Russia?' What effect did the suc-
cess of the reVolution have on China?

Mexico also underwent a revolution between 1910 and 1920. What
were its causes? ResOltV Heroes? How did it affect the United
States?

II. Specific Objectives. When you finish this unit, you will
be able to: i,

i

.1

1. Explain 141
! writing the conditions in Russia which encouraged

revolutionarilfis to act.
I

2. Explain in writing what the causes and effects of the Russian
ReVolution of 1905/were.

1'

3. Explain in writing who N. Lenin was and why he was important,

4. Explain inwriting how Lenin altered the ideas of Marx and why.

5. Explain .111 writing the successes of the Russian Revolution
and the effectit has had on Russia aid the world.

6. Explain in'writing the causes and effects of the revolution
in China.

7. Explain in writing the causes and effects of the revolution
in Mexico.
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ill. Required Reading. Fead each of the following references.
You may be quizzed orally onyour reading assignments.

'1. !,Ten arid Nations. pp. 5'05-506, 682-691, 564-565,

The Human Adventure, vol.. 2, Lip. 1237188. 88-89,

3. South bv Southwest, pp, 51-,7D,

4, The material in, the Study Guade,

IV. Extra Yeading:Miterial- For a deeper understanding of the
material In this unit, read any of the following references.

PeaCe pz. Revolution. Tannenbaum,

Ten Da Ks that Shook the World, Reed

Soviet Marxism. H. Marcuse.

The Life of Lenin. L. Fischer,-

The Life and Death of Lenin, R. Payne.

The Russian Revolution_ L. TrOtsky,

Why Lenin? Why Stalin? T. on Laue,

Lenin and Trotsky. CBS News.

Red October..

The Rusian Revolution. OBS. Legacy.

Russia-in Revolution, Horizon.

.The Russian Revolution, Lecar,.

The Russian Revolution, A. :Ioorehead,

Ten Days in November. I. Werstein,

A History of Russia, Horizon, pp. 268-363,
Cinl

Russia. W. iibberton, pp. 140-186,

Russia,- R. Daniels. pp, 56-105,

Russia: Selected Readings. H, Kublin. pp, 152-195

The Man Who Chanced China, P. Buck.
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°Stilweli.and the American Experience in China: B. Tachman,-'
pp. 25-41.

The Mexican Revolution. R. '!;.1.1rk,,,*

Zapata and the Meican Revolution, j. Uomack.

V. \Required Activities. Osin; the reading material complete
each .of the following actiollties,

1. Questions; answer each of-the following questions in Writing
inpur own wotds.

1, Why did the RuSsian evolutionary movement of 1905 fail'?

2 flow did cond.itionsinlbssia in 1,921 co
theory?

, Bow did Lenin modify Marxism

Who.was Sun YeitSen and why was he important"?

Who was Pancho 'Vii t& and why was he important?

tradict Marxist

2. Choose 2 of the following activities,

1. Write a letter'to Czar Nitholas explaining 'why_ you
think it is a mistake to return to oppressive measures
after issuing the October Manifesto..

2. Write a essay-onthe.following'topic: Lenin won the
support of the Russian masses with his slogan, . "Land,.
Peace, and Bread,!!. .What does this say about the condi-
tions in Russia in1917? .Do you think Lenin would have
gained more supporters if he-had promised political
freedom to the Russian. people?

3. Read 2 magazine articles relating td the Russian
Revolution. Turninebstracts and bibliographical: in-
formation on each,--.

Drain a series of-political cartoons on the Russian,
Revolutioncovering aspects such as-Causes, effects,
leaders;- world sentiment, etc.

5 Draw a. political cartoon illustrating the differeaCe'-
between Pancho Villa and E., Zapata,
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3'; Choose 1 of the foliowjAg a: rive ties.

1,. Read a biographof Lenin and. give an oral report to
your group.

2. Read The God' That Failed and write a paper explaining
how the'changes in communism by, Lenin and Stalin
played d-a pa'rt-in the lisillusionment of the contribu-
t<-)rs who wrote this Cook with communism.

3, Read; AniMalFarm by G. Orwell and and write a paper
explaining. tice s'atire on reVoiutienand Communism_
Use==specTIC examples .from the. book and from your
req131-red,xpadincr.

4, -Present the play Seeds of. Revolution to the class.-
.Props and costumes are welcome,

Organize a debate Li' people) on the subject of the
benefits- Versus the disadvantages of Lenin's, success

_in Russia. esearch your topic well so yourdebate,.
will be factual andinioemative-

G. Write and present to the class I people) a You Are
There segmenton the Bolshevik Revolution on November 17,
Tgr77.

Read a book on the Mexican Revolution. a
criticlue form.

"C-1., Extra Activities For ,suggestions tor' extra activities
or' books, Tlease see the teacher.

The Farther Shores Of , Thayer_
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WORLD HISTORY -- 1750 -1B50

I. ,PROBLEg. The ideas which grew during the 1600's and 1700's
in England and France were to have a vast effect on the world.
-NithoUgh.they caused a peaceful change in the government in
ffngland, France was not that lucky. The revolution which
occurred in France in 1789 was so bloody' that thousands'of
people were executed. The American Revolution in the previous
decade had been 'a violent one algo- In France it took more
than a century to establish a stable government.

Who w,_ie the men who actively challenged the establishment?
Which ideas, previously developed, -influenced them most? What
methods did they use to achieve their goals? What walks of .

life did they come from? What actions did they take once they
became the-establishment? 'Did.revolutionaries of-one country
inspire or otherwise affect the-revolutionaries in other Countries?
HOW are the desires and goal_ of today's political revolutionaries
different from those of the 18th and 19th centuries? How did the.
goals of revolutionaries change within this period of time?

II. Specific Objectives. ,When you complete this unit, you will
be able to:

1.. Identify in writing major revolutionary figures of the 18th
.and 19th centuries.

2. Identify in writing the conditions which drove these major
revolutionary figures during the 18th and 19th centuries to
action.

3. Explain in writing the changes these revolutionary figures
wanted to make and what they were able to'accomplish.

4, Explain in writing how the ideas and motives of revolution-
aries changed over the 2 centuris in question (18th and 19th)
and how these ideas and motives are similar to or different
from those of revolutionaries today,

5. Describe in writing the personalities and backgrounds
(including occupations) of major revolutionaries of'the 18th and
19th centuries and compare them with the personalities and
backgrounds of revblutionary figures today.

6. Explain in writing how the Industrial Revolution affected
life and social changes during this time.

7. Explain in writing why Napoleon was important to,France.
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III. -eguired ReadingfMat
references:

page 2

arial. -ead/each of the following

1. Men and, Nations. /pp. $47457./

2. The Human SidP/f Amer can History. pp. 33-118 (Any 10 pages)

3. _he 111.-cian Side of Wpr14. IiiStory. pp. 106-131.

4. The HI man AO.venture, volume I. pp. 208-236.

istory. pp. 109-114. ,

!
5. 742 Problems in WorJ.c .11

IV. Extra Readinc:! Material.: For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, fea_i ,lay of the /following references
or any book on the.AMerican or French Revolution even if not
listed,.

The Anatomy-of a Revolution.. C. Brinton.

The French 'Revolution. R.9obel.

American Revolutionaries jL the Making. C. Sydnor.

The French Revolution. G.

The Era of. the French- Revo

Pernoud and-S. .,aissier.

lution. Gershoy.

Robespierre. .G. -ude.

The Quiet Rebels. P. Sterling and M. :rau.

Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. C. Alderman.

Turhcoats, Traitors and Heroes. .,a.keless.

Paris in the Terror. S. -oomis.

The Communist Manifesto. Marx.

Karl Marx. Mehring.

Marx and the Marxists. S. ook. pp. 11-75.

Rebels and Redcoats. G. Sheer and 11. Rankin, ; pp.. 15-30, 42-54.

. Book of the Revolution. American Heritage. pp. 11-97.

Patrick henry. M. Tyler.

Samuel Adams. C. Alderman.

Spy for Liberty. A. Ruskin.
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Famous Latin American Liberator Bailey.,

Zapata and the Mexican Revolution. Womack.

The American Revolution.

Americ-:ans: The Colonial Experience. D. Boorstien.

The Frenc and Indian War. D,B. Chidsey.

The Great Separation, D.B. Chidsey.

The Musket and the Cross. W.D. Edmonds.

A A.i.story of. Colonial Amerie . -Chitwoqd.

'Medicine in the American Colonies. Beck.

Law and Authority Colonial. America. Billias.

The First Frontier t Miller:

Sara Adams: Pionee .,4-1 Propaganda. .Niller;

The Infamous Boston MasSacre. Smith.

The Golden Age of Colonial Culture. :Wertenbaker.

The Men Who Made the Nation. J.D. Passos-

The War of 1812. Lawson.

A Tour on the Prairies. Irving.

The Life and Times of Napoleon. Curtis

V. Required Activities. CompleteJeach Of,the following acti-
vities using the reading material.

c.

1. Questions. Using the reading material an-swer each ofthe.
following questions in writing in your own words,

1.--List 3 revolutionary figureS for eachof- the following:
The French Revolution, tHe American Revolution-I the

- Latin. American Revolutions.

2, :or each of the followingliSt'2 causes whiCh prompted-
men to resort to revolution,ary ideas and /or actions.
The French Revolution ,''the American Revolution,. the
Industrial RevOlution, the fqtin American Revolutions-
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What Social classes becate more important as a result
of the Industrial Revolution?

4. What ideas were spread by Nap'oleon's invasions ?.

2. Choose at least / of the following activities.

1. aJ.:1 "A ComparisOn of -the American and French Revolutions."
32 Problems in World History, 129. Using the in7

fL,,..mation in the article write an essay on the differences
and similarities between the'French-and American Revolu-
tions.

2, Write an essay on the following topic: The American
Patriots constituted only about a third of the popu-
lation in the colonids, yet their revolution succeeded.
In other countries, even smaller groups have staged
successful revolutions. How.do you account for such
success by small minorities?.

3. Form a group .no- larger than 3 and discuss the following.
questions. One person should take notes to hand in.

1, --During the early days of the French Revolution
parish priests generally supported the common people
while the higher clergy generally supported the
nobels. How. do you explain-this fact? .

2. . .The French Revolution came Suddenly and violently,
By what means could..Louis XVI have fore-stalled it?

. Why did Spain try to keep, the ideas of the Enlight-
enment, the American Revolution, 'and the French
'Revolution from spreading to Latin. America? Area
there countries in the :cOntemporary world that try to

',prevent the free flow of ideas? pb you think
they can succeed? Why ?.

4. ,Do you think, that the reasons.for.colonial resent-
, ment and eventual 'revolution were mainly economic
rather than political? Can you give -examPles,of
present day situations where economic factors in-
fluence.the course of events?

4. Draw a political cartoon showing an issue in the French
Revolution. 'Get a sheet on' political cartoons from the
teacher. before you'begin.

5. Draw a political cartoon showing an issue in the,American
Revolution. Get a sheet on political cartoons from the
teacher before you begin.

6 Do a time line of the - .period between 1760 and 1815. Before'
you begin get a sheet on time lines from the teacher.
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3. Choose at least one of the following activities.

1. Write an editorial. for American Colonial newspaper stating
either a Loyalist or Patriot position.

2, a citizen of the United States, write a letter to
:y.r.'o7revoluonary friend in Latin America at the time

oF: the revolutions there, giving him encouragement.-

3. a:'shOrt play showing a scene that might have taken
place in the French 'Revolution.

4. Diary of a person during the Reign of Terror: Write
an account. such as that which might have been. fpund._
in a diary of someon living 'during the Reign of Terror.
in France. 1-2 pp.

r

5. 'Watch the-fiimstrip on Eithteenth Century France.. Make
up 10 questions which bring out the important points In
the filmstrip.

6 Find 1 magazine artidle on France during the time of
Napoleon. Write a summary of the article and turn in
bibliographical information.

.. Make a list of the permanent effects of the.French
Revolution and the Napoleonic:era.

VI. Extza.Activities. For suggestions for extra activities,
please see the teacher,

Tale of Two Cities. C. Dickens.
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A HISTORY OF -WITCHCRAFT

I. PROBLEM, 'Witchcraft" is a word that .inspires feelinas of
awe or ridicule or fear in people:. In recent 'years much interest
has been revived in:witchcraft. It-haseven been practiced as
a religion in'the past and present,. Just what is witchcraft?
What hiStorical importance has witchcraft held? What'references
appear the Middle Aaes and Renaissance especially? Joan of
Arc was burned.atthe stake as ,a witch and heretic, Why did people
fear witchcraft so much that innocent people were accused of it?
"The Salem Witch Trials are a black moment in our own colonial
history?

What other influence has witchcraft had on our- heritage?
Halloween is a celebtaLion associated with witchcraft. Alchemy,
a medieval science, Was also tied to the occult powers'. And it
wasn't until this century that the last laws concerning witchcraft
were wiped from the books,

II, Specific Objectives, When you finish this unit, you will
be able to

1, Explain In writina the place witchcraft has held inthe
histOry,of man with-and emphasis in the period from 1000-'1700,

20 Explain in writing reactions aaainst witchcraft throughoUt
history,

III... Required Readinc Material° Read't e materiallprovidethin
this\stUdy-guidec.

Human Side of World H)story. p, 52

"The Devil in Salem', Am, Hist, Illustrated°. 12/710 po 4=99
44-48

IV° Extra Readina --Iaterial. Read any Of the following references
and hand in notes for extra credit

Folklore in the English and Scottist Ballads, L, Wimberly.
55 2032224°

A Cauldron of Witches. Alderman.
/

Folktales of England, K,, Briaas and .R° Tongue° pp, 50-1,

Witchcraft and Black Maaic. P. Hamming
---------

Navajo Witchcraft-,



The Truth About Witchcraf

A History of Maaic, 3,A, R------------------

Holyer

The Dark World of Witches:, Maple

The Complete Book of Witchcraft, R. Ahmed

The Devil in Massachusetts,: M_C, Starkey

,The Devils Shaaow, C, Alderman

Witchcraft, P, Huahes

Witchcraft at Salem, -C, Hanson

V. RequiredActivities Complete each : of the following aCtivities.
using the reading material,

1. Answer the following questions in writing in your own words'
from the article in the study'guide,

1, Explain the origin of such legendary fiaureS as Merlin;,
Nimue,,Lyle and Vivienne in-A.rthUrian legends,

'What ',gods are impoertant in the history of witCHCraft?

What effect did Christianity have on witchcraft?

_What were the findings at the Salem Witch Trials?

2. Choose 2 of the following activities.

1, Write a paper in which you compare the references to
witches.in different sources such at Greek mythology, the
Bible, or folklore and literature ofthe Middle Ages.' (See
Folklore in the EngliSh amd_ScOttish Ballads-or
Ef-fricifirld7f7f6ux ifiaird-Ser-Well:(3i6gEried
glia-Vie=iUpported by'specific examples frOm Your references,
3-4 pP.

Write an editorial on the trial of Joan of Arc, pretending
you are a re orter forthe-ParisTribund(1 page) . Make ...your
editorial as authenticas pcigfEfe:-

3.: Do a political_ cartoon on the Salem Witch Trials, Reearch--
the subject b_fore you begin so that your finished cartoon is
well-t_hougH o t.

40 ,
.Read 2.of the following legends. and write a. short essay

on.witchcraft nthe legends of the Middle Ages.



KIno Arthurand'hiS Noble Knicts M_ MacLeod..

'The False Craft of Moroan LeZav" pp 35-37
"Chapel Perilous and the Sor.cerese pp, :17-82'
'The Mauic Draught" pp T55-159
'The Dr:inkinc Horn of Moraan:LeFay pp, 160-163
The Treason of;.'Iouan LeFay pp P13,4-_187

"The Shield of Mcra6n LeFay" pp, 200-'05

StoL'ies of Kina Arthur and His Knichts: B,- rd,

"The Treachery of MoraanLeFay' pp, 27,36

The Story of Kind Ar'thu:' and His Kniahts, Pyle,

pp_ 53-64 .

pp 163-204 Sta.'?- of Merlin) each chapter consider4d,
separate

305-3:.2

5. Read I maga2Ine articleon witchcraft today and turn in
art abstract of the'articie Include the title of the article,
title of the magazine volume numbery date and pages,

3 Choose 1 of the r'llowina books to read,. Fill out a Critique
form,.

Witches of Blackbird Pond. Speare

A Mirror for Witches, Forbes

Rosemary's Baby

'Joan of Arc

The Crucible. Miller

The Crystal. Cave PI, Stewart

The Once and. Future Kina. T. White

The Sword in the Stone, T, White

Witchcraft of Salem Villaae Jackson

4, Take.the test,:

VI. Extra Activities. For extra activities on this .unit please
see the teacher.,

The Age of Chivalry 'National Geographic. pp, 320-329,
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SCIENCE ANI.i MEDICIF!-L Pi2esentJ

. 1, PROBV",,, 11. has. -!:,on ai that scientific knowledge has in
crad,,r1:me since 900 than it did in all the histoLy of mankind

/

befor 190C Hard to bel:eve? but true:.
ihr. 417:at dts,.-:evees have been made since 1900'? the polio

insulin a:id EinFte,in's theory of relativity are
just a fe,, What 'actors ha-Y,- such great advances passible?
In What f:ids hEve these advances been:ade?'. Have any new scienti ,'

tic field been developed-; Which,of these 'seienctific discoveries
directly affect your lLte' What. problem does necessary specializaV
non in science p.esentH

II., Specific Objctives. When you finish this unit, yo will be
' able to,

,
.

1., -Ideritif in writing major Gclent!.s,-..1; from 1900 to th,_ present
and match them .with their- discoveries,

2, Explain in wc,itrig the importance :.)t . major scientific discover-
ies since 1900,

3 Ei:press an apprecat.:.on 'for .he wealth of scientific knowledge .

which has beenPdevel9ped since 1900c

ITI Required Readin.li Material. Read each of the following refer-
oences, -You may be quizzed orally on the:assignment.

1. Men and, Natibrpp 6I76i8 620,624 628-6320.82/5-830.

20' The Human Side f World Histor,,-p

The Human Side of American Historv-pP, 279-299; iO204

IV. Extra Reading Materials, For a deeper understaihding of the
material in this unity read any of the following reerences,

,

Breakthroughs in SCience, I. Asimov, pp. 163-171,/19)193
-/

Famous Men of Science,' St.. Balton,/ pp, i51-314 /

Twentieth century Discovery. 1 Asimov

'The DevelopMent cf Modern SelenCe. Schwartz, pp,/, 9l3-9332 966-986.

Michelson and the Speed, of 'Light, B. Jaffe

Future Shock, A, Toffler I.



Requlredivittes Using the reading material, complete each
. of the

7
/

Questions, Ait:swel each of the'f-ol'6ng In wiitingu
1, When did the Atomic Age begin 'What nations developed
nucLear weapons,:

. .

.

2, event launched th,: Space Age? What were some of the
scien p:',rram of Amer;.tan

3 Iduhtify the following Alexander. Fleming-, Jonas Salk,
Aerodynamics.

2, Choose 2 oi iH f.ollowimi 6%1ViteS

l° Make -a Sciar,book of current nespaper articles wlile _you
are doing :jms unit :which peTtinto science and medic ne:.,

Include an inUoducr:ion-in which yeu d.%-scuss the types of advances
being made In ciencp..today,

,

2. 1 al in which you distuss th,. need for commun-
1.:7:ation t1:-g ,eci.ertists about their Aiscoveries,-,

3,, Dr 't a p::,-tical cartoon showir ci. the mportance of the dis=
coveryot %hc.polio vaccine to mankind,

4. Write an essay--1,n which you discuSs the problems created by
the v6alth..of adxanaesin medical-science°. Consider the questions
of overppula,_inn and the possibility of keeping someone
alive as a vegeable through the aid. of machines and drugs,

3° Choose 1of the following aCtiv,ities
.

1° Read 2 magazines a titles about scientific investigatiOn go-
ing on today such as cancer re-rch- or space exploration;, Write
abstracts and also turn bibliography information, .

2,, Prepare debate on euthanasia with one other persons and
presen*, it to the class° ,.\\

3, Read awork of acience fiCNion by Jules Verne or I° Asimov
and write a paper explaining sclence fiction may not re
main fiction for long Usc spec*fir: examples. from the book
you read,

4, Pick any topic.dealingeith scHentific research since 1(900
which interests you and write a resesach paper on it0 Include
footnotes and a biblography-: Check yOur topic with the teacher,

V10 Extr, Activities° For suggestions for etra activities please
see the teacher,

°The Double Hellx J Watson,

2
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EARLY AGRICULTURE

I. Problem

Agriculture is an aspect of our times which we all take
for granted. Even if we ourselves don't have any immediate
contact with agriculture, we are still acutely aware of its
presence everytime we visit a grocery store or take a drive
through the country. But has agriculture always existed? How
was agriculture started? Has agriculture always played the
same role in society as it does today or has its role been more
important in the past?

For most of the history of the world, crops have been
planted and harvested by manual labor. Only in recent history
have machines been available to decrease labor and increase pro-
duction. What were the methods of farming and ranching in an-
cient times? Have they changed or been improved?

II. Specific objectives

1. You will be able to explain in writing and orally,
the theory of the origin of agriculture,

2. You will be able to list in writing three methods
of primitive agriculture.

3. You will be able to explain in writing and orally
the importance of agriculture to at least two ancient cultures

4. You will be able to exrlain in writing and orally why
farming declined in Italy during the Roman Empire.

5. You will be able to compare agriculture as you know
it with agriculture in ancient times, including information
about methods and the importance of agriculture

III. Required Reading Material

1. Read the following reference in Men and Nations:
The Discovery of Agriculture 5, 9-13,

2e Read the references on at least three of the following
ancient cultures:

a. Egypt -- 18-20, 28-29
b. Mesopotamia -- 37, 40, 41, 50, 53
c. India -- 61-2, 64, 65-6, 170-71, 174, 265-6
d. China -- 70, 72, 73, 180-2
e. Greece -- 85, 92, 94, 109, 119
f. Rome -- 125, 131-3, 141, 143, 144, 153, 159
g. America -- 282-6

1



3 Read at least 20 pages of information on agriculture
selected from the following references.'

Mane His First Two Million Years - A Montagu pp 137-43
Everyday LIN-1n Prehistoric Times - M & CHB Quennell,
pp 115-177-113-1171337-47

The Morning of Mankind - R Silverberg. pp 127-8. 132-35.
5 4

Life Under the Pharoahs L Cottrol. pp 21-2. 39. 62-3
EaLeiga7Brrok Land B Marts, pp 37-47
Rver day LTrgin Ancient Egypt Jm White. pp 162-6
Lana o tn ersTwo riv R- Powers. pp 16.18. ?5-6, 44-5.

Ancient Britons - M Howard, pp 27-45; 76
EWFWiiiTi-in Roman and Anglo-Saxon Times M CUB Quennell,
pp, 139=T07

A Da x in Old Athens - Davis, pp- 197. 94. 196-203
Xncient America - JM Leonard. pp 119-122, 66-7 15-18.
--T337-077-117-7
Everda Life in Ancient Greece - CE Robinson, pp 16-18,

89- 0
Ever day Life in Ancient Rome FR Cowell. p 24
W en Egypt Ruled the East - G Steindorff. pp 13. 98
Ana ent Egypt L Casson. pp 40-41, 46.49 108 9, 30-32.
7.70-11
Ancient China E Schafer. pp 158-9. 12. 16. 33-4
Im erial Rome - M Hadas, pp 147-49
Ancient Egypt JE White pp 128-133
fErrUst Zoo ears - C,B Falls, pp 44-6. 59 61 63, 123
die Elaral an Sphinx - Newsweek. pp 20-1 - 26

4. Read the mimeographed material included in this study
guide,

IV, Required Activities

1- Participate in group discussions supervised by the
teacher

2 Answer the following questions in writing in complete
sentences in your own words

1. How did environment determine life in the four
great river valleys? is man still influenced by en-
vironment in earning his living?

2 What were four important agricultural products
in ancient Egypt?

3 Who did the manual labor on farms in ancient
Greece .end Rome?

4- Why did the number of "All farmers in Italy
decline during the Roman Emvire?



3. Choose at least two of the fol.4owing activities and
have the teacher 0 k your choice

1 Using the material you read. write an original
paragraph explaining the beginning of agriculture

2 Watch any two of the following filmstrips and
take notes on the parts which deal with agricultureMa
FS 16 The Oldest tion Egypt
FS318 Forebears of the West - The Celts
FS 98 The Great Age of Warrior Homeric Greece
FS 34 The Greek City-State
FS 35 Greece and Persia
FS309 Ancient Egypt
FS263 Egypts Eras of Splendor
FS 21 Rome's Beginnings
FS 22 Rome and Italy
FS 17 The Growth of Society

.FS372 Life in Ancient Egypt
FS255 The Incas
FS308 Heritage of the Maya
FS261 Discovery of Agriculture

3. Make a chart with drawings showing three methods
of primitive agriculture

4. Write an editorial for the Memphis (Egypt) Times
about the importance of agriculture in the economy of
Egypt.

4, Choose at least one of the following activities,

1. Interview someone who works on a farm or for FICO
Ask him or her questions about methods of agriculture
and/or crops grown in Arizona Write up your inter-
view in a short paper in which you compare what you
found out in the interview with what you have read a-
bout early methods of agriculture

2. Write an entry to a diary of a farmer in an an
cient civilization Make your diary as realistic as
possible by researching the topic from books listed
in the Required Reading section (1-2 pp ) Include
facts about methods, crops, daily activities etc

3- Read two magazine articles on farming or ranch-
ing One should be on modern farming and ranching and
one whould be on farming and ranching in ancient times
Write a short paper (1 1/2 - 2 pp ) comparing farming
and ranching in ancient and modern times using the in-
formation in the magazine articles. Turn in a b/blio-
araphy. Use the Readers Guide to Periodical Literature
to find your articles There should be some artiaira
primitive methods of agriculture in National cseatats



BACK OF HISTORY 'MAN IN THE BEGINNING)/ by W Howells

With the end of the Ice Age the hunting peoples were pres-
sing into every part of the habitable world. except the outer
islands of the Pacific and perhaps such poor places as Green-
land and Baffir. Land For a time they even roamed the plain
between Britain and Denmark discovered, every kind of available
food, including those which have to be specially treated to be
edible. like acorns, And in different places they give them-
selves the benefit of many fairly intricate inventions, whether
weapons or hunting tricks, even though typically they could
carry their entire cultures around as they traveled. in their
heads oz; on top of them

Then, about 6000 B C and somewhere in the Near East tas
far as we know): the Neolithic way of life began It is still
called "Neolithic"(New Stone Age as Mesolithic means Middle
and Paleolithic means Old Stone Age) because the older anthro-
pologists saw everything in the light of stonework, and thought
of this "period" as the age of polished stone axes But it
means, rather, a state of culture in which food is planted and
bred, not hunted and gathered in which food is domesticated,
not wild If we had to choose the greatest single change in
human history right up to the present. this would be it I

mean, of course, a change by cultural evolution. as distinct
from a biological change like standing erect, or gradually be-
coming able to use culture and language in the first place
And I do not mean that the change was sudden. or dramatic to
those who were changing as though a light were being switched
on It was dramatic but long after, in its consequences,
because everything else we have achieved flowed out of this as
a beginning.

By about 4000 B.C. there were farming villages spread
widely in the Near East, all the way from the Faiyum Basin in
Egypt (just up the Nile from Cairo and the Pyramids). through
Palestine and Syria, over to Iraq and Iran. They were not all
the same, by any means. but a summary picture of their culture
was something like this. The people lived in houses: of mud
brick or mud and brush walls.. They grew wheat and barley.
they cut the grain with straight sickles made by setting flint
blades in a row in a piece of wood or bone: they stored it (in
some places) in granaries or pits lined with basketry. and they
ground it for bread on rotary hand mills of stone or in some
other kind of grindstone or mortar. They raised cattle sheep
goats and pigs (and dogs although remember that a dog is a
Mesolithic contraption used for hunting, and not a barnyard
animal). But they also hunted wild animals and took birds and
fish. especially in the Faiyum. to fill out their diets They
made bowls and jars of pottery And they wove linen cloth out
of flax

This is a culture which. emphatically, you would not try
to carry around on your head. even forgetting the houses and
granaries- Its origins have not been pinpointed. but they must

4



have been in this same part of the world. the Near East There
seem to have been Nesolithic hunters in the area down to nearly
6000 B C according to radiocarbon dates And one of the
earliest villages of farmers yet discovered must have been found-
ed by 5000 B.C. or earlier, this was already a full fledged
village. so that the formative period must have been some time
prior to this. In fact. during such a formative period, it is
easy to suppose that farmers might leave their village which
we recognize as "Neolithic." and go off on a hunting -expedition
during which they left remains in a cave which we would dig up
and label "Mesolithic "

This early village, called Jaxmo. is in the hill country
of Iraq above the Tigris-Euphrates Valley It was made up of
simple houses of packed mud walls. and lasted long enough so
that eight levels could he made out by the excavators Grains
of wheat and barley were found. along with the household tools
for making flour, especially hand mills And there were bones
of cattle, sheep, pigs and dogs

Now it might be hard to prove just what was the state of
domestication of these animals. but here at any rate was the
basic domestic livestock in a group. and all wild animal bones
-- le- , those which were clearly products of the hunt a-
mounted to only five per cent of the total One feature of the
houses was burning basins of clay (hearthsn but aside from
the remains of these there were no signs of pottery until the
highest levels, at the end of the settlement. when some frag.
ments of poor-grade stuff appeared And there were no signs
of weaving at all So here was a group of very early farmers,
lacking even the two typical arts of "Neolithic" peoples pott-
ery and weaving, but with the domesticated grains and animals
well in hand.

None of this tells us how the business of domestication came
about, and here we have to fall back on a little imagination
But let it be the right kind of imagination and not one that
sees a Mesolithic genius waking up in a hut. exclaiming, "Why
didn't I think of that before?" and smartly laying out a gar-
den And planting it full of good things On the contrary.
rapidly though it happened by Paleolithic standards the de
liberate sowing of grain must have come about by accidental
steps, at the hands of gatherers

There is impressive proof that the Mesolithic hunters had
come to know and eat every possible kind of natural food and
in this part of the world they surely made use of edible seeds
as in all other parts Many such people must have anticipated
the ripening of wild crops, and perhaps come early to places
where they grew. possibly even to pull up weeds or chase birds
away, Here in the Near East. In fact. the Natufian people of
Pasestine seem to have had a very late Mesolithic culture
Yet they had sickles. which is thought to show that they hary
ested wild grasses and grains on an important scale Realize
also that these cereals, wheat, barley, the millets !grasslike
grains including sorghum. very ancient in use)- will keep well
if they are stored in a proper cache. and you have something
which emphasizes the importance of that crop and exerts a steady



pull back to the place where it grows well. or where an other-
wise wandering group keeps its stores of the grain And suppose
that little by little the people find other ways of helping the
crop. and camp near it, or carry ripe grain home to one of their
main camps, and accidentally spill it around so that it grows
there- Then the final purposeful growing of this kind of food
is probably inevitable Now the whole process might be very
slow, or too difficult entirely, for many wild vegetable types,
and it is probable that the particular qualities of these
grains, like their yearly growth (as opposed to a treeborne
fruit), their high food value, and above all their stora-
bility, would have helped the incipient farmers along in their
unconscious process of domestication

You might think that it would be possible to find the home
of all this by finding the natural home of the grains themselves
Unfortunately, the grains grow wild in too many parts of the
Near East and northern or eastern Africa to make this possible
And the same thing applies to the animals This last is especi-
ally true, because, once the idea of domesticating them had
been clearly established and heads had been introduced into new
territories, then some of the local wild forms in these new
territories may have brought under domestication forms in these
new territories may have been brought under domestication, as a
way of enlarging the flccks- This seems to have happened with
cattle and pigs in Europe, for example- That would tend to make
it look as though the original domestication had taken place all
over creation, instead of in one principal place The chances
are strong. however, that cattle domestication_ like that of
wheat and barley and other early plants like flax, happened in
the Near East,

It is actually surprising that the main animals - cattle.
sheep, goats and pigs - ail show up together in the lowest
archaeological level's of the oldest village. Jarmo This is
the kind of thing that suggests Neolithic beginnings must have
gone back well before Jarmo's founding in about 5000 B.0 and
perhaps before 6000 B,C. But in any event it is likely they the
grains were domesticated before the animals

For the essence of village farming life is building a village
and farming; that is, staying in one place. And it is plants
that stay in one place, and so ask the people to do the same,
while the animals may wander If the people are wandering, and
living by hunting, they cannot afford the time to care for live-
stock- Sometimes hunters bring-live animals to camp as a way
of having the next day's food at hand But these animals never
survive more than a day or so -. And a hunter's real reaction to
a food animal is to shoot it: this was the Bushman s approach
to Hottentot or Dutch cattle, and the Sioux Indians did the
same thing when the nreat White Father was trying to make them
settle down and gavf tl-,um some cows

But domesticating cattle is not simply stockading them or
even taming them, it means rather causing them to breed success'
fully while they are dependent and human beings And this means
living on something else while waiting for the animals to re-
produce and grow and give milk Now if you are a hunter. not a
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farmer, it would seem preposterous to be hunting rabbits or
gorillas if you have oxen and sheep at hand, All ready to be
killed. Of course we do not know what actual3v happened in
6000 B-C., and there may have been special circ..mstances Anu
also there are the reindeer nomads of Siberia. whc give the
impression that they are in the very act of bringing the re-
indeer to heel: but the circumstances are peculiar On the
face of it, it would seem that the domestication of wild cattle
would be slow enough and hard enough to suggest strongly that
it was done by homesteaders not hunters

This brings us to the meaning of the so,called Neolithic
revolution, If you generalize. and take the typical effects
on culture of hanging life on the one hand and of farming life
on the other, you can see that something stupendous took place
it was a breaking of one of nature's bonds, the freeing of man
from the limits of the natural supply of food

simple hunter-gathers -have few crude ideas about con
servation and some, like the Australians and the Magdalenians,
exerted themselves in pious rites to make the game more plenti-
ful But that is wishful thinking; nature is in control not
they, Nature goads them about from spot to spot like howling
monkeys. and there is nothing they can do about it They cannot
stockpile their food! when they have eaten, it is high time to
start thinking about the next meal Around any camp there are
only so many wild animals and so many edible plants. because of
the balance of nature When these have been hunted or picked
beyond a given point, the supply becomes too short and cannot
recover, perhaps. for that season What do the people in the
camp do? They pick up and move on, to a place where the game
is untouched, So this band must have enough territory to keep
rebuilding thq supply, it must preserve the supply against
poachers, and it must move. move, move

What about the numbers of people? Since they are actually
part of the balance of nature themselves, they will be limited
to a number which their territory can support in its worst (not
its best) years, So the whole human population must be relative-
ly sparse and spread cut,

And the size of the band? Actually the simplest family can
carry on this kind of a life, the man to hunt and the woman to
collect vegetables. insects. water and firewood and to tend to
odd jobs But this leaves them with no help if they have need
of it, while larger groups may not only protect themselves better
but hunt more effectively, whether by co-operation in a rabbit
drive or by multiplying the chances of finding and killing a
large animal on which all can feed However. the size of the
band soon reaches a point at which it presses within their
radius of action around the camp, or the band itself will not
be able to move fast enough and far enough to tap the resources
it needs, Only once in a while can bands come together in
tribal meetings. and then perhaps when a natural crop a
cactus pear or a kind of grub -- comes into season, and for a
while creates plenty for everybody The rest of the time the
bands must keep their distance and the number cf each will be
something like fifty souls, more or less

7



These laws of nature have teeth in them. many peoples
accept the necessity of killing some of their infants at birth
because the mother already has all the young children she can
cope with on the march, and most of them ruthlessly abandon
the sick or the helplessly old to freeze or starve If. rarely;
they put forth efforts on the aged one's behalf these efforts
are visibly strenuous Such action is not subhuman callousness
Even though they may appear to take it calmly the people have
no choice at all in what they do, or even the face they put upon
it

We see, in fact. human beings like ourselves trapped, without
knowing it, a life which prevents them from having higher mat-
erial inventions and social combinations Small nomadic bands
can hardly become civilized if they cannot even set up substan-
tial households. They must find some escape from nomadism first
and from isolation and the limits of small numbers They must
find some escape from the tread-mill of food-getting. which has
them almost always either hunting or getting ready to hunt, and
so keeps them from having any specializtion of their energies
and makes the only division of labor that between the animal-
hunting man and the plant-hunting woman This escape was found
with domestication, when the ordinary balance of nature was
broken and food was made to grow not by nature buy by man Camps
changed to villages. and dozens of people to hundreds

But the millennium did not arrive with a rush. This was the
basic change, ideally, but it was gradual. and there had always
been a lot of overlapping, The Siriono Indians nomadic hunters
of eastern Bolivia, are normally so hunt,ry that their conversa-
tion is largely about food, or' squabbling over food, or begging
one another for food (they are perhaps the least honorable of
the hunters, and will eat in the middle of the night to avoid
sharing), And yet they plant small plots of corn and other
vegetables around the house or at some place near which they
expect to be hunting; still the corn patch fails to rescue them
from their hard lot, Many Neolithic peoples hunt and fish avidly
and, as we shall soon see, the more primitive ones cannot even
remain long in one place because of the inefficiency of their
methods of farming- Even in archaeology we can see the gradual
nature of the development.
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READING LIST - EARLY AGRICULTURE

1, Read the following reference in ExElorinu World History.,
The Discovery of Agriculture - pp 3 -4

20 Read the references on at least three of the following
ancient cultures*

1, Egypt. - 9 - 10
2, Mesopotamia - 17, 24
3, Chir.a - 36
40 Mayan culture - 49
5, Incan culture - 50-1
6, Greece 84-5
70 Rome - 101: 108

In Men and Nations - Rome. 125: 131-2, 141, 143 144,
1537-157--

3. Read at least 10 pages of information on agriculture chosen
from the following references -, Take notes to be checked by
the teacher,

The First Men in the World - AT White, p0- 128-32. 159-63:
77u71--
Land of the Pharoahs - L, Cottrell, pp,.21-2, 39, 62-3

. =rent Untons M, Howard, pp, 27 -45, 76
A Ra in-UUDTTEhens Davis, pp, 193, 194, 196-203
Everyday rrre in Ancient Greece - CE Robinson, pp. 16-18,

89-90
Everyday Life in Ancient Rome - R, Cowell, pp 24
When Egypt Ruled he East - G, Skindorff,: pp 13, 98
The Romans.- A, Duggan* pp, 15
Ancient Egypt - L, Casson, pp, 40-41, 46-49, 108.9*
--13:77, 110# 111
Ancient China - E, Schafer, pp 158--9, 12, 16. 33-4 ,

IRFgriElRome - M, Hadas, pp. 147-49
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Package Title:. War Since 1945

t. PROBLEM. -After ,the--!:arje-scale war between 1939 and 1945, -T---,---:.....,

the world hoped for a long peace, Fear Of what another ,World
wide war would do to :mankind was very prevalent, Weapods,such t
as the atomic bomb could ,..irtually ann:,hilate the entire popu-
lation of the world, ,

J

Rasa seemed determined to spread communism thropgholithe
world., The Western World's conflict agalpst-this*.covert'agve-
sion was known as the Cold War,. There- were a,'--ew.ftpt wars' after'
1945, too, One was thej4.oean War, fought by U,N-forces-againat
the invarling'North Koreans. Other wars included the Hungarian
Revolution, the .struggle for freedom by C2echosIovakia, the con-
tinuing struggle of :sreaga.inst- the Arabs irithe Middie'East,

which also filled t is .per.1, : i were the Alger:.an War, the struggle
and the Viet Nam W T m freedom orhe a:.s for'freedoor.. African countries-...

In the Congo, -Biafra, and Rhodesia.- Most recently was the Eight
for-the freedom c,i' n-naladesh from Pakis'tan, .

. .

What has mad. these wars cLfferent f_roma11 prevL.ous Wars ..

and why?' What has been the prevaiI.:.ng reasons -f-or,violent. ,flare--
ups? Why haven't atomic weapons been used Po:,:., what reasons
have major powers backed various. sIdeS in the smalier wars? What
is ,the arms race? What hope of peace do we all have-r.-1-ke
future?

.

.

. .

-
)

11. Specifit Obtlectives. When you fin:.sh this unit you tali
be able to: v

.
.

..1..Identify in wrIting the major wars since 1945 -and their
4auses,

Explain in writing the methods of warfare used since 1945,

3, Explain in writing, the develoment of the arms race and
/its .affect On world peace.,

4. Explain in writing what role the '..1,N, has played-in !keeping
wor-Id Peace,,_,'

---

'5, Identify .1i.i_ .ing the,major occupations as iciated With
the armed( servi'.es which are avaii,abletoday,

N . ,.
, 1

.
. .

III., Required Trading M eriale, Read each of the f ilowing
references. You may be.quizzed.orali,S, on the as ignments;

1, Me Nations. pp 754,-55, 762-766, 71'3-2'74, 779-781,
82-789, )99- 801( 8O6-8li '816-818, c,

N



IJ

The Human. Adkientu:re, . ).:,
_

pp, 21.5-220, 247-269,
/ )

The Human Side of Ameii,can H',etory, pp: 291 -293,
YUU:TUTTTE7-7-----7-7"--77-----

4, The Human Side-of World Ilisto\ry `c pp: 167, 172-1_75, 178-
119,

IV, Extra /Reading Material!, .for. a-deeper understanding of the
mater4al in this unit,/ read any qOf thefollowing_references
for *stra =edit,

The'' Story of Igrae

Prague's 200 Days,

M Levin

H, Schwartz

Why Vietnam? F Trager

The War in-Korea', Leckie

Hussein of jOrden: My "War" arth Israel, V. Vande.

Cuba, B.. Williams

The Swift Sword, rshall.

0.-The Middle East. j: Jaec!%el, pp, i26-135', 152-155,

The Berlin -wail P 7nt.e

Attica in Historx B, D vidson

Suez: Ten Years After,- P. Calvotoress
. ,

Korea: The Third:-Republic, K, Chung,- pp, 122-141J 217-
228.,

Southeast Asia .and the, World' Today., C Buss ,

Dateline: Vietnam, J. Lucas

365 Days, Glasser, M; D.

Peace in Vietnam, American Friends Service Committee

Vietnam Diary, R, Tregaski.s

Our Own WorstEnera, Wm, Lederer

Crossroads .vn Korea,. T. Fehrenbach

Korea
145.

Land of the7,38th Gasfle1d pp, 102,-



.The Story aof-Vietnam H Dart, pp 92 -7250,

jlell or High. Water. W Sheldon

V., RequI:red Activities. Using the reading material, complete
each of ti28 f011owing

Que;tions:

1. What 15A0da_oi..joces haS-che U.L.N used for 17?-77'keePing operations2

Summarizebiefly the events in CzechloslOvakia in the
late 1940'z,

.x, Why was the Berl2n air ::,ct.. necessary. How was it carried
out2:

Why did-the. Hunger fans xevO.It.. in 1956F How did Great
Britain, France, and the U,S.- react?

What led' to the Suez criSis and how was.., it reso). red?

- Why was it difficult to reach -a peaceful settlement-of .

theAlgerian-problem in the 190's?

How. did Is'rae'l become a state? what has been the result?

8 What was the Korean War' Why was it i.mportant?

9. How did America becOMe-involved in Vietnam?. What' were
the chief provisions the Geneva Agreements? Whydid
SoUth Vietnam and the U,S, refuse to sign them?

Choose two of the following activities

1, Winston Churchill said the,arms rate led to a "balance
of,terror", Draw a cart6On using 'Churchill's statement
as a theme,

2.On al. map of the world show whete,the United Nations has
under/taken 'peace-keeping operations-, indicating with
,Alat/_strength .these missions were carried out

3, Draw two political cartoons of the Berlin 'Wall, one from
a Western point ,ofview, the other irbm a Communist point
of view,

4. Write an imaginary.:editocial for a pzo-Arab newsPaper,
'denounc&ng Israel: as a trouble-maker in the Middle East.

.5, Write an editorial onAMerican intervention in the 'Viet-
nom War, Use current periodicals for sources,



6, Write a letter to a t..;::.ead ,oh- ycu defend the sale
of lanes by the U a. t
for your soures, . .

Choose I of the folLowng.;

Uz current periodicals

1, Read 2 magaztne-iciespn the st.s.tuggie freedom by
Bangladesh_ Turn n absraCts with biblogs:aphical
,Lriformation

2. Read 2 magazine az..-tiP4s about the sttuggle f fieedbm
by Biafra, Turn in abstracts with .b raphipal in-
formation,

s, Read 2 magazine about the Istaeli-Arab 1 day ware
Turn in abstracts with blbliographzal intormation

4. Form a, group to,dispuss the followingquestions 0 4

students)-. -Hand in I set of notes for the group.

1 The United.-States'spends much more on its defense
budget than onthe United Nations: Which do you think
is a better guarantee-tor peace, the U,N, or an up-to-
date defenc.sys'tem cholce-

2,.The United States hli\s been cfitized for not force-
fully preventl the busilding of the Berlin Wall,
Explain 'your. attitude on this -matter:.

3, What do you think would help lessen tensions between,
Arabs and Israelis? Do you see any hope for such an
easing Of tensions?'

4. Why do you think some, people in the world favor
Russies.polipy Of peacefulooexistence, while others
support ,China's policy of-national wars of liberation?

5. What is you!.- position on the United States government's
policy in,Vietnam

5. Intervie'w a.recruiter to the' armed fdices about jobs
available for enlisted .Men or fficer-S. The list may'
be. very )png so you may want to limit lt,to fields such

. as medicine ,' combat, clercai, military police', etc-
Write.up your interview with your -reactions,

6, interViewsomepne who has served in Vietnam about our
purpose, how he felt about serving there, howhe feels
about the peace mOyement, etc, ',Write'up your interview
with your reactions

77'Writt.a research.paper. t23 pages) on methods of warfare
used since I945 1nClude footnotes and a biloliography



Read 2 articles on.poiitical terrorism in the past year,
Turn in abstracts and b:4b14.ographIca1 information,

VI Extra Activities, For suggestions for extra activities,
please see your _Leacher.

On the Beach, N. Shute

Armageddon.: L Uris

Ex-idus L, Uris

Crzy_the Beloved Country_ A, Paton

.The Spy Who Came 1r from 'Ale Cold, LeCarre
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POLITICAL REVOLUTIONS: 1900-1930

. 1. .PROBLEM, The period between 1900 and n30 was an-Important,
one thr. political revolutions. It ;as during 'this time that
Russia threw off the rule of .thee and a man succeeded an
applying the ideas of An-earlier political revolutionary, Karl
Marx, to a situationEntitely different from the One Marx
believed would -cause a revolution. Instead, : Lenin Meded
Marxism and successfully carried out.a revolution- by the elite
(that is, )yy a very few number of people)- It was this adapta.
tion of Max'sr' ideas which eventually became Communism as we
know it today.

That conditions existed in Russia which promoted the use
of revoiutionarytacticS? Why had a :previods revolution in
1905 failed? What kind of'a man was Lenin? Who were his followers?
Inv,hatv.ays did he alter Marx's ideas? Mho were the Bolsheviks?.
After thepower was -taken by -The,Communists, what kind of life
'did they preach for the People of, Russ is and the world? Was
their-intent to follow-the ideaspf:Karl Marx or did they
continue to alter his proposals? ,:And finally, did the Communists
practice what theypreaghedP -" and do they today follow their
own ideals in practice: /-;:

A revolution Was also carried out inChina 'between. 1900 and
1930, The Manchu elynaSty.wasitoo slow in making reforMs and
.revolutionary:leaders succeeded 1.11 forcing them to give.up
their rule. Important inthis.movement was Dr. Suh Yat-Sen:

Uhat conditions wererthepeopld struggling. against'in China?
What type of government '.did they Want?: Was this revolution one
by the masses or an elite as '.in Russia? What effect -did the suc-
cess of the reVolutionThave on China?

Mexico also underWent a revolution between 1910 and 1920, What
were its causes? Results? Heroes? How did. it. affect the United
States?

Specific Objectives. When'you finish this unit, you will
be able to:

?,o- Explain.-in writing the conditions in'Russia which encouraged
revolutionaries to act.

2 Explain-in writing what. the causes and effects of the Russian
Revolution of1905 were.

3. Explain in writing who N. Lenin was and why he was important.

4. :Explain in writing how Lenin altered the ideas of Marx and why.,

5. Explain in writing the successesof the.RuSsian Revolution.
and the effect it has. had. on Russia and th

6. ,Explain in writing the causes and effects of the revolution
in China.

E4lain in writing the causes `and effects of the revolution f

in 'Mexico.
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1.11. Required Reading read each of the fallowing refefencet.
You may be quizzed orally on.pur reading assignments.

1. .1,an,fand Nations.. PP. 505-506, 68.2-691. 564-565,

2. The Human Adventure, vol. 123-188, 88-89,

3. South tr., Southwest, pp, 51-710,

4. The material in'the Study Guide.

IV. Extra:Reading Material. For a deeper Understanding of the
material in this unit, read any of the following references,

Peace by Revolution., Tannenbaum.

Ten Days that Shook the World, Reed,

Soviet larxism, H, Marcuse,g-

The Lif)e of Lenin, L. Fischer,

The Life and Death of Lenin. R, Payne..

.The RuSsian Revolution .L. Trotsky.

Wh Lenin? Why' Stalin? T von Laue ,

Lenin and Trotsky.' CBS.News,

Red October, Daniels.

.

. The. Russian Revolution: OBS Legacy.

Russia in Revolution, Horizon,

The Russian RevOlution, Lecar,

The Russiar RevOlution,- A, ,lOorehead,

ten Dais in Novembe I';-.1/erstein.

A History,,of Russia, Horizon, pp. 268-363,

Russia. 11, liabbetton.- pp,, 140-186.

Russia -. R. Daniels. pp., 56-105;

Russia: SeleCted Readings. H. ; pp. 152-195. .

The Man Who Changed China- P.
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Stilwell and the merican ExperienCe Tuchman;::
pp, 25-41,

The Mexican- Revolution. R. ouirk,

Zapata and. the Mexican Revolution,- J. Uomack.
)

V. Requi-zed Activities UsLng the reading material complete
each of the following activities.

I. Questions. ;:nswer each of the following questions in writing
in our own words

'

1, Why did the, Russian: z evolutionary movement Of 1905 fail?

2. flow did-conditionsinEusSia in 1921 contradict Marxist
theory?

How did Lenin modityMarxisml

4, Who was Sun Yat-Sen and w-hy was hej.mportant?

5, Who was Pancho Villa and why was he.''importan-0

2. Choose 2.of the following activities,

1. Write a letter to Czar Nicholas II .explaining why you
,think it is a mistake to return' to oppressive measures
after issuingthe October Manifesto.

Write.anessay onthe following topic: Lenin Won the
support of the Russian masses with his slogan, "Land,
Peace, and Bread.!' What.dbes this say about the condi-T-
tiong in Russia in 191 ? ? De you think Lenin-would have
gained more supporters if he had promised political
freedom to the Russian people?

-3. Read 2 magazine articles relating tothe_Russian
Revolution. ..Turninabstracts and bibliographical in-
formation on each,

4. DraW a series of- political cartoons on the Russian
:Revolution,covering aspects such as causes, effects,
,leaders, world sentiment, etc:

5, Draw a political cartoon illustrating the difference
betwe/en Panclio Villa and E, Zapata,'

4
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. Choose I of the for lowing; activities.

1.' Read. a biography of Lenin and give an oral, report to .

your group..

.

2. Read The' God ThatFailecLand write a paper explaining
how the changes in communism by Lenin and Stalin
played a part-in the disillusionment of the pontribu
tors who wrote this book with communism.

Read Animal Farm by.G, Orwell. and and write a paper
explaining the satire on revolutiOn and:communism.
Use specific examples from the bbek and from Your
required reading.

4, Present the p Seeds of Revolution to the
Props and costumes are welcome.,

a. Organize -a debate t3 people) on the subject of the
benefits' versus the disadvantages of Lenin's success
in 1Russia.Lesearth your topic well so your debate
will be factual andlnformative,

Writol\and present to the class k,4 peoplea YOu Are
Trgr-77heresegmdnt on the Bolshevik Revolution on November 17,-

7. Read a book on the Mexican Revolution. rill out a
critique form. .

Vi. EXtra Activities. For suggestions for extra activities
OT books, please see the teacher.

The Farther Shores of Politics. C, Thayer.


